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Uvod v IMPEL 

Mreža Evropske unije za izvajanje in uveljavljanje okoljskega prava (IMPEL) je mednarodno 
neprofitno združenje okoljskih organov držav članic EU, držav pristopnic in držav kandidatk 
Evropske unije in držav EGP. Združenje je registrirano v Belgiji, njegov pravni sedež pa je v Bruslju v 
Belgiji. 

IMPEL je bil ustanovljen leta 1992 kot neformalna mreža evropskih regulatorjev in organov, ki se 
ukvarjajo z izvajanjem in uveljavljanjem okoljske zakonodaje. Cilj mreže je ustvariti potreben zagon 
v Evropski skupnosti za napredek pri zagotavljanju učinkovitejše uporabe okoljske zakonodaje. 
Jedro dejavnosti IMPEL zadeva ozaveščanje, krepitev zmogljivosti in izmenjavo informacij in 
izkušenj o izvajanju, izvrševanju, ter mednarodnem sodelovanju pri izvrševanju ter spodbujanju in 
podpori pri izvedljivosti in izvršljivosti evropske okoljske zakonodaje. 

V preteklih letih se je IMPEL razvil v prepoznavno organizacijo, ki je omenjena v številnih 
zakonodajnih in političnih dokumentih EU, npr. 7. Okoljski Akcijski Program in Priporočila o 
Minimalnih Merilih za Okoljske Inšpekcije. 

Strokovno znanje in izkušnje udeležencev IMPEL-a ustvarjajo usposobljeno mrežo za delo tako na 
tehničnih, kot tudi regulativnih vidikih okoljske zakonodaje EU. 

Informacije o mreži IMPEL so na voljo tudi na njeni spletni strani na naslovu:www.impel.eu 

Suggested citation:
Falconi M. et al. (2021), Ekstrakcija talnih hlapov (Soil Vapour Extraction - SVE) poročilo. 
IMPEL, COMMON FORUM, EIONET, NICOLE report no 2020/09 SVE SI, 298 pages. Brussels, 
ISBN 978-2-931225-17-2

http://www.impel.eu/
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tal, Remediacija, Okolje, Brez zavzemanja zemljišč, Onesnaženje, Onesnažena območja, 
Kontaminacija, Kontaminirana območja, Monitoring, Terenski poskusi. 
 
Tarčne skupine 
Pristojni organi za odobritev/uporabo/monitoring remediacijske tehnologije, industrijski operaterji, 
agencije za varstvo okolja, organi varstva narave, okoljski inšpektorati, okoljski monitoring, 
raziskovalne ustanove, tehnične univerze, okoljska združenja, nevladne organizacije, zavarovalnice in 
združenja, okoljski svetovalci. 
 
Mreža IMPEL je v okviru svojega delovnega programa za leto 2020 vzpostavila projekt Remediacija 
vode in zemljišč (2020/09), ki se nanaša na merila za ocenjevanje uporabnosti tehnologij remediacije. 
 
Projekt Remediacija vode in zemljišč jemlje smernice o definicijah in ključnih korakih uporabe 
tehnologije remediacije kot odskočno desko in se osredotoča na tehnične postopke, povezane s 
tehnologijami remediacije. Končni cilj projekta je izdelati dokument, ki dokazuje merila za 
ocenjevanje predloga uporabe remediacijske tehnologije, razumevanje uporabnosti, kaj storiti pri 
terenskih preizkusih in pri celoviti aplikaciji. Priloga 1 zajema številne študije primerov, ki lahko bralcu 
pomagajo predvideti kakršne koli težave, s katerimi se lahko sreča in ugotoviti, ali ponujena rešitev 
ustreza njihovemu problemu, saj se vsako onesnaženo mesto razlikuje od drugih, zato je vedno 
potrebno izbrati pristop, specifičen za posamezno mesto. 
Cilj projekta Remediacije vode in zemljišč za obdobje 2020–2021 je bil osredotočiti se na dve 
tehnologiji sanacije, kemično oksidacijo in situ in ekstrakcijo talnih hlapov. 
Nazadnje, projekt Remediacije vode in zemljišč namerava spodbujati uporabo tehnologij za 
Remediacijo tal in podtalnice in situ in na kraju samem, ter manj uporabe tehnologij Dig & Dump in 
Pump & Treat, ki so tehnike, ki se pogosto uporabljajo v Evropi, vendar niso trajnostne v srednje-
dolgoročnem obdobju. Tla in voda sta naravni bogastvi in ju je treba, kadar je to tehnično izvedljivo, 
obnavljati ne pa izgubljati. 
Zahvale 

To poročilo je strokovno pregledala širša projektna skupina IMPEL in strokovna skupina IMPEL za 
vode in zemljišča, mreža COMMON FORUM, mreža NICOLE, EIONET WG Contamination in skupina 
zunanjih pregledovalcev. 
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Izjava o omejitvi odgovornosti 

 
Ta publikacija je bila pripravljena v okviru projekta IMPEL Remediacija vode in zemljišč s podporo partnerskih 
mrež, ki se zanimajo za upravljanje onesnaženih zemljišč. Dokument, ki ga je napisala in pregledala skupina 
avtorjev, namerava služiti kot primarni vir informacij za premostitev in širjenje znanja med evropskimi državami 
in regijami. S ciljem podpore za skupno razumevanje potencialov posebne tehnologije sanacije, ki jo želi 
olajšati. 
 
Vsebina, navedena tukaj, temelji na ustrezni bibliografiji, izkušnjah avtorjev in zbranih študijah primerov. 
Dokument morda ne bo obsežen v vseh situacijah, v katerih je bila ali se bo ta tehnologija uporabljala. Študije 
primerov (glej prilogo) so zahvalni prostovoljni prispevki. Ekipa avtorjev ni imela naloge vrednotenja ali 
preverjanja poročil o študijah primerov. 
 
Nekatere države, regije ali lokalne oblasti so morda uvedle posebno zakonodajo, pravila ali smernice za 
oblikovanje tehnoloških aplikacij. 
 
Ta dokument NI mišljen kot smernica ali referenčni dokument (Best Available Technology – BAT = najboljša 
razpoložljiva tehnologija) za to tehnologijo. Pedološke, geološke in hidrogeološke okoliščine onesnaženih 
območij po Evropi kažejo veliko variabilnost, zato je zasnova in izvedba po meri za posamezno lokacijo ključna 
za uspeh pri sanaciji onesnaženih območij. Tako se lahko vsako prijavljeno priporočilo uporabi, delno ali pa ne. 
V vsakem primeru avtorji, sodelavci in vključena omrežja ne morejo biti odgovorni. 
 
Mnenja, izražena v tem dokumentu, niso nujno mnenja posameznih članov spodaj podpisanih mrež. IMPEL in 
njegove partnerske mreže močno priporočajo, da posamezniki/organizacije, ki jih zanima uporaba tehnologije v 
praksi, obdržijo storitve izkušenih okoljskih strokovnjakov. 
 
Marco Falconi – IMPEL 
Dietmar Müller Grabherr – COMMON FORUM on Contaminated Land in Europe 
Frank Swartjes – EEA EIONET WG Contamination 
Tomas Albergaria – NICOLE 
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Izrazoslovje 

TERM DEFINITION SOURCE              PARAGRAPH 
‘točka skladnosti’ lokacija (na primer tla ali podzemna voda), kjer se 

merila ocenjevanja izmerijo in se ne smejo preseči 
ISO EN 11074 3.4.5 

‘skladnost ali 
nadzor delovanja’ 

preiskava ali program tekočega inšpekcijskega 
pregleda, testiranja ali spremljanja, da se potrdi, 
da je bila strategija sanacije pravilno izvedena (na 
primer, vsi onesnaževalci so bili odstranjeni) in/ali 
ko je bil sprejet pristop zadrževanja 
onesnaženosti, da ta še naprej deluje na določeni 
ravni 

ISO EN 11074 6.1.5 

‘kontaminant’1 snov(-i) ali sredstvo(-a), ki so prisotne v tleh kot 
posledica človekove dejavnosti 

ISO EN 11074 3.4.6 

‘kontaminirano 
mesto’2 

mesto, kjer je prisotna kontaminacija ISO EN 11074 2.3.5 

‘kontaminacija’ snov(-i) ali sredstvo(-a), ki so prisotne v tleh kot 
posledica človekove dejavnosti 

ISO EN 11074 2.3.6 

‘učinkovitost’3 <metoda remediacije> merilo sposobnosti 
remediacijske metode, da doseže zahtevano 
učinkovitost 

ISO EN 11074 6.1.6 

‘emisija’ neposredno ali posredno sproščanje snovi, 
vibracij, toplote ali hrupa iz posameznih ali 
razpršenih virov v napravi v zrak, vodo ali zemljo; 

IED Art. 3 (4) 

"standard 
kakovosti okolja" 

niz zahtev, ki jih mora določeno okolje ali njegov 
določen del v določenem trenutku izpolnjevati, 
kot je določeno v pravu Evropske unije; 

IED Art. 3 (6) 

"Henryjev 
koeficient" 

porazdelitveni koeficient med talnim zrakom in 
talno vodo 

ISO EN 11074 3.3.12 

‘in-situ metoda 
sanacije’ 4 

Metoda sanacije, ki se uporablja neposredno na 
okoljskem mediju (npr. tla, podtalnica) brez 
ekstrakcije onesnaženega matriksa iz tal 

ISO EN 11074 6.2.3 

‘izpiranje’  raztapljanje in premikanje raztopljenih snovi v 
vodi 

ISO EN 11074 3.3.15 

                                                           
1 V tej definiciji ni predpostavke, da je škoda posledica prisotnosti onesnaženja. 
2 V tej definiciji ni predpostavke, da je škoda posledica prisotnosti kontaminacije. 
3 V primeru metode, ki temelji na procesu, je učinkovitost mogoče izraziti glede na dosežene koncentracije preostanka onesnaževalca. 
4 Opomba: ISO CD 241212 predlaga kot sinonim: „in situ remediacijska tehnika“  [Opomba 1 k vpisu: Takšna remediacijska naprava je postavljena 
na kraju samem, cilj obdelave onesnaževalca je usmerjen v neposredno nanašanje pod površino.] ISO CD 24212 3.1 
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‘onesnažilo’  snov(-i) ali sredstvo(-a), prisotno(-a) v tleh (ali 
podtalnici), ki zaradi svojih lastnosti, količine ali 
koncentracije škodljivo vpliva na funkcije tal 

ISO EN 11074 3.4.18 

‘onesnaženje’  neposreden ali posreden vnos snovi, vibracij, 
toplote ali hrupa v zrak, vodo ali zemljo zaradi 
človekove dejavnosti, ki bi lahko škodovale zdravju 
ljudi ali kakovosti okolja, povzročile škodo na 
materialni lastnini, škodovale ali posegale v 
ugodnosti in druge zakonite rabe okolja; 

IED Art. 3 (2) 

‘cilj remediacije’ splošen izraz za kateri koli cilj, vključno s tistimi, ki 
so povezani s tehničnimi (npr. koncentracije 
preostale kontaminacije, inženirska zmogljivost), 
upravnimi in pravnimi zahtevami 

ISO EN 11074 6.1.19 

‘strategija 
remediacije’5 

kombinacija remediacijskih metod in z njimi 
povezanih del, ki bodo izpolnjevala določene cilje, 
povezane z onesnaženjem (npr. koncentracije 
preostalih onesnažil) in druge cilje (npr. povezane 
z inženiringom), ter premagala omejitve, 
specifične za določeno lokacijo 

ISO EN 11074 6.1.20 

‘ciljna vrednost 
remediacije’ 

navedba učinkovitosti, ki jo je treba doseči z 
remediacijo, običajno opredeljeno kot cilj, 
povezan s kontaminacijo v smislu preostale 
koncentracije 

ISO EN 11074 6.1.21 

‘nasičeno območje’ območje tal, v katerem je porni prostor v času 
obravnavanja popolnoma napolnjen s tekočino 

ISO EN 11074 3.2.6 

‘tla’ zgornja plast Zemeljske skorje, ki se nahaja med 
kamnino in površino. Tla so sestavljena iz 
mineralnih delcev, organske snovi, vode, zraka in 
živih organizmov; 

IED Art. 3 (21) 

‘talni plini’ plini in hlapi v pornih prostorih tal ISO EN 11074 2.1.13 
‘nenasičeno 
območje’ 

območje tal, v katerem porni prostor v času 
obravnavanja ni popolnoma napolnjen s tekočino 

ISO EN 11074 3.2.8 

  

                                                           
5 Izbira metod je lahko omejena z različnimi dejavniki, specifičnimi za lokacijo, kot so topografija, geologija, hidrogeologija, nagnjenost k poplavam in 
podnebje. 
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1 UVOD 

IMPEL, mreža Evropske unije za izvajanje in uveljavljanje okoljskega prava, v okviru projekta sanacije vode in tal 
(WLR) razvija vrsto smernic, ki se osredotočajo na najpogostejše in najbolj uporabljene tehnologije remediacije 
tal in podzemne vode. Te smernice povzemajo najnovejše informacije o remediacijskih tehnologijah, ki bi lahko 
pomagale različnim interesentom, kot so lastniki zemljišč, okoliška skupnost, vodje projektov, izvajalci, 
regulatorji in drugi sodelujoči, da razumejo vse informacije, ki izhajajo iz vsakega projekta remediacije. 
Uporablja informacije, priskrbljene od sodelujočih avtorjev iz strokovno pregledanih znanstvenih virov in 
uradnih poročil. Priročnik združuje najnovejše znanje o eni izmed najpogosteje uporabljenih tehnologij 
remediacije, ekstrakcija talnih hlapov (SVE). 

1.1 Pregled delovanja SVE 

Ekstrakcija talnih hlapov (sorodne tehnologije, kot so prezračevanje tal, prezračevanje tal in situ, vakuumska 
ekstrakcija tal ali vakuumska ekstrakcija) je bila ena izmed najbolj uporabljenih tehnologij remediacije tal [FRTR 
2020]. Zaradi široke uporabe v zadnjih desetletjih je SVE dandanes sprejeta, uveljavljena in učinkovita 
tehnologija za remediacijo tal, onesnaženih s hlapnimi (ali posebej za lokacijo tudi polhlapnimi) organskimi 
spojinami v nenasičenih (ali vadoznih) območjih tal [Suthersan 1999]. 
Tipična shema procesa SVE je predstavljena na sliki 1.1. SVE izkorišča visoko hlapnost kontaminantov za njihov 
transport z uporabo zračnega toka, ki nastane v tleh z indukcijo vakuumskih pogojev, ki jih ustvarjajo 
puhala/črpalke. To gibanje zraka/hlapov prenaša onesnažila v ekstrakcijske vrtine, ki jih prenesejo v sisteme za 
obdelavo odpadnih plinov. Nahajajo se nad površino, kjer se ustrezno pridobijo ali obdelajo. Najpogostejši 
mehanizem zdravljenja sta adsorpcija na aktivno oglje in uničenje s katalitično ali toplotno oksidacijo [EPA 
2018, Soares 2012]. 
SVE je vsestranska tehnologija remediacije in se lahko uporablja samostojno, osredotoča se izključno na 
izhlapevanje in predelavo onesnažil, ali v kombinaciji z drugimi tehnologijami sanacije, ki uvajajo druge 
mehanizme odstranjevanja onesnažil, kot je biorazgradnja (npr. tla ali "bio" prezračevanje ali "bio"-
razprševanje, ko se nanese na nenasičena in nasičena območja, oziroma desorpcija (termično okrepljena SVE, ki 
uporablja procese segrevanja, kot je električni upor ali vbrizgavanje vročega zraka/pare za povečanje stopnje 
izhlapevanja onesnažil in olajšanje ekstrakcije). Pretok zraka/pare, ki ga SVE ustvari v nenasičeni coni tal, 
spodbuja izhlapevanje onesnažil, kar povečuje njegovo mobilnost v tleh; in povečuje transport hlapnih 
onesnažil proti ekstrakcijskim vrtinam [Suthersan 1999, EPA 2018]. Nižje stopnje pretoka zraka/pare, kot se 
običajno uporabljajo pri prezračevanju tal, podpirajo biološko razgradnjo razgradljivih spojin s prezračevanjem, 
ki se spodbuja v matriksu tal. 

1.2 Uporabnost SVE 

Glede na lastnosti lokacije je SVE na splošno učinkovit za prepustna tla z nizko/zmerno vsebnostjo organske 
snovi in vlage ter z globinami do podzemne vode v območju od 2 do 30 m. 
Glede na vrsto onesnažil je SVE pokazal učinkovitost za halogenirane in nehalogenirane hlapne organske 
spojine (VOC), omejeno učinkovitost za halogenirane in nehalogenirane polhlapne organske spojine (SVOC), 
nekatere nastajajoče onesnaževalce (ne za 1,4-dioksan ali per. - in polifluoroalkilne snovi (PFAS)) in goriva; in se 
ne uporablja za anorganske onesnaževalce, radionuklide in strelivo [FRTR 2020, EPA 2018]. 
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Slika 1.1- shema delovanja SVE. 
 
 

1.3 Izvedba SVE 

Izvedba sistema SVE za remediacijo onesnaženega mesta zahteva uporabo vakuumskih puhal/črpalk, vgradnjo 
ekstrakcijskih vrtin (navpično ali vodoravno) in ustreznih prenosnih cevi, ki bodo odgovorne za odvajanje 
onesnažil iz tal v površino za nadaljnjo obdelavo. Obdelava kontaminiranega zraka bo zahtevala 
načrtovanje/izgradnjo/dovoljenja objektov in ustrezno opremo za doseganje ciljev čiščenja emisij, da bi bili v 
skladu z nacionalno/regionalno uredbo. Glede na izkušnje z delovanjem in vzdrževanjem SVE se njegova 
učinkovitost na splošno kaže v razponu od 1 do 3 let [FRTR 2020]. 
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2 OPIS METODE 

2.1 Splošni opis postopka 

Ekstrakcija talnih hlapov (SVE) je tehnologija in situ za remediacijo onesnaženih tal v nenasičenem območju. 
Zanaša se na ekstrakcijo hlapnih onesnažil z "odzračevanjem" (ali depresijo) tega območja. Pogoj za uspešno 
uporabo je zadostna prepustnost tal. 

SVE se lahko izvaja z vbrizgavanjem zraka ali brez njega. Če ni aktivnega vbrizgavanja zraka, svež zrak prodre v 
tla iz atmosfere skozi površino tal. Kroženje zraka spremeni kemično ravnovesje med različnimi fazami 
(plinasta, porna voda, talni koloidi), kar poveča izhlapevanje hlapnih onesnažil iz trdne in/ali tekoče faze. 
Odstranjeni hlapi so predmet obdelave izpušnih plinov. 

Celoten proces je treba nadzorovati in upravljati z doslednim sistemom spremljanja (npr. hitrosti pretoka zraka, 
koncentracije onesnažil, temperature, vlažnosti) 

2.2 Tehnični sistem in komponente 

Prezračevalni sistem, ki bo nameščen na lokaciji, je sestavljen iz naslednje glavne opreme: 

- navpične (ali vodoravne) ekstrakcijske vrtine (imenovane "ekstrakcijski odtoki") za dostop do onesnažene 
plasti tal 

- navpične (ali vodoravne) vbrizgalne vrtine (ali točke) za povečanje/nadzor pretoka zraka na območju, ki ga je 
treba remedirati, in zlasti na mejnih črtah lokacije z ventili (in merilniki pretoka) za povezavo vseh komponent 
sistema 

- ločevalnik kondenzata ali demister za zaščito čistilnega sistema pred vlago in podzemno vodo, ki mobilizirata 
prevedeni zračni tok 

- puhalo/vakuumsko enoto (za ustvarjanje podtlaka, ki je potreben za induciranje toka talnih hlapov proti 
ekstrakcijskim vrtinam) 

- sistem za čiščenje odpadnih plinov (za odstranjevanje onesnažil iz ekstrahiranih hlapov tal). Najpogostejši 
mehanizem obdelave sta adsorpcija na aktivno oglje in uničenje s katalitično ali toplotno oksidacijo. Tipična 
shema sistema SVE in njegovih komponent je prikazana na sliki 2.1. Glede na to, da so vnetljive snovi (npr. 
bencin) pomembni kontaminanti, ki povzročajo skrb, je ključnega pomena razviti načrt za zdravje in varnost ter 
upoštevati omejitve v zvezi s tehnologijami za obdelavo odpadnih plinov. 
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Slika 2.1- Komponente SVE naprave 

2.3 Učinkovitost čiščenja kontaminantov 

Učinkovitost SVE je na splošno dokazana za hlapne organske spojine (HOS). Posebej za lokacijo in/ali v 
kombinaciji z drugimi tehnologijami so lahko primerne tudi aplikacije za polhlapne organske spojine (SVOC). Na 
splošno je potrebno tudi, da onesnaževalci niso močno adsorbirani na trdno fazo plasti tal. 

Tipične aplikacije so za aromate (BTEX), fenole, bencin, HC <12, klorirana topila (kloroform, VC, DCM, DCA, DCE, 
TCA, TCE, TC, PCE) in klorobenzene (z nizko substitucijo). Zato se SVE pogosto uporablja na petrokemičnih 
lokacijah, bencinskih črpalkah, delavnicah/industriji za obdelavo kovin (razmaščevanje in kemično čiščenje). 

Odločilni dejavniki pri uporabi SVE so lastnosti onesnažil, predvsem porazdelitev med fazami in geološki 
položaj, zlasti stratigrafija in lastnosti geoloških plasti, kot so prepustnost, poroznost in heterogenost. 

Nekatere lastnosti onesnažil so zelo pomembne za učinkovitost in uspešnost postopka. Parni tlak spojine je 
parcialni tlak te spojine v ravnotežju s svojo tekočino (NAPL). Gre torej za merilo ravnotežja L-V. SVE je 
primeren za snovi s parnim tlakom> 0,5-1,0 mmHg. Vrelišče je povezano s parnim tlakom in določa uporabnost 
ali ne SVE, ki je primeren za snovi z vreliščem pod 250-300°C. Henryjeva konstanta predstavlja razmerje med 
koncentracijo določene snovi v plinasti fazi in iste snovi v vodni fazi. SVE je primeren za snovi s Henryjevo 
konstanto> 0,001 atm m3 / mol. 

 

2.4 Upoštevanje geološke lege 

Geologija, stratigrafija plasti tal in lastnosti plasti tal so zelo pomembne za učinkovitost in uspešnost uporabe 
SVE. Zato je ključnega pomena razumevanje geološkega položaja, da se razvije konsistenten konceptualni 
model lokacije (glej poglavje 3.1). 
 
Med lastnostmi tal so ključni parametri poroznost, prepustnost, vsebnost vode (por) in heterogenost. Pretok 
zraka v plasteh tal poteka skozi medsebojno povezane porne prostore v tleh, zato večja poroznost poveča 
pretok zraka skozi tla. Prisotnost vode v porah je fizična ovira, ki ovira pretok zraka. Po drugi strani pa zelo nizka 
vsebnost vlage določa močnejšo adsorpcijo nekaterih onesnažil na talni adsorpcijski kompleks. 
 
Prisotnost območij, za katere je značilna bistveno drugačna tekstura in prepustnost tal, lahko vpliva na pretok 
zraka, ter tako vpliva na projekt, saj povzroča kratke stike (npr. prednostni zračni tokovi v območjih 
nehomogenosti ali v bližini sesalnih jaškov). Nadaljnji pomemben dejavnik, ki bi lahko omejil pretok zraka, je 
raven podtalnice. Depresija, ki nastane pri ekstrakcijskih vrtinah, lahko povzroči dvig piezometrične ravni 
(depresija 0,2 atm bi povzročila dvig za približno 2 m) in delno poplavi vrtine in sistem SVE. Ugodne razmere 
lahko predvidevamo za globino do podzemne vode približno 3 m, nasprotno globine, manjše od 1,5 m, niso 
priporočljive. 
 

Tudi višja vsebnost organskega ogljika v tleh (SOC) (npr. šota) lahko ovira SVE. (V zvezi s SOC postajata 
desorpcija in izhlapevanje vse bolj omejena in verjetno se bo tudi prepustnost bistveno zmanjšala). 
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Spodaj povzeti parametri so lahko ključni za uspešnost aplikacije: 
- visoka prepustnost geoloških plasti; 
- homogena sestava tal, to je odsotnost plasti in kamninskih tvorb (leč) različnih tekstur, odsotnost prednostnih 
poti pretoka zraka zaradi prisotnosti podzemne infrastrukture; 
- odsotnost leč ali šotnih plasti z visoko absorpcijsko sposobnostjo za organske onesnaževalce; 
- brez ujetih bazenov onesnažil; 
- brez neprepustnega premaza relativno nizko prepustnih plasti; 
- brez plitve podtalnice 

2.5 Premisleki za načrtovanje sistema 

Zasnova SVE je sestavljena iz naslednjih opredelitev: 

a) Parametri delovanja sistema: 

• Stopnja odsesavanja zraka 
• Stopnja vakuuma pri ekstrakcijski vrtini 
• Radij vpliva (ROI) 

b) Opredelitev komponent sistema: 

• Število ekstrakcijskih vrtin in njihov položaj 
• Izgradnja vodnjakov 
• Sesalec zraka 
• Ločevalnik vode in zraka 
• Enota za obdelavo pare (s toplotnim izmenjevalnikom) 

Pilotni preizkusi se izvajajo na terenu za načrtovanje SVE. Ti preizkusi morajo vključevati vsaj 1 ekstrakcijsko 
vrtino in najmanj 3 točke spremljanja (v primeru heterogenosti mesta po možnosti na več ravneh), v katerih 
merijo doseženi vakuum. Za uporaben pilotni test je najprej potrebno prilagoditi odvodni tok z delovanjem 
na regulacijski ventil, ki je običajno nameščen na sesalnem kanalu. Za vsak položaj ventila (ki ustreza 
določenemu pretoku ekstrakcije) počakajte približno 30 minut, da se sistem stabilizira in izmerite: 

• Stopnjo vakuuma v ekstrakcijski vrtini; 
• Stopnjo vakuuma, induciranega na nadzornih točkah; 
• Pretok odsesanega zraka; 
• Sestavo in temperature ekstrahiranega plina. 

Meritve se ponovijo za različne stopnje odpiranja ventila. Intrinzično prepustnost tal (k) je mogoče oceniti z 
meritvami, zbranimi med pilotnim preizkusom. 

Eno najpomembnejših meril pri načrtovanju je vplivni radij, ki temelji na meritvah, zbranih med pilotnim 
preizkusom. V odsotnosti baze podatkov na podlagi zaključenih primerov je najbolj zanesljiva metoda za 
načrtovanje celovite intervencije 
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Slika 2.4- Vplivni radij 

Ko je vplivni radij definiran, se nariše niz krogov s polmerom, ki je enak polmeru vplivnega radija. To zagotavlja 
delno prekrivanje, da se izognemo conam, ki niso dovolj obdelane. 

  

Slika 2.5- Številke vodnjakov 

Ko je definirana globina fenestracije (na splošno enaka globini kontaminacije) in znan polmer vpliva, povezan z 
vakuumom, je mogoče določiti stopnje odvajanja zraka. 
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Slika 2. Hitrost ekstrakcije 

Tipične projektne vrednosti za stopnjo črpanja iz pilotnih študij in aplikacij so 20-200 m3/h; tipične projektne 
vrednosti za depresijo vrtine iz pilotnih študij in aplikacij so 0,5-1 atm. 

Ekstrahirani hlapi so podvrženi različnim obdelavam, odvisno od koncentracij. Glede na to, da so vnetljive snovi 
pomembne kot onesnaževalci, je najpomembnejši parameter spodnja meja eksplozivnosti (LEL). Aktivno oglje 
in katalitična oksidacija je uporabna, če je C (vap) <25 % LEL; toplotna oksidacija je priporočljiva, če C (vap) <25-
50 % LEL; biofilter se uporablja, če je C (Vap) <10 % LEL. 
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3 ŠTUDIJA IZVEDLJIVOSTI 

Primarni kriteriji za izbiro te tehnologije so zračna prepustnost poroznega medija in hlapnost kontaminantov. 
Tehnologijo je treba nato dodatno pregledati z upoštevanjem različnih dejavnikov, specifičnih za določeno 
mesto. 

3.1 Okoliščine in konceptualni model mesta 

Številni fizikalni in kemični pogoji na mestu pomembno vplivajo na učinkovitost SVE kot alternativne rešitve. Ti 
parametri so obravnavani v spodnjih razdelkih, skupaj s podatki o karakterizaciji lokacije, ki se nanašajo na 
izvedljivost in načrtovanje SVE, ki jih je treba zbrati. 

Slika 3.1 povzema te podatke o karakterizaciji mesta. Pomena čimprejšnjega zbiranja ustreznih podatkov ni 
mogoče preceniti. Čeprav človekovo razumevanje mesta nikoli ne bo popolno (ker imajo orodja za 
karakterizacijo, finančni viri in metode vzorčenja praktične omejitve), je treba zbrati in dokumentirati vrstice 
dokazov, ki se zbližajo z dosledno sliko mesta. Ta slika ali konceptualni model mesta je nujno večplastna in 
multidisciplinarna, saj zajema različne vrste podatkov. Je tudi dinamičen, saj se razvija, ko so na voljo dodatni 
podatki. Pomembno je nenehno preoblikovati konceptualni model spletnega mesta, saj nova prizadevanja na 
terenu zagotavljajo nove informacije. 

Konceptualni model lokacije mora izhajati iz (hidro)geološkega opisa lokacije in opredeliti primarni(-e) vir(-e) 
onesnaženja, izpuščeno maso, vzorec sproščanja in zlasti vertikalni in horizontalni obseg porazdelitve onesnažil 
v vadoznem območju. Obstajajo številni ključni vidiki karakterizacije vadozne cone za ekstrakcijo hlapov iz tal. 
Na kratko, ti vključujejo: 

• Vrsta/stanje površinske prevleke (npr. asfalt, vegetacija); 
• Prisotnost in obseg vkopanih objektov ali javnih služb 
• topografija 
• tip tal, globina in porazdelitev 
• globina podtalnice in nejno seszonsko nihanje 
• vsebnost in variabilnost vlage v tleh 
• debelina kapilarnega sistema 
• prepustnost zraka in njegovo spreminjanje znotraj proučevanega območja 
• vsebnost in variabilnost organskega ogljika 

Vsak (ali kombinacija) teh ključnih elementov določenega mesta lahko močno vpliva na učinkovitost SVE in/ali 
predstavlja resno omejitev za uporabo SVE. Podatki o karakterizaciji lokacije, ki so potencialno pomembni za 
uporabo tehnologij SVE, se pogosto ne zbirajo, ker osebe, ki so odgovorne za pregled talnih vrtin in opazovalnih 
jam, teh podatkov ne zavedajo oziroma ne prepoznajo in sistematično evidentirajo. 

Razumevanje narave površinskih horizontov je ključnega pomena. Zabeležiti je treba znake podzemnih 
značilnosti, kot so peščene ali gramozne leče v matriki s fino teksturo ali makropore, ki bi lahko služile kot 
prednostne poti pretoka zraka. Barva tal in konkrecije lahko nakazujejo območje, znotraj katerega voda v tleh 
sezonsko niha. Na urbanih ali industrijskih območjih je potrebno, če je le mogoče, prepoznati stik med 
antropogenimi tlemi/nasipom in lokalnimi tlemi. Tisti, ki so usposobljeni za njihovo uporabo, bi morali za te 
namene uporabiti standardne metode karakterizacije tal (Breckenridge, Williams in Keck 1991; USEPA 1991h). 
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Slika 3.1- Preizkus in povzetek analitične metode 

3.1.1 Okolje in obseg kontaminacije 

Med karakterizacijo lokacije je treba določiti kemične lastnosti medija na lokaciji ter naravo in obseg 
kontaminacije, da se oceni izvedljivost SVE. Kontaminanti, ki so najbolj dovzetni za SVE, so HOS, ki vključujejo 
bencin, kerozin, številne sestavine dizelskega goriva, freone in topila, kot so PCE, trikloroeten in metilen klorid. 

Spodnja slika prikazuje različne skupine onesnažil in ocenjuje sposobnost SVE za njihovo odstranjevanje. 
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Slika 3.2- Učinkovitost SVE za različne skupine onesnažil 

 

3.1.2 Geometrijska značilnost vira 

• Obseg kontaminacije je treba določiti v treh dimenzijah med fazo karakterizacije lokacije projekta, da se 
pregledajo ustrezne tehnologije. V zvezi s SVE je treba označiti tako nenasičeno kot tudi nasičeno 
območje. 

• Globina kontaminacije vpliva na izvedljivost in načrtovanje sistemov SVE. Če je kontaminacija omejena 
na površino tal, bodo dane prednosti tehnologijam, ki niso SVE. Če se kontaminacija nahaja na globini v 
nasičenem območju, sam SVE ne bo izvedljiv. Na mestih, kjer je SVE izvedljiv, bo globina kontaminacije 
vplivala na tip vrtine (vodoravno ali navpično), na presejan interval vrtine in druge dejavnike 
načrtovanja. 

• Količina onesnažene zemlje vpliva na izvedljivost SVE. Če je prostornina majhna, so lahko druge 
alternative, kot sta izkopavanje in odstranjevanje zunaj kraja, stroškovno učinkovitejše. Količina 
onesnažene zemlje vpliva tudi na številne vidike načrtovanja sistema, kot so število vrtin, velikost puhal 
in zmogljivost sistema za čiščenje odpadnega plina. 

• Pri določanju izvedljivosti in načrtovanja sistemov SVE je treba upoštevati morebitne zunanje vire 
onesnažil v parni fazi. Če bi se med SVE znatna kontaminacija s parno fazo lahko preselila na lokacijo iz 
zunanjih virov, bo morala zasnova sistema vključevati vrtine za vbrizgavanje zraka ali kakšno drugo 
sredstvo za preprečevanje tega pojava. 
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3.1.3 Prisotnost NAPL 

Preiskovalec naj bi ugotovil, ali je NAPL prisoten. Prosti produkti v vzorcih podzemne vode bi bil eden od znakov 
NAPL. NAPL tekmuje z zračno in talno vlago za porni prostor znotraj nenasičenega območja, kar zmanjšuje 
prepustnost zračne faze. Poleg tega NAPL zagotavlja stalen vir onesnaževal. Preostala nasičenost nenasičenih 
con je med 15 in 50 odstotki razpoložljivega pornega prostora (USEPA 1989c). 

V kolikor obstaja sum na prisotnost DNAPL, se lahko pojavijo pomisleki, da bi lahko izvajanje SVE povečalo in ne 
zmanjšalo tveganje migracije DNAPL v globlje hidrološke enote. To se lahko zgodi, na primer, če se DNAPL 
nahaja v zlomljeni kamnini nad vodno gladino. Teoretično, bi induciranje toka zraka proti ekstrakcijski vrtini v 
takem okolju lahko spremljal protitok DNAPL globlje v sistem preloma in morda v nasičeno območje. V takšni 
situaciji bi lahko veljala opustitev tehnične izvedljivosti (USEPA 1993g). 

3.1.4 Rezultat raziskave talnega plina 

Po svoji naravi je onesnažila, ki so primerna za SVE, mogoče izmeriti med raziskavami plinov v tleh. Merjenje 
plina v tleh je pogosto koristen način za opredelitev narave in obsega onesnaženja tal na lokaciji. Pogosto 
terenske meritve koncentracij onesnažil s plinom v tleh, potrjene z omejenim številom laboratorijskih analiz, 
zadostujejo za karakterizacijo lokacije. Vendar pa je redko mogoče doseči dobro kvantitativno korelacijo med 
plinom v tleh in koncentracijami v tleh. To še posebej velja, kadar so prisotne višje koncentracije onesnažil 
zaradi preostalega NAPL. Pri primerjanju koncentracij plina v tleh in koncentracij vzorcev tal je koristno 
upoštevati, da rezultati vzorcev tal predstavljajo onesnaževalce v vseh predelih tal, medtem ko talni plin meri le 
tiste v hlapih. Raziskave talnega plina lahko zagotovijo tudi navedbo koncentracij onesnažil, ki jih je sprva 
mogoče pričakovati v odpadnih plinih SVE. 

3.1.5 Prepustnost zraka 

Prepustnost zraka, sposobnost tal, da dovolijo prehod zraka, je eden najbolj kritičnih parametrov, ki vplivajo na 
izvedljivost in načrtovanje SVE. Odvisen je od lastnosti trdne matrike in vsebnosti vlage. Prepustnost zraka 
močno vpliva na hitrost pretoka zraka in stopnje predelave onesnažil. Grobozrnata tla običajno kažejo velike 
vrednosti prepustnosti zraka in bolj enakomerne vzorce pretoka zraka. Tla z zračno prepustnostjo manj kot 
približno 10-10 cm2 morda niso primerna za SVE (USEPA 1993d). 

3.1.6 Heterogenosti in prednostne poti 

Heterogenosti igrajo pomembno vlogo pri porazdelitvi onesnažil znotraj nenasičenega območja in so posledica 
prostorskih variacij v vrsti tal, slojevitosti, poroznosti in vsebnosti vlage. Med delovanjem sistema SVE lahko te 
spremembe vplivajo na vzorce pretoka zraka in končno na stopnje predelave onesnažil znotraj nenasičenega 
območja. Na primer, če je nenasičeno območje sestavljeno iz izmeničnih plasti grobozrnatih in drobnozrnatih 
tal, je lahko pretok zraka omejen na grobozrnate plasti. Kontaminanti se pogosto odstranijo iz drobnozrnatih 
plasti veliko počasneje. Med metodami za pridobivanje informacij o fizikalnih heterogenostih so vrtanja tal, 
penetrometrija stožca in pregledi profila tal izpostavljenih strani preskusnih jam. 

V nekaterih primerih lahko podzemni pripomočki, kot so nevihtna in sanitarna kanalizacija ali material za 
zasipavanje, povezan s temi lastnostmi, povzroči kratek stik zračnega toka, povezanega s sistemom SVE. 
Posledično se lahko zračni tok koncentrira vzdolž teh značilnosti in ne znotraj območja, ki zahteva obdelavo. 
Poleg tega lahko te lastnosti zagotavljajo tudi migracijske poti tako za tekočine v prosti fazi kot za pare znotraj 
nenasičenega območja. Posledično lahko orientacija in geometrija teh značilnosti narekujeta smer, v kateri 
tekočine ali hlapi migrirajo. Pogosto natančne risbe podzemnih naprav ne obstajajo, zato se je treba 
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posvetovati tudi z osebami, ki so seznanjene z lokacijo. Opozoriti je treba na kletne prostore bližnjih zgradb in 
druge značilnosti, ki lahko vplivajo na pretok. 

3.1.7 Topografija 

Topografija in narava talne površine vplivata na SVE. Neprepustna površina bo povečala vodoravni pretok zraka 
in povečala polmer vpliva. Prepustna površina bo naredila nasprotno in bo povečala količino atmosferskega 
zraka, ki vstopa v podzemlje. Površinske omejitve, kot so zgradbe, ceste in komunalni sistemi, lahko naredijo 
SVE privlačno alternativo v primerjavi z drugimi možnostmi remediacije. Če je pločnik prisoten na površini tal, je 
treba preveriti njegovo celovitost. Razpoke je treba pregledati in po možnosti zapečatiti. 

3.2 Uporaba preizkusov na merilni lestvici pri načrtovanju remediacije s SVE 

Kolonski testi za določitev projektnih parametrov. Ball in Wolf (1990) priporočata preizkuse s kolonami v 
laboratoriju za določanje projektnih parametrov za sisteme SVE, ki obravnavajo posamezne onesnaževalce v 
homogenih izotropnih tleh na majhnih lokacijah. Njihov pristop je napolniti kolono z zemljo na mestu, uporabiti 
reprezentativen zračni tok in izmeriti koncentracije onesnažil v iztoku kot funkcijo števila izmenjav volumna 
por. Tem podatkom se nato prilega eksponentna enačba razpadanja, kalibracijski parameter pa se uporablja pri 
povečani napovedi stopnje emisije za sistem SVE v celotnem obsegu. S temi informacijami je mogoče oceniti 
skupni čas in stroške sanacije tal. 

Preizkusi stolpcev za ugotavljanje učinkovitosti SVE. USEPA (1991c) priporoča kolonske teste za presejanje 
zdravila, kadar obstaja vprašanje, ali bo SVE učinkovit na določenem mestu. Ta korak se lahko preskoči, če je 
parni tlak ciljnih spojin 10 mm Hg ali več. Preskusi s kolonami prav tako niso izvedljivi za mesta z razpokanimi 
kamninami ali heterogenim polnilom, sestavljenim iz velikih kosov naplavin. 

Te študije so relativno poceni in vključujejo prehod okoli 2000 por zraka skozi kolono (v približno 6 dneh 
delovanja). Treba je opozoriti, da je ta enakovrednost odvisna od pogojev tal, kot sta prepustnost in vsebnost 
vlage. Na primer, v suhih, peščenih tleh bi lahko 2000 por odstranili že v enem letu, medtem ko bi vlažna, 
meljasta glina lahko zahtevala več kot 6 let. V večini primerov pa bi scenariji pretoka, specifični za lokacijo, padli 
nekje v razponu od 3 do 6 let. Razlog za izvajanje kolonskih testov je preučevanje difuzijske kinetike tal. 
Ugotovljeno je bilo, da sproščanje onesnažil skoraj vedno postane difuzijsko omejeno v prvih 1000 por 
volumna, kar kaže, da je ravnotežje doseženo razmeroma hitro. 2000 por voluma dolga raziskava torej 
omogoča kvantificiranje difuzijske kinetike. 

Med preizkusom se spremljajo koncentracije onesnažil s plini v tleh in zmanjšanje za 80 odstotkov ali več kaže, 
da je SVE potencialno ustrezen za lokacijo in ga je treba dodatno ovrednotiti z dodatnimi študijami v stolpcu. Če 
se doseže zmanjšanje za več kot 95 odstotkov, se lahko preostala tla iz kolone analizira za količinsko opredelitev 
preostale kontaminacije. Če so koncentracije nižje od ciljnih ciljev čiščenja, se lahko preskusi kolon za izbiro 
zdravila preskočijo in nato izvedejo preizkusi prepustnosti zraka. 

Preizkusi s kolonami niso potrebni za večino aplikacij SVE, vendar so lahko koristni v določenih okoliščinah, na 
primer pri odzračevanju in/ali biorazgradnji težko razgradljivih onesnažil. Preskusi kolon običajno uporabljajo 2 
do 8 kg onesnažene zemlje (npr. z dimenzijami kolone od 5 do 10 cm v premeru in 30 do 60 cm v dolžino) in se 
izvajajo, dokler rezultati ne postanejo asimptotični, pri čemer sta trajanje in stroški odvisni od značilnosti tal in 
onesnaževalci. Meritve, opravljene pred preskusi v koloni, lahko vključujejo nasipno gostoto, vsebnost vlage in 
analize koncentracij onesnažil v matriksu tal, v izcednih vodah in v nadzemnem prostoru. Za preverjanje 
občutljivosti hitrosti odstranjevanja onesnažil je mogoče preizkusiti različne stopnje pretoka zraka. Meritve, 
opravljene med testiranjem, vključujejo dovodni in iztočni zračni tlak, koncentracijo onesnažil v iztoku, hitrost 
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pretoka zraka in temperaturo. Po preizkusu se izmerijo koncentracije onesnažil v matriksu tal in v izcednih 
vodah TCLP za primerjavo s cilji čiščenja. Skica preizkusne naprave za kolone je prikazana na sliki 3.3. 

 
Slika 3.3- Diagram kolonske preizkusne naprave 

Slika 3.4 predstavlja prednosti in slabosti kolonskih testov. Čeprav se na kolonske preizkuse na splošno ne gre 
zanašati kot na edini vir podatkov o prepustnosti zraka, lahko služijo kot uporabno sredstvo za dopolnitev 
preizkusov prepustnosti zraka in situ. 

Na primer, medtem ko je in situ ka zeste običajno mogoče izvesti le na omejenem številu lokacij, je mogoče 
nedotaknjena jedra pogosto zbrati z mnogih lokacij in globin, vključno z in situ ka testnimi lokacijami, tako da je 
korelacija med laboratorijem in in situ podatki mogoče pregledati. Če so rezultati dobro povezani, se lahko 
laboratorijski podatki uporabijo za posplošitev rezultatov in situ na celotnem območju vzorčenja. 

 
Slika 3.4- Prednosti in omejitve kolonskega testa 

Kolonski preizkus je najbolje izvesti z uporabo nepoškodovanih vzorcev jedra. Nepoškodovane vzorce jedra je 
mogoče pridobiti s pogonskimi vzorčevalniki ali napravami za neprekinjeno vzorčenje. Vzorce jedra je treba 
zbrati znotraj togih rokavov in jih označiti z oznako in usmeritvijo vzorca. Vzorce je treba ob zbiranju zapreti in 
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ohladiti, da se prepreči izhlapevanje in razgradnja kontaminantov. Tipični postopki vrtanja pridobivajo jedra tal 
v navpični ali skoraj navpični orientaciji. Tipičen tok zraka med SVE, čeprav je zagotovo tridimenzionalen, ni 
navpičen in verjetno je bolj zanimiva horizontalna prepustnost zraka. To dejstvo je treba skrbno pretehtati pri 
odločanju, ali je treba navpična jedra zbrati za testiranje. 

V laboratoriju je mogoče vzorce jedra ekstrudirati v preizkusne kolone ali pa vzorčne tulce vgraditi v nastavitev 
kolone. Če so bili pridobljeni moteni vzorci, je treba vzorce ponovno zapakirati do končne gostote, ki se 
približuje pogojem na terenu. Če je preizkus zasnovan tako, da simulira navpični tok skozi slojevit profil, se 
lahko med polaganjem tal vključijo plasti. Razmisliti je treba o zbiranju nepoškodovanih, vodoravno usmerjenih 
jeder, če je test namenjen simulaciji vodoravnega pretoka zraka. 

Preizkusna oprema običajno vključuje sistem za dovod vakuuma ali zraka, naprave za merjenje pretoka in 
opremo za merjenje tlaka. Na voljo so lahko tudi naprave za merjenje vlažnosti tal (npr. tenziometri). Vse 
povezave med sistemom za dovod zraka, stenami stebra in vzorcem zemlje morajo biti nepredušne. Nekatere 
kolone vključujejo napihljiv meh v obroču med vzorcem jedra in steno kolone, da se prepreči puščanje ob 
straneh vzorca zemlje. Koncentracije onesnažil se lahko merijo v trdni ali parni fazi. Ker meritve tal zahtevajo 
destruktivno vzorčenje, so merilne točke omejene na začetne in končne koncentracije. Vzorčenje hlapov 
omogoča merjenje koncentracij odpadne vode v časovnem nizu, vendar običajno zahteva sofisticirano merilno 
opremo na kraju samem (npr. plinske kromatografe). Meritve hlapov morajo biti podprte z začetno in končno 
koncentracijo v tleh. 

Rezultati testa so običajno izraženi kot koncentracija onesnažil v primerjavi s skupnim volumnom izmenjanega 
zraka. Za povezavo preskusov kolon s terenskimi aplikacijami je izmenjava zraka običajno izražena v enotah 
prostornine por. 

Izračun volumna por zahteva merjenje poroznosti in dimenzij vzorca ter hitrosti pretoka in pretečenega časa. 
Rezultate je mogoče uporabiti za oceno hitrosti odstranjevanja onesnažil in ocenjene preostale koncentracije. 
Določimo lahko tudi razdelitvene koeficiente, če se ravnotežne koncentracije merijo sočasno v vsaki fazi, skupaj 
s foc. 

 

3.2.1 Izvedljivost SVE 

• Kontaminante z nizkimi konstantami Henryjevega zakona je težko obdelati s SVE. Pod določenimi pogoji 
se lahko upoštevajo toplotne izboljšave SVE za izboljšanje hlapnosti z vročim zrakom, vbrizgavanjem 
pare ali drugimi tehnologijami podzemnega ogrevanja. 

• SVE ni učinkovit v nasičenem območju, zato je treba namestiti zaslone za črpalne vrtine, da se 
upoštevajo sezonske razlike v višini vodne gladine. Na nekaterih mestih se lahko šteje, da znižanje 
vodne gladine s črpanjem izpostavi več medijev obdelavi prek SVE. 

• Pri načrtovanju sistema je treba upoštevati geološki okvir ter stopnjo stranske in vertikalne 
heterogenosti, da se zagotovi učinkovito odstranjevanje hlapov iz vseh delov ciljnega intervala. Na 
primer, lažje je sprožiti pretok skozi peščeni interval v primerjavi z lečo iz mulja ali gline. Poleg tega bi 
glinena plast lahko ovirala ekstrakcijo hlapov v delih kontaminiranega intervala, če vodnjak ni zaščiten 
na način, ki bi to upošteval. 

• Tla z visokim odstotkom drobnih površin in visoko stopnjo nasičenosti z vodo bodo zahtevala večje 
vakuume, povečane stroške in/ali oviranje učinkovitosti in enakomernosti obdelave. 

• Tla z zelo spremenljivo prepustnostjo ali razslojenostjo lahko povzročijo neenakomerno črpanje toka 
plina iz kontaminiranih območij. Ko se sistem SVE izklopi (začasno ali trajno), lahko to povzroči tudi 
odboj kontaminantov iz območij z nižjo prepustnostjo, kjer so bili procesi prenosa mase sčasoma manj 
učinkoviti. Za obravnavo različnih prepustnosti/stratifikacije in možnosti odboja bo morda treba 
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upoštevati načrtovanje/namestitev ekstrakcijske vrtine in/ali SVE (npr. kroženje ekstrakcijskih vrtin, 
impulzno delovanje), pa tudi morebitno potrebo po lomljenju. 

• Zasnova sistema SVE mora omogočati merjenje pretoka zraka in koncentracij onesnažil za posamezne 
ekstrakcijske vrtine (v primerjavi s sestavljenimi meritvami na puhalu). Izključitev meritev posameznih 
vrtin ne bo omogočila ustrezne ocene delovanja ali optimizacije. Za heterogeno litologijo ni nenavadno, 
da ena ali nekaj ekstrakcijskih vrtin, ki so presejane na bolj prepustnem mestu, pokriva skoraj ves 
celoten zračni tok. Ker se stopnje odstranjevanja onesnažil sčasoma zmanjšujejo, postane možnost 
utripanja ali zaprtja posameznih ekstrakcijskih vrtin z nižjimi stopnjami odstranjevanja onesnažil 
ugodna. 

• Namestitev vakuumskih merilnih točk je priporočljiva za reprezentativno število lokacij v celotnem 
območju obdelave, kot tudi razdalje od ekstrakcijskih vrtin in globine znotraj različnih enot tal za globlja 
območja obdelave. Vakuumske meritve pri zadostnem številu plinskih sond omogočajo pregledno 
ekstrapolacijo hitrosti pretoka zraka in vzorcev porazdelitve po celotnem območju obdelave. Meritve 
dihanja (npr. kisika) in koncentracije onesnaževal se lahko zbirajo tudi za ocenjevanje vpliva polnjenja 
in napredka odstranjevanja, kot tudi za identifikacijo potencialnih "mrtvih območij" neučinkovitega 
zdravljenja, ki lahko zahtevajo nadaljnjo optimizacijo za obravnavo. 

• Infiltracija vode zaradi padavin in/ali dviganja vodne gladine v sistem SVE lahko povzroči več 
operativnih težav. Prenosne cevi morajo biti nagnjene nazaj do ekstrakcijskih vrtin ali strateško 
lociranih zbirnih mest, da se prepreči blokada voda. Sesalno dviganje večjih količin plitke podtalnice ali 
vnašanje padavin infiltracije v sistem lahko preplavi ločevalnik zraka/vode in povzroči hudo korozijo in 
zagrabitev notranjih delov puhala (kar zahteva zamenjavo). V obdobjih močnih padavin ali plitve 
podzemne vode bo morda treba sistem SVE izklopiti ali zmanjšati vakuum/zračni pretok, da preprečite 
te težave. 

• Pogosto je potrebna obdelava izpušnih plinov, kar bo znatno povečalo stroške operacij SVE. Na primer, 
preostale tekočine lahko zahtevajo obdelavo/odlaganje, izrabljeni GAC bo treba regenerirati ali 
odstraniti, toplotna/katalitična oksidacija pa lahko zahteva znatne stroške električne energije/plina za 
delovanje. Dolgoročno načrtovanje projekta bi moralo omogočiti zadostno prožnost za zamenjavo ali 
prekinitev obdelave zraka, saj se koncentracije onesnaževalca sčasoma zmanjšujejo (npr. uporaba 
najete opreme, pogosto spremljanje vplivov v primerjavi z zahtevami glede dovoljenja za obdelavo). 

• Učinkovitost SVE se sčasoma zmanjšuje in sčasoma doseže asimptotične/plato pogoje. 
Asimptotični/platojski pogoji so lahko artefakt odstranjevanja kontaminantne mase predvsem iz 
območij z višjo prepustnostjo, medtem ko so izzivi pri odstranjevanju mase onesnažil iz con z nižjo 
prepustnostjo, območij z večjo vlago ali višjo adsorpcijo onesnažil v matriks tal. Če se to zgodi na 
določenem mestu, je priporočljiva nadaljnja ocena zasnove in delovanja sistema SVE. Analizo vpliva, ki 
ga lahko imajo obstojne koncentracije onesnažil na podzemne vode ali vdor hlapov, je treba opraviti z 
uporabo ustreznih orodij za modeliranje. Preizkušanje odboja in meritve koncentracije hlapov na 
vakuumskih merilnih točkah je treba izvesti, da se ocenijo ravni preostalih kontaminantov na celotnem 
območju obdelave, da se sprejmejo pravilne odločitve glede potrebe po nadaljnji optimizaciji sistema 
ali zaustavitvi sistema. 

• Učinkovitost SVE je mogoče povečati z uporabo impulznih urnikov delovanja. Ko je sistem izklopljen, 
lahko onesnaževalci razpršijo v porni prostor in se nato odstranijo, ko je sistem aktiven. 

• Temperatura izpušnega plina lahko omeji možnosti zdravljenja. Pred obdelavo je treba skrbno razmisliti 
o vključitvi toplotnih izmenjevalnikov za znižanje temperature. 
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4 TERENSKI PREIZKUS 

Za aplikacije SVE je ključnega pomena, da se podzemlje ustrezno opredeli z vidika pretoka zraka. Medtem ko 
napovedovanje dejanske porazdelitve zraka trenutno ni izvedljivo, je mogoče pričakovati grobe značilnosti 
porazdelitve zraka za preproste geologije (npr. zelo prepustne in homogene nastavitve in nastavitve z velikimi 
makrogenenostmi, kot so plasti gline v sicer peščenih tleh) in zato je znanje, pridobljeno z vizualnim pregledom 
jeder tal, pogosto neprecenljivo za aplikacije SVE. 

Na koncu faze karakterizacije lokacije ter pred fazami presejanja in pilotnega testiranja je treba uporabiti 
podatke o karakterizaciji mesta za opredelitev ciljnega območja obdelave in predlagati konceptualni model za 
distribucijo zraka na lokaciji. 

Pilotni test SVE bi moral zagotoviti zanesljive podatke za končno zasnovo sistema v smislu: 

• določitev ciljnega območja remediacije 
• predlagati idejni model za distribucijo zraka v območju remediacije 
• trajnostne stopnje pretoka zraka 
• skupno stopnjo črpanja plina 
• pričakovane stopnje odstranjevanja hlapov onesnažil 
• prednostna usmeritev podzemnega toka zraka 
• efektivni polmer vpliva in ugotovite, ali so razmiki med vrtinami stroškovno previsoki, in če je tako, 

določanje najmanjšega razmika med vbrizgalnimi vrtinami, ki ni stroškovno previsok 
• predlagana globina, lokacija in posebnosti izgradnje vrtin 
• število potrebnih vrtin za ekstrakcijo hlapov 
• tehnologija obdelave hlapov za odpadne pline 
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Slika 4.1- Polmer vpliva po pilotnem testu (Confalonieri et al., Annex1) 

 

Primarni dejavniki za te konstrukcijske parametre SVE so (1) narava in obseg onesnaženja v tleh, (2) 
porazdelitev prepustnosti (tj. heterogenosti) v tleh in (3) koncentracije onesnažil v ekstrahiranem plinu iz 
zemlje. Pričakuje se, da bodo te informacije na voljo v razvijajočem se konceptualnem modelu mesta. 

Poleg zagotavljanja podatkov za načrtovanje celotnega sistema bi moral ustrezno izveden pilotni preizkus 
svetovalcu pomagati pri ugotavljanju, ali je mogoče izpolniti obstoječe časovne omejitve za zaključek projekta 
glede na dosegljive stopnje odstranjevanja hlapov. 

DEJAVNOST ODGOVORI NA VPRAŠANJA 
Preizkus tlaka/pretoka vbrizga Ali je mogoče doseči želeni pretok pri razumnih tlakih? 
Test s helijem kot sledilnim plinom Kakšen je približek bočnega obsega porazdelitve zraka? Ali obstajajo 

navedbe prednostnih smeri? 
Zemeljski plin/odpadni plin 
vzorčenje 

Kakšna je stopnja izhlapevanja? Ali obstajajo očitne varnostne 
nevarnosti? 

Meritve DO  Kakšen je približek bočnega obsega porazdelitve zraka? Ali obstajajo 
navedbe prednostnih smeri? 
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4.1 Konvencionalni pilotni preizkus 

Običajni podatki o karakterizaciji mesta so pomembni za vrednotenje SVE; vendar so ti podatki relativno 
statični in ne zagotavljajo ustreznih podatkov za načrtovanje v celotnem obsegu. Zlasti je težko napovedati 
dinamično obnašanje stopnje ekstrakcije mase onesnaževalca brez izvedbe pilotnega testa SVE. Obnašanje 
ekstrakcije je v veliki meri odvisno od volumna onesnažene zemlje, deležev volumna tal, ki so označeni kot 
advektivni vs difuzijski, značilnosti prenosa mase difuzijsko omejenih izvornih con, lokacije ekstrakcijskih 
zaslonov glede na vire in obstoja NAPL. Naslednja razprava ne upošteva NAPL, čeprav je območje obstojne 
koncentracije, ki se po več obdobjih ekstrakcije vrne na skoraj identično ravnotežno koncentracijo, pokazatelj 
NAPL. 
Čim prej se pilotno testiranje izvede v procesu načrtovanja sanacije (po možnosti kot komponenta 
karakterizacije mesta), manj verjetno je, da bodo po zagonu sistema potrebne spremembe načrta. Pilotno 
testiranje je še posebej priporočljivo na večjih, bolj zapletenih mestih. 
Načrtovanje pilotnega preskusa zahteva določitev želene skupne stopnje črpanja plina ali trajanja črpanja. V 
idealnem primeru bo pilotni test iz onesnažene zemlje izvlekel ekvivalent ene ali več polnih volumnov plina v 
tleh. Namen tega preskusa je, da sistem deluje dovolj dolgo, da se opazuje začetno upadanje koncentracije 
ekstrahiranih HOS in zmanjšanja koncentracije v sondah za plin v tleh na različnih razdaljah. To bo zagotovilo 
prvo oceno za omejitve prenosa mase in polmer učinkovite sanacije iz ene vrtine [DiGiulio in Varahan, 2001a]. 
Praviloma lahko stopnja in trajanje pilotnega preskusa temeljita na skupni prostornini (V) onesnažene zemlje v 
konceptualnem modelu lokacije, poroznosti tal in vsebnosti vlage v tleh, kot sledi: 

𝑄 =𝑉𝑠oil (1−𝑆) 

Koncentracije hlapov TCE med 3-dnevno ekstrakcijo pri 64 Nm3/h v vodnjaku, nameščenem blizu središča 
sumljivega izvornega območja hlapov TCE, so prikazane na spodnji sliki. Ekstrahirana koncentracija se je v 
začetnih urah pridobivanja hitro zmanjšala v skladu z ocenjeno ekstrakcijo in izmenjavo zemeljskega plina. 
Koncentracija TCE je nato sledila veliko počasnejšemu razpadanju med naknadno ekstrakcijo, ki je povezana z 
difuzijskimi omejitvami prenosa mase v enoti za omejevanje gline na sredini vadozne cone. Ta opažanja kažejo, 
da je bil pilotni sistem ustrezen, da služi kot celovit sistem na tem majhnem mestu. Izkazalo se je tudi, da je 
uporaba aktivnega oglja za obdelavo hlapov izpušnih plinov stroškovno učinkovita. 

 
Slika 4.2- Primer podatkov o koncetraciji hlapov iz pilotnega preizkusa SVE 
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Za nižjo prepustnost tal je bila morda potrebna druga vrtina, da se doseže želeni pretok, ali pa je bilo potrebno 
daljše obdobje izpiranja, da se ugotovijo omejitve prenosa mase. Kot je opisano kasneje, so bile dodatne 
informacije o omejitvah prenosa mase pridobljene z merjenjem odboja koncentracije hlapov TCE v vrtini po 
prenehanju ekstrakcije. Poleg tega, če je bila koncentracija hlapov TCE na začetku višja in je po začetnem 
razpadu obdržala bistveno višjo vrednost, kar kaže na obstoj DNAPL, adsorpcija ogljika morda ne bi bila 
stroškovno učinkovita za višjo stopnjo ekstrakcije mase. 

Točke za spremljanje se lahko namestijo tudi na več globinah, vključno s podploščino, če je primerno, in v 
polmeru vplivnega območja (npr. 3-15 m) pilotne črpalne vrtine, če še ni na voljo iz prejšnjih dejavnosti 
karakterizacije lokacije. Vsaka lokacija spremljanja bi lahko imela več ugnezdenih točk po navpičnem obsegu 
vadozne cone, odvisno od globine do podzemne vode in geološke plasti. 

Kot je prikazano na spodnji sliki, se lahko točke postavi nad, pod in znotraj sumljivih virov. Med pilotnim 
testiranjem se te lokacije uporabljajo za merjenje koncentracije hlapov in odzivov na vakuum. 

 
Slika 4.3- Konceptualizirani scenariji za difuzijsko omejen prenos mase in tipične točke spremljanja plinov v tleh 

 

Uporabnost podatkov o vakuumu je močno odvisna od prepustnosti tal in na podatke se ni mogoče zanesti pri 
oceni polmera vpliva za SVE. Bolj pomemben je odziv koncentracije hlapov. V prepustnih peskih je lahko zelo 
majhen vakuumski odziv povezan z razmeroma visokim pretokom zraka, medtem ko pomemben vakuumski 
odziv v glini ne zagotavlja dokazov, da je z vakuumom povezan opazen pretok. Vendar pa je mogoče podatke o 
spremljanju vakuuma uporabiti za oceno bočnega in navpičnega obsega toka in vpliva površinskih razmer (npr. 
puščanje z nizko prepustnostjo čez ploščo ali površino tal, odprto za ozračje) na splakovanje površinskih 
volumnov tal. 

Med pilotnim testiranjem je priporočljiv robusten program spremljanja koncentracije hlapov VOC za 
prepoznavanje trendov na točkah spremljanja plinov v tleh. Te trende je mogoče povezati z volumnom por 
odstranjene zemlje med pilotnim preizkusom, da se zagotovi podlaga za razmik ekstrakcijskih vrtin v zasnovi 
celotnega obsega na podlagi želene frekvence izpiranja (tj. izmenjave volumna por), kot je razloženo v 
naslednjem razdelku. Spodbuja se uporaba poljskega plinskega kromatografa s strani izkušenega operaterja, da 
se stroškovno učinkovito poveča velikost podatkovnega niza HOS v tleh. 

Pogosto je neposredno odvajanje odpadnih plinov brez obdelave, kar je nesprejemljivo zaradi zdravja, varnosti 
ali skrbi javnosti. Če pogoji kažejo, da je to potrebno, se lahko uporabijo tehnologije obdelave odpadnih plinov, 
kot so aktivno oglje, toplotna oksidacija ali druge ustrezne tehnologije, da se izboljša kakovost odpadnega plina 
za izpust v ozračje. 
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4.1.1 Konvencionalna oprema pilotksega preizkusa 

Oprema za pilotno študijo SVE je lahko sestavljena iz naslednje opreme [Farallon 2019] ali enakovredne: 

• Regenerativno puhalo z najmanj 1 konjsko močjo (enakovredno Rotron DR 404), ki je zmožno 50 palcev 
vakuuma v vodnem stebru in pretoka do 105 standardnih kubičnih čevljev na minuto. 

• Ločevalnik vlage z indikatorjem vakuuma, vakuumskim razbremenilnim ventilom in izpustnim ventilom. 
• Kolektor, sestavljen iz serije ventilov, indikatorjev vakuuma in merilnika pretoka, ki lahko spremlja 

pretoke odsesovalnega zraka v razponu od 0,66 do 100 standardnih kubičnih čevljev na minuto in 
vakuuma v razponu od 0,1 do 80 palcev vodnega stolpca. 

• Gumirane gibke spojke, gibka cev in/ali polivinilkloridni priključki po seznamu 40 za povezavo opreme iz 
ekstrakcijske vrtine SVE do točke izpusta hlapov. 

Opazovalne vrtine bi morale imeti vakuumsko neprepustne armature, ki se končajo s krogelnim ventilom za 
povezavo z merilnikom podtlaka za spremljanje opaženega vakuuma med aktivnostmi pilotne študije. Diagram 
postopka in instrumentacije je prikazan na spodnji sliki. 

 
Slika 4.4- Primer diagrama procesa in instrumentacije (Farallon Consulting) 

 

4.1.2 Preizkus stopnjepovečanja vakuuma SVE 

Pilotni preizkus SVE je potrbno izvesti po korakih z uporabo najmanj treh stopenj pretoka zraka. Trajanje 
vsakega koraka preizkusa mora biti vsaj toliko, kot je potrebno, da parametri, izmerjeni na točkah za 
spremljanje vakuuma, dosežejo ustaljeno stanje. Medtem ko sta stopnja pretoka in vakuum, ki se uporabljata v 
vrtini za ekstrakcijo hlapov, konstantna (za zagotovitev tega pogoja je treba izvajati pogoste meritve), je treba 
meritve tlaka opraviti v ekstrakcijskih vrtinah in v vseh točkah za spremljanje vakuuma v tleh. Spremljanje mora 
biti pogosto na začetku pilotnega testa (vsakih pet do deset minut); Časovni interval med odčitki vakuuma se 
lahko med preizkusom poveča. 
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Za pilotni preizkus je priporočljiva najmanj ena vrtina za odsesavanje hlapov tal in tri točke za spremljanje 
vakuuma, ki se nahajajo na različnih razdaljah od črpalne vrtine. Priporočljivi so namenski vodnjaki za 
odsesavanje zemeljske pare in nadzorne točke, vendar so lahko vodnjaki za spremljanje podzemne vode 
sprejemljivi, če sta njihova lokacija in konstrukcija primerni za lokacijo. Odobritev uporabe vodnjakov za 
spremljanje podzemne vode za črpalne vrtine SVE ali nadzorne točke se bo izdala na podlagi posamezne 
lokacije. Splošno pravilo je, da morajo biti točke za spremljanje vakuuma nameščene na pet do deset čevljev, 
deset do dvajset čevljev, dvajset do štirideset čevljev in več kot štirideset metrov od vrtine za ekstrakcijo 
hlapov. Točke za spremljanje vakuuma je treba namestiti radialno od vrtine za ekstrakcijo hlapov (tj. 120o 
narazen), ne pa v liniji, da bi bolje ocenili potencialne prednostne poti pretoka zraka na mestu. Če se 
onesnaženje tal razteza skozi več enot z različno prepustnostjo, je treba vsako ločeno stratigrafsko enoto 
ovrednotiti z lastnim vodnjakom za odvajanje hlapov tal in tremi točkami za spremljanje hlapov. 

 
Slika 4.5- Tipična postavitev pri 120° monitorni točki SVE (Confalonieri et al., Annex1) 

Tipična vrtina za odsesavanje zraka je navpična vrtina s premerom 1 do 4 palca, ki ima od 1 do 5 čevljev dolg 
presejani interval, vendar je treba te podatke določiti na podlagi specifične lokacije. 
Pred izvedbo SVE testa se iz opazovalnih vrtin zberejo odčitki osnovnega vakuuma. Priporoča se tudi terenski 
pregled za organske hlape, ki ga je treba izvesti s plamensko ionizacijskim detektorjem (FID) ali kombinacijo 
fotoionizacijskega detektorja (PID) in eksplozivom. 
SVE test se izvede s postopnim povečevanjem vakuuma, ki se uporablja za ekstrakcijsko vrtino SVE. Največja 
količina vakuuma, ki jo je mogoče uporabiti za odsesovalno vrtino SVE, temelji na razdalji od vrha 
izpostavljenega zaslona vrtine do vrha mize podzemne vode ali razpoložljive opreme. Na podlagi krivulje puhala 
za regenerativno puhalo z 1 konjsko močjo bo pričakovani največji vakuum, ki se uporablja za ekstrakcijsko 
vrtino SVE, 50 palcev vodnega stolpca [Farallon 2019]. Postopni koraki bodo uporabljeni pri 30, 70 in 100 
odstotkih največjega vakuuma za puhalo. Med vsako stopnjo preizkusa korakov je treba naslednje parametre 
spremljati v najmanj 15-minutnih intervalih, dokler se merila ne stabilizirajo (manj kot 5 odstotkov razlike med 
dogodki) ali največ 2 do 3 ure pri vsakem koraku vakuuma: 

• Vakuum, uporabljen v ekstrakcijski vrtini SVE 
• Pretok črpanja iz črpalne vrtine SVE 
• Temperatura ekstrahiranih hlapov 
• Meritve hlapnih organskih spojin v toku ekstrahiranih hlapov s fotoionizacijskim detektorjem 
• Vakuum na opazovalnih vrtinah 
• Odčitki vakuuma bodo zabeleženi kot odčitki manometra 
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Slika 4.6- Primer tabele monitoringa (Confalonieri et al., see Annex1) 

 

Vzorce hlapov je mogoče zbrati v posodah Summa in/ali Tedlar vrečah in/ali podobnih in enakovrednih nosilcih 
in jih poslati v laboratorijsko analizo na koncu vsakega koraka preizkusa pri najvišji koncentraciji ekstrakcijske 
pare, merjeno s fotoionizacijskim detektorjem. 

 
Slika 4.7- Primer preizkusa stopnje povečanja vakuuma SVE (Menozzi et al., see Annex1) 
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4.1.3 SVE preizkus stalnega vakuuma 

Na podlagi rezultatov koraka SVE testa je mogoče določiti idealen vakuum in pretok ekstrakcije za dokončanje 
preizkusa konstantnega vakuuma SVE, ki je druga komponenta pilotne študije SVE. Optimalni podtlak in pretok 
je treba določiti iz opaženega vakuuma in pretoka iz ekstrakcijske vrtine, rekuperacije hlapov, odziva, 
opaženega pri opazovalnih vrtinah, in vpliva na nivoje podzemne vode. Optimalni pretok je mogoče določiti 
tudi iz polmera vpliva, določenega v preizkusu s koraki. 

Preizkus konstantnega vakuuma SVE se mora zgoditi takoj po stopenjskem testu SVE in delovati približno 24 ur. 
Spremljani testni parametri za postopni test bodo prav tako spremljani in zabeleženi v 15-minutnih intervalih 
med preizkusom konstantnega vakuuma SVE: 

• Vakuum, uporabljen v ekstrakcijski vrtini SVE 
• Pretok črpanja iz črpalne vrtine SVE 
• Temperatura ekstrahirane pare 
• Meritve hlapnih organskih spojin v toku ekstrahiranih hlapov s fotoionizacijskim detektorjem 
• Vakuumiranje na opazovalnih vrtinah 
• Odčitki vakuuma bodo zabeleženi kot odčitki manometra 

Časovni interval monitoringa se lahko spremeni med pilotnim preizkusom na podlagi opazovanj na terenu. 
Dolgotrajnejši preizkus konstantnega vakuuma SVE bi pomagal pri oceni koncentracij emisij v stabilnem stanju 
ter obratovalnega pretoka zraka in vakuuma SVE, specifičnega za lokacijo. 

Vzorce hlapov je mogoče zbrati v posodah Summa in/ali vrečah Tedlar in/ali podobnih in enakovrednih 
podlagah ter jih poslati v laboratorijsko analizo ob koncu preizkusa konstantnega vakuuma SVE. 

 

4.2 Test porazdelitve in obnovitve helija 

Test sledenja helija zaradi omejene ponudbe ni običajna praksa, ena od prednosti tega testa je, da ga je 
mogoče enostavno ponoviti, običajno z zamudo le nekaj ur. To omogoča hitro oceno učinkov sprememb 
procesa (npr. porazdelitev zračnega toka iz različnih vrtin). 

Helij je najpogosteje uporabljen sledilni plin, saj je razmeroma poceni, zlahka dostopen, analitični instrumenti 
pa so na voljo za uporabo na terenu. Običajni detektorji lahko zaznajo koncentracije helija od 0,1 % do 100 %. 
Je tovarniško kalibriran, zato ga ni mogoče kalibrirati na terenu, vendar je treba opraviti preverjanja s helijevimi 
standardi, da se preveri, ali instrument deluje pravilno. Običajno je treba vzorce hlapov zbirati v Tedlar vrečah 
ali posodah. Detektor helija je nato pritrjen neposredno na posodo z vzorcem za merjenje. Druga možnost je, 
da se detektor helija spremeni tako, da neprekinjeno vzorči. Neprekinjeno vzorčenje je zelo priročno pri 
merjenju odpadnega plina SVE, kjer je na voljo neprekinjen tok. 

Tukaj opisani test obnovitve sledi se lahko izvedejo kot del pilotnega testa ali med delovanjem v polnem 
obsegu. Test je zelo enostaven za izvedbo in interpretacijo. V bistvu se inertni sledilnik (običajno helij) vnese v 
tla s konstantno, znano hitrostjo, koncentracija sledilnika pa se spremlja v odpadnem zraku SVE. Po določenem 
časovnem obdobju (npr. ura ali manj za številne sisteme) začne koncentracija sledilca v odpadnem plinu 
naraščati. Še naprej se dviguje in s časoma doseže stabilno koncentracijo. Odstotek zajetega zraka je mogoče 
izračunati tako, da se pomnoži pretok SVE z deležem helija v zraku SVE, ko se koncentracija stabilizira, in to 
število delimo s hitrostjo vbrizgavanja sledilnika, kot je prikazano spodaj. 
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%𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦 =
𝑆𝑉𝐸 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
×  % 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑛 𝑜𝑓𝑓𝑔𝑎𝑠 × 100 

 
%Recovery = SVEflowrate % tracer in off - gas 100 

Robustnejša terenska tehnika za izračun izkoristka je najprej izmeriti "100-odstotno koncentracijo izkoristka" v 
odpadnem plinu SVE z neposrednim vbrizgavanjem helija v razdelilnik SVE. (Treba je paziti, da je pretok enak v 
obeh primerih, saj se protitlaki za oba sistema bistveno razlikujejo.) V tem primeru je odstotek izkoristka 
preprosto koncentracija helija, izmerjena v odpadnem plinu SVE, deljena z 100-odstotno koncentracijo 
obnovitve.” 

Če se kot sledilo uporablja helij, je treba koncentracijo injiciranja vzdrževati pod 10 volumskih %, da se 
izognemo učinkom vzgona v vadoznem območju. Za zagotovitev doslednega pretoka helija v pogojih različnega 
protitlaka je treba uporabiti kalibriran merilnik pretoka z neposrednim odčitavanjem skupaj z manometrom in 
dozirnim ventilom, da se zagotovi dosleden, visok protitlak na merilniku pretoka. 

Preizkus obnovitve sledilnika je zasnovan kot "rdeča zastavica" za delovanje sistema. Če je izkoristek helija 
nizek, je možno, da je zrak (in helij) ujet pod vodno gladino pod sloji z nižjo prepustnostjo in se lahko premika 
stransko izven dosega sistema SVE. 

V nekaterih primerih je možno, da se helij ne bo vrnil v vrtino zaradi prisotnosti neprekinjenih plasti. Prisotnost 
teh plasti je treba zaznati tudi s spremljanjem tlaka podzemne vode med zagonom in zaustavitvijo sistema. Zato 
je priporočljivo, da se preizkus pridobivanja helija izvede v povezavi z meritvami tlaka podzemne vode. 

Če je rekuperacija helija visoka (npr. >80%), potem sistem SVE deluje dobro in bočna migracija hlapov verjetno 
ne bo težava. 
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4.3 Monitoring talnih plinov 

 
Slika 4.8- Primer namestitve Nesty sonde (Trezzi et al., see Annex1) 

 

Med pilotnim preizkusom je treba vzorce zemeljskega plina zbrati iz vrtine za ekstrakcijo hlapov iz zemlje pri 
vsaki stopnji pretoka za morebitno laboratorijsko analizo. Pogostost in število vzorcev, predloženih za 
laboratorijsko analizo, mora temeljiti na pogojih, specifičnih za lokacijo; vendar je treba v laboratorijsko analizo 
predložiti najmanj en vzorec, odvzet iz stopnje z najvišjim odčitkom na terenu. Vzorčenje hlapov je treba 
opraviti na mestu odvzema hlapov iz odprtine za vzorčenje, ki se nahaja med glavo vrtine in puhalom. Za 
zbiranje laboratorijskih vzorcev za analize VOC, CO2 in O2 se lahko uporabi vrečka, cev z ogljem ali posoda tipa 
Summa, čeprav je slednja prednostna. Analitično metodo mora odobriti tehnično osebje projekta. Draegerjeve 
cevi se običajno uporabljajo za merjenje CO2 in so lahko sprejemljive tudi za spremljanje koncentracije VOC. Če 
posebnih minimalnih zahtev za poročanje ni mogoče pridobiti zaradi pogojev, specifičnih za lokacijo, je to 
potrebno razložiti. 
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Povečanje koncentracij onesnažil v odpadnem plinu in hitrost ekstrakcije SVE se lahko uporabi za določitev 
stopnje odstranjevanja mase. Seveda meritve, opravljene med kratkim trajanjem pilotnega testa, ne kažejo na 
dolgoročno delovanje. Vendar pa je na splošno mogoče domnevati, da podatki pilotnega preizkusa 
predstavljajo največjo stopnjo odstranitve iz sistema. V tem kontekstu, če so stopnje odstranjevanja mase med 
(npr. ob zaključku) pilotnega testa prenizke, bi morala obstajati velika skrb glede primernosti SVE na 
kontaminiranem mestu. 

 

4.4 Minimalna oprema za terenski preizkus SVE 

Pilotni preizkus za sistem za ekstrakcijo hlapov tal vključuje ekstrakcijsko vrtino, ki se nahaja znotraj 
onesnaženega območja, eno s podobno konstrukcijo, ki se nahaja na območju brez dokumentirane 
kontaminacije, in številne ustrezne opazovalne vrtine. Drugi pomembni deli konfiguracije pilotnega preizkusa 
lahko vključujejo: 

• prenosno puhalo ali sesalnik 
• vhod za vzorce vrtin 
• merilni instrumenti za črpalne vrtine 
• oprema za zbiranje vzorcev 

Običajni merilni inštrumenti vključujejo: 

• fotoionizacijski (PID) meter, ki meri količino sproščenih hlapnih spojin 
• številni merilniki vakuuma ali merilniki pretoka zraka, ki pomagajo določiti polmer vpliva za vsako 

črpalno vrtino 
• merilniki temperature za pomoč pri določanju temperature talnih hlapov, ki lahko vplivajo na celotno 

hitrost pretoka zraka 

Vzorčna oprema lahko vključuje: 

• vrečke in prenosne zračne črpalke za zbiranje vzorcev dotoka ali odplak 
• posode za enkratno uporabo za zbiranje vode ali vzorcev produktov iz opazovalnih vodnjakov 

4.5 Ekstrakcijski vodnjaki 

Ekstrakcijski vodnjaki so sestavni del pilotnega testa remediacijskega sistema SVE. Te vrtine omogočajo 
odstranitev kontaminacije iz vadozne cone z ustvarjanjem gradienta negativnega tlaka. Kontaminacija se "sesa" 
proti ekstrakcijskemu vodnjaku, ker je pri ekstrakcijskem vodnjaku manjši pritisk. Ključno v vsakem načrtu 
remediacije, ki uporablja ekstrakcijo hlapov kot tehniko odstranjevanja onesnažil, je določiti pravilno količino 
spremembe v gradientu tlaka, ki je potrebna za dosego želenega uspeha. Pilotni test je običajen način za 
ugotavljanje takšnih informacij. 

Seveda, če se vzorči samo v ekstrakcijskih vrtinah, bo slika, ki jo dobimo nepopolna. Medtem ko bodo 
opazovanja na ekstrakcijskih vrtinah zagotovila informacije o tem, kako se spreminjajo razmere na mestu 
ekstrakcije, informacij o dogajanju dlje od vrtine s tem ne dobimo. Tu opazovalni vodnjaki igrajo pomembno 
vlogo. Opazovalne vrtine, ki so pregledane na podoben način kot njihove ustrezne ekstrakcijske vrtine, bodo 
zagotovile informacije, kot so nihanje podzemne vode, gradienti parnega tlaka in celo spremembe v migraciji 
onesnaženega oblaka. Z rednimi vzorci in meritvami tako v opazovalnih kot v ekstrakcijskih vrtinah lahko 
znanstvenik pridobi bolj popolno in specifično sliko, kot bi jo lahko dal kateri koli del sam. V idealnem primeru 
bi morale opravljene meritve vključevati nivo podzemne vode, izmerjen z indikatorjem nivoja vode, debelino 
katerega koli produkta proste faze, merjeno z vmesno sondo, in koncentracijo HOS, kot jo določi fotoionizacijski 
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merilnik. Odvzeti vzorci morajo vključevati vzorce zraka dotočne in odpadne opreme ter morebitne odpadne 
pline, povezane s predlagano obdelavo odvzete pare. Te zbrane vzorce je treba testirati v laboratoriju za 
analize, kot so hlapne organske spojine (VOC) in skupni naftni ogljikovodiki (TPH). Posebne potrebe po analizi 
se bodo od države do države razlikovale, zato je dobro, da se po potrebi obrne na lokalni regulativni organ za 
napotke. 

 

4.6 Predlog za pilotni preizkus – minimalne zahteve za predložitev 

1. Poročilo, ki razpravlja o terenskih postopkih, rezultatih pilotnega testa, vključno z določitvijo efektivnega 
polmera vpliva, in razpravi o sestavi onesnažil in stopnjah odstranjevanja hlapov. 

 

2. Statični (predtestni) podatki: 

• statični podatki o nivoju vode (na najbližji 0,01 ft.), če se nadzorne vrtine uporabljajo kot točke za 
spremljanje vakuuma ali točke za ekstrakcijo hlapov; 

• temperatura tal in zraka; 
• statični tlak (palci H2O); in atmosferske razmere (tlak in temperatura) 

 

3. Preizkusni podatki, zbrani na mestu ekstrakcije (poročeni za določene časovne intervale): 

• pretok zraka; 
• nadmorska višina vodne gladine na najbližji 0,01 ft (če se uporablja nadzorni vodnjak); 
• koncentracije HOS, CO2 in O2; 
• meritve FID (ali PID in eksplozivimeter); 
• pritisk; 
• temperatura tal in zraka. 

 

4. Testni podatki, zbrani na točki spremljanja vakuuma (poročeni za določene časovne intervale): 

• vakuum (inches / palci H2O); 
• višina nivoja vode (na najbližji 0,01 ft.). 

 

5. Številke 

• zemljevidi lokacije (narisani v merilu), ki ponazarjajo lokacijo območij izvora, točke za spremljanje 
črpanja in vakuuma, zgradbe, tlakovane površine in komunalne jarke, obseg onesnaženja tal in 
podtalnice ter vodno gladino na dan pilotnega preizkusa; 

• geološki prerezi lokacije, ki ponazarjajo glavne geološke značilnosti, porazdelitev onesnažil ter 
lokacijo točk pridobivanja in spremljanja; 

• konstrukcijski diagrami ekstrakcijskih vrtin in vakuumskih nadzornih točk. 
• shema konstrukcije, ki ponazarja zasnovo razdelilnika, vključno z naslednjimi elementi: cevi, 

instrumenti, ventili, odprtine za vzorčenje in vse druge komponente pilotnega preskusnega 
sistema. 

6. Grafi: 
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• normaliziran vakuum (nadzor točkovnega vakuuma/vakuma točke ekstrakcije) glede na razdaljo od 
ekstrakcijske vrtine za vsak korak stopnje pretoka (narisano na milimetrskem papirju); 

• uporabljeni vakuum (palci H20) v primerjavi s pretokom zraka v ekstrakcijski vrtini za vsako stopnjo 
pretoka zraka; 

• skupna koncentracija HOS hlapov glede na čas; 
• višina podzemne vode glede na čas. 

4.7 Alternativa pilotnemu preizkusu 

Izvedba pilotnega testa za vaš sistem remediacije je idealna, tako v dolgoročni sanaciji kot v ekonomskem 
smislu. V nekaterih primerih te možnosti niso izvedljive, na voljo pa so tudi druge možnosti. Čeprav morda niso 
tako na koncu stroškovno učinkovite kot izvajanje nekaj predhodnih testov pred namestitvijo, je znano, da 
zagotavljajo sprejemljive rezultate. 
Prva alternativa za izvedbo pilotnega testa je, da preprosto namestite začasni remediacijski sistem na mestu in 
takoj začnete postopek sanacije. Današnji tehnološki napredek je ustvaril manjše, bolj vsestranske sisteme SVE, 
mnogi pa so na voljo za najem. Ti manjši, mobilni sistemi omogočajo spremembe, če je potrebno. 
Druga alternativa izvajanju pilotnega testa je uporaba posplošenih referenčnih informacij o mestu za oceno 
značilnosti mesta. Če sta znana litologija in osnovni obseg onesnaženja, se lahko uporabi analiza velikosti zrn za 
oceno prepustnosti tal in sčasoma pretoka zraka. Ta metoda "zadnjega dela ovoja" je dobra za območja z 
relativno majhnimi količinami kontaminacije. Pomanjkljivosti te metode so, da včasih zaznani fizikalni in 
kemijski parametri niso na istem območju in je pri ocenjevanju slojevitih geoloških pogojev izrazita težava. 
Poleg tega, če sistem remediacije vključuje emisije v zrak, ocene koncentracij v zraku ne bi bile na voljo pred 
izvedbo. 

 
Slika 4.9- Shema z enim puhalom 

 
Ti koraki se lahko izvajajo zaporedno ali pa tudi ne.  
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5 SPREMLJANJE DELOVANJA 

Spremljanje se izvaja med obratovalno fazo, da se oceni napredek remediacije, in pred zaustavitvijo sistema, da 
se preveri doseganje meril za čiščenje. 

Načrt spremljanja mora vključevati pogostejše vzorčenje ob zagonu sistema in za potrditev čiščenja. Med 
spremljanjem faze delovanja, ko je sistem optimiziran, se lahko pogostost in intenzivnost vzorčenja zmanjšata 
[USACE 2002]. 

5.1 Nadzor faze delovanja 

Spodaj je kratek opis glavnih parametrov, ki jih je treba upoštevati pri rutinskem spremljanju. 

5.1.1 Kemični parametri 

• kemijski nadzor talnih plinov je potreben za oceno učinkovitosti remediacijskega postopka. Plin iz zemlje 
je treba zbirati iz posameznih črpalnih vrtin in sond za talne pline. Med obratovalno fazo se poljski 
inštrumenti, kot detektorji plamena ali fotoionizacijskega detektorja, pogosto uporabljajo za 
neprekinjene meritve skupne količine HOS. Meritve, opravljene z zgoraj omenjenimi inštrumenti, je 
treba obravnavati kot presejalne metode zaradi njihovih nespecifičnih odzivov in naslednjih omejitev 
[EPA 2001]: 

o visok ionizacijski potencial številnih običajnih HOS bo povzročil nezaznavanje z uporabo 
običajne PID žarnice. 

o učinki plinske matrike, kot so vlaga, ogljikov dioksid in alkan (zlasti metan), lahko zmanjšajo 
odziv PID. Ko pa je relativna vlažnost zelo visoka, blizu 100%, lahko vodna para kondenzira na 
senzorju, kar povzroči lažno pozitiven odziv. Ta signal je posledica uhajanja toka med 
elektrodama v senzorju [RAE System 2013]. 

o visoka vsebnost halogenov v številnih običajnih HOS bo povzročila podcenjevanje ali 
nezaznavanje HOS z uporabo FID. 

• Meritve HOS in pretoka v dotoku sistema SVE in po možnosti v posameznih ekstrakcijskih vrtinah je 
treba uporabiti za izračun stopenj odstranjevanja mase onesnažil iz nenasičenih tal. 

• Koncentracije onesnažil se običajno merijo na dotoku in iztoku obdelave odpadnih plinov (pred in po 
posodah z ogljikom), da se oceni učinkovitost sistema za nadzor emisij v zrak. 

• Kemični monitoring podzemne vode: sanacije v vadoznem območju se ne sme izvajati neodvisno od 
stanja podzemne vode. Nenasičena tla se lahko dejansko ponovno onesnažijo zaradi kapilarnega 
delovanja in nihanja vodne gladine. Prav tako je treba spremljati koncentracije onesnažil v podzemni 
vodi, da se oceni prenos mase iz vodne faze v plin v tleh 

 

5.1.2 Fizični parametri 

• merjenje temperature tal in hlapov: podatki o temperaturi hlapov lahko pomagajo oceniti učinkovitost 
sistema za nadzor hlapov in omogočijo normalizacijo podatkov o stopnjah pretoka, kot je opisano 
spodaj. Temperature tal bi lahko bile pokazatelj procesov biorazgradnje, ki se pojavljajo v vadoznem 
območju. 

• relativna vlažnost: vsebnost vlage zmanjša prostornino pornega prostora, ki prispeva k pretoku 
tekočine. Zato lahko visoka raven vlage zmanjša prepustnost zraka in pretok zraka skozi vadozno cono; 
iz istega razloga lahko vpliva na rezultate spremljanja plinov v tleh. Poleg tega je mogoče zmanjšati 
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relativno vlažnost ekstrahiranega plina za zaščito puhala in spodbujanje učinkovitosti sistema za nadzor 
emisij hlapov (adsorpcijska sposobnost aktivnega oglja se znatno zmanjša, ko je relativna vlažnost večja 
od 50 %). Relativno vlažnost parnega toka je običajno mogoče zmanjšati s sistemom za ogrevanje zraka 
[USACE 2002]. Pogosto nameščeno puhalo zagotavlja potrebno toploto. Ogrevanje parnega toka je pri 
uporabi aktivnega oglja omejeno z najvišjo dovoljeno temperaturo. 

• nivo vode: je treba spremljati v območju ekstrakcijske(ih) vrtine(-n), da se določi količina dviga, ki 
nastane kot posledica uporabljenega vakuuma. Posebno pozornost je treba nameniti nihanju vodne 
gladine, ker bi to lahko povečalo prenos mase onesnažil med trdno, tekočo in plinasto fazo. Poleg tega 
lahko dvig vode povzroči presežek vlage v območju obdelave, kar zmanjša sposobnost vpijanja aktivnega 
oglja. To težavo je mogoče ublažiti z izboljšanjem ločevanja vlage in/ali aktivnim črpanjem podzemne 
vode, da bi preprečili dviganje vode in situ [USACE 2002]. 

• merjenje pretoka: podatki o stopnji pretoka iz vsake vrtine lahko v povezavi z ustreznim uporabljenim 
vakuumom zagotovijo informacije o prepustnosti zraka vadozne cone. Priporočljivo je normalizirati 
pretoke na standardno temperaturo in tlak, tako da je mogoče podatke, zbrane v različnih raziskavah, 
zlahka primerjati. 

• merjenje vakuuma/tlaka: merjenje opaženih podtlakov na različnih lokacijah in globinah zagotavlja 
indikacijo poti zračnega toka. Tlačne gradiente, določene z vakuumskimi meritvami, je treba povezati z 
ocenami vodoravne in navpične prevodnosti zraka, da se oceni čas potovanja ali hitrost [Truex 2013]. 

5.1.3 Meteorologija 

Meteorološke podatke (npr. padavine, zračni tlak, temperatura okolja) je treba zabeležiti in upoštevati za 
pravilno oceno rezultatov spremljanja. 
 

• Padavine: padavine, ki omejujejo prenos hlapnih onesnažil v nenasičena tla, lahko pomembno vplivajo 
na zmogljivost SVE/BV in na rezultate spremljanja plinov v tleh. Zato se vzorčenje plina iz zemlje ne sme 
izvajati po znatnem dežju (1/2 palca ali več padavin v 24-urnem obdobju). Čakalna doba mora temeljiti 
na krivuljah drenaže tal [CalEPA 2015]. 

• Barometrični tlak: nihanja atmosferskega tlaka povzročajo gibanje plina med atmosfero in podzemljem. 
Gibanje plina v nenasičenem območju, ki ga povzročajo naravna nihanja atmosferskega tlaka, se 
imenuje barometrično črpanje. Ko atmosferski tlak pade, se plini vlečejo navzgor iz podzemlja v ozračje. 
Nasprotno, ko se atmosferski tlak poveča, se svež zrak potisne navzdol v podzemlje [Kuang 2013]. 
Učinek nihanj barometričnega tlaka na transport atmosferskih plinov je lahko bolj očiten med obdobji 
zaustavitve. 

5.2 Potrditev čiščenja in zaustavitve sistema 

Cilj postopka remediacije je na splošno doseganje vnaprej določenih standardov kakovosti za različne okoljske 
matrike. Končna merila za zaustavitev sistema SVE običajno temeljijo na doseganju regulativnega standarda 
koncentracije v tleh ali na podlagi tveganja. Vendar pa je vzorčenje tal drago in potencialno moteče, poleg tega 
natančno sledenje preostanku kontaminacije zahteva analizo velikega števila vzorcev, saj so tla, kot nemešani 
medij, heterogena [USACE 2002]. Zato se pred začetkom obsežne raziskave vzorčenja tal upoštevajo/spremljajo 
drugi parametri (vrste dokazov), da se oceni napredek remediacije in verjetnost, da so bili cilji doseženi. 
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5.2.1 Možni dokazi, ki jih je treba upoštevati pri potrditvi čiščenja 

• vzorčenje tal: drago in moteče. Pri uporabi vzorčenja tal za potrditev čiščenja in zaustavitve sistema je 
treba skrbno upoštevati heterogeno porazdelitev koncentracij tal na lokaciji in negotovosti, povezane z 
vzorčenjem tal za HOS [USACE 2002]. 

• trend koncentracije ekstrahiranih hlapov: koncentracija VOC v ekstrakcijskih vrtinah lahko zagotovi 
merilnik odstranjene mase onesnažil in pokazatelj napredka remediacije. Običajno po nekaj mesecih 
delovanja trend podatkov kaže hitro upadanje, po katerem se koncentracije približajo asimptotični ravni 
(glej sl. 5.1 in sliko 5.2). V mnogih primerih se doseganje asimptotičnega pogoja šteje za odločilno pri 
določanju mejnih zmogljivosti tehnologije in zaprtju prezračevalnih sistemov. Vendar pa je opazovanje 
nizkih asimptotičnih koncentracij hlapov v odpadnih plinih nujen, a ne zadosten pogoj za dokazovanje 
napredka pri odstranjevanju mase iz onesnaženih tal. Asimptota odtoka je lahko v resnici povezana z 
načrtovanjem odzračevanja (npr. razmik med vrtinami) ali delovnimi pogoji (npr. pretok) ločeno ali 
poleg hitrostno omejenega transporta hlapov [EPA 2001]. 

 

 
Slika 5.1 – Trendi odstranjevanja mase kontaminantov (SVE): kg PCE/day 
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Slika 5.2 – Trendi odstranjevanja mase kontaminantov (SVE): kg PCE (celotno skozi čas) 
 

• ekstrakcija hlapov je učinkovitejša v delih tal blizu ali med vrtinami, ki so temeljito izprani, zato lahko 
koncentracije VOC dosežejo zelo nizke asimptotične ravni, medtem ko znatna količina mase onesnažil 
ostane v tleh, zlasti v bližini območij stagnacije. 

• doseganje asimptotičnih ravni koncentracije v ekstrahirani pari lahko poleg tega pomeni, da med 
odzračevanjem tal pride do hitrostno omejenega prenosa mase. Če stopnje ekstrakcije zraka presegajo 
hitrost difuzijskega prenosa mase med fazami (trdno, tekoče in plinasto) v nenasičeni coni, se lahko 
koncentracije onesnažil v ekstrahiranih hlapih zmanjšajo, ne da bi odstranili celotno maso onesnažil iz 
tal in porne vode [USACE 2002]. 

• spremljanje plinov v tleh: zbiranje vzorcev talnega plina je cenejše, in ker je zrak mešani medij, na 
splošno predstavljajo bolj integrirane (tj. z večjega območja) podatke. Zato je spremljanje VOC v sondah 
za plin v tleh verjetno učinkovitejša in učinkovitejša metoda za oceno napredka remediacije od tistih, ki 
so bile prej opisane pod točkama a) in b). Vendar bi moralo vzorčenje plina iz tal slediti standardnemu 
postopku, ki upošteva vpliv pogojev na terenu (npr. litologija, vlažnost) in parametrov vzorčenja (npr. 
hitrost vzorčenja, prostornina vzorčenja) na rezultate spremljanja. Sonde za zemeljske pline je treba 
namestiti tudi na območjih, ki so oddaljena od črpalnih vodnjakov, ki jih je težje remedirati, za sledenje 
preostale kontaminacije. 

• Odboj: med obratovalno fazo na splošno opazimo zmanjšanje koncentracij hlapnih organskih spojin v 
tleh, kar je posledica hitrostno omejenega prenosa mase (učinek stradanja) in redčenja z zunanjim 
zrakom. Ko je sistem SVE izklopljen, se lahko koncentracije VOC povečajo zaradi difuzije med različnimi 
fazami in conami nenasičenih tal. Ta pojav, ki ga običajno opisujejo kot odboj, lahko štejemo za zanesljiv 
pokazatelj učinkovitosti zdravljenja. Minimalni odboj ali pomanjkanje odboja, niti v območjih stagnacije, 
po določenem obdobju prenehanja sistema kaže, da je bila razpoložljiva masa verjetno odstranjena. 
Časovno obdobje, potrebno za dosego ravnotežja, je specifično za onesnaževalce in tip tal. Peščena tla 
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bodo na splošno dosegla ravnotežje v nekaj tednih, medtem ko bo za večplastna tla morda potrebnih 
več mesecev. Priporočljivo je letno testiranje ravnotežja (odboj) [AFCEE 2001]. 

5.2.2 Predlagani postopek vzorčenja pred zaustavitvijo 

Končna merila za zaustavitev sistema SVE običajno temeljijo na doseganju uveljavljenih standardov 
koncentracije v tleh. Vendar, kot je bilo že omenjeno, ker je vzorčenje tal drago in potencialno moteče, se pred 
začetkom obsežne raziskave vzorčenja tal spremljajo drugi parametri (vrste dokazov), da se oceni, ali je 
verjetno, da so bili cilji remediacije izpolnjeni. Zato je predlagan naslednji postopek za potrditev čiščenja, ki 
temelji na postopku preverjanja v treh korakih. 
 

• doseganje ciljne koncentracije plina v tleh v obratovalni fazi; 
• doseganje ciljne koncentracije plina v tleh po začasni zaustavitvi sistema; 
• primerjava rezultatov vzorčenja tal s kriteriji čiščenja. 
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6 ZAKLJUČKI 

Ekstrakcija hlapov iz tal (SVE) je tehnologija in situ, ki je primerna za zmanjšanje koncentracije hlapnih onesnažil 
v nenasičenem območju. 

Na splošno se je izkazalo, da je SVE učinkovit pri hlapnih organskih spojinah (VOC) in bi lahko podprl 
remediacijo polhlapnih organskih spojin (SVOC). Zlasti projekti, pri remediaciji območij, onesnaženih s 
kloriranimi topili, kot so kloroetileni (PCE in TCE), ali hlapnimi naftnimi derivati, kot je bencin, se SVE pogosto 
uporablja v kombinaciji z drugimi tehnologijami. 

 

6.1 Učinkovitost, prednosti in slabosti 

Ključni dejavniki, ki določajo učinkovitost SVE so: 

• prepustnost zraka v tleh (vpliva na količino zraka in pare, ki se lahko premikata skozi tla); 
• struktura in razslojenost tal (pomembna, ker lahko vplivata na pretok hlapov v tleh med pridobivanjem); 
• vlažnost tal (lahko omeji pretok plinov skozi pore); 
• globina podtalnice. 

Glavne prednosti so: 

• Znana učinkovitost, enostavno dostopna orodja, enostavna namestitev; 
• Preprostost postavitve na lokaciji: zasnova sistema SVE je precej fleksibilna za prilagajanje vsem 

pogojem na lokaciji in grajenim okoljem, prav tako je konstrukcija nizko vsiljiva in primerljivo 
prilagodljiva; 

• Kratek čas obdelave (6 mesecev - 2 leti v optimalnih pogojih): časi remediacije so v veliki meri odvisni 
od lokacijskih pogojev, v primerjavi z drugimi tehnologijami so relativno kratki, običajno lahko trajajo 
od nekaj mesecev do nekaj let, z učinkovitim odstranjevanjem mase, do 90 % za zelo hlapne spojine in 
okoli 30-40 % za polhlapne spojine; 

• Enostaven za uporabo, relativno poceni in stroškovno učinkovit v primerjavi z drugimi tehnologijami, 
primernimi za remediacijo hlapnih onesnažil (konkurenčni stroški: približno 15-60 €/tono onesnažene 
zemlje); 

• Uporablja se za mesta s prostimi produkti, lahko se kombinira z drugimi tehnologijami. Vakuum 
induciran v talnih plasteh in podzemna migracija hlapov, ščiti zgradbe in podzemno infrastrukturo pred 
vdorom vnetljivih ali strupenih hlapnih onesnažil. 

Glavne omejitve so: 

• težko je doseči zmanjšanje koncentracije onesnažil za več kot 90 %; 
• Slaba učinkovitost na mestih z nizko prepustnostjo ali heterogeno stratificiranimi tlemi. 

 

6.2 Nadzor delovanja za aplikacijo SVE 

Med glavnimi predhodnimi pregledi, ki jih je treba opraviti za oceno uporabnosti tehnologije, je treba opredeliti 
geometrijske, litološke in hidrogeološke značilnosti nenasičenega medija ter ovrednotiti vsako povečanje ali 
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zmanjšanje vodne gladine. Pri razmisleku o 3-D razmejitvi nenasičenega območja, ki ga je treba obdelati, je 
končno koristno oceniti skupno maso onesnažil (-a) pred remediacijo, da se omogoči primerjava s stopnjami 
odstranjevanja mase, spremembami učinkovitosti skozi čas in celotno odstranitev mase ob zaključku aplikacije. 

Med parametri, ki jih je treba preveriti med gradnjo, sta glavna: polmer vpliva (R) in polmer obdelave (ROT). 
Drugi parametri, ki jih je treba preveriti, ki vplivajo na delovanje, so: nihanja nivoja podtalnice, sistemi za dovod 
zraka, časovna učinkovitost sistema za obdelavo odvzetih plinov pred njihovim izpustom v ozračje. Sistem mora 
biti med delovanjem pod nadzorom, tudi zato, da se določi primeren čas za prekinitev zdravljenja. 

Ob koncu remediacijskega posega prek SVE je potrebnih nekaj pregledov za nadaljevanje ocene možnega 
zaključka posega. V ta namen mora upravljavec oceniti vrsto informacij in organom nadaljevati s predložitvijo 
poročila o stanju okolja, ugotovljenega po izvedenih raziskavah, nato pa organom predloži vse elemente, ki so 
koristni za navzkrižno preverjanje ali je remediacija dosegla svoje cilje. 
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2. Site background 

 

  

2.1 History of the site 
The site is located in the military airbase of Biên Hòa, Dong Nai, Vietnam. 
During the US-Vietnam War (1955-1975), millions of litres of herbicides were dropped 
over Vietnam: The Rainbow agents. Those Rainbow Agents were sprayed throughout 
the Operation Ranch Hand to clear thick jungle, by defoliating crops and forest. Bien Hoa 
Airbase was a joint operating base for the South Vietnam Air Force and the United 
States Air Force. According to the U.S. Department of Defense, 98 000 barrels of Agent 
Orange, 45 000 barrels of Agent White and 16 000 barrels of Agent Blue were stored at 
Bien Hoa Airbase [1]. 
As a consequence, the Biên Hòa airbase is currently the largest dioxin hotspot in 
Vietnam [2]. 
Nowadays, it is estimated that between 408,500 and 495,300 m³ of dioxin-contaminated 
soil and sediment are present in the site [3]. This is almost 4 times the volume of the last 
airbase that underwent treatment (Danang). 
More than four decades after the Vietnam War ended (in 1975), the stability and 
bioaccumulation of dioxins still affect the inhabitants. Measures had to be taken to 
improve living conditions for residents, starting with the remediation of dioxin 
contaminated soil. In 2018, at the request of the Government of Vietnam (GVN), the 
U.S. Government agreed to cooperate on dioxin remediation at Bien Hoa Airbase Area. 
Haemers Technologies was invited to perform a pilot remediation in the process of the 
technology selection for the full-scale project. 
 
 
[1] DOD. 2007. Presentation made at the Second Agent Orange and Dioxin Remediation 
Workshop, 
Hanoi, Vietnam, June 18-19, 2007. Co-sponsored by U.S. Department of Defense and 
Vietnam Ministry 
of National Defense. 
[2]: USAID, FACT SHEET: DIOXIN REMEDIATION AT BIEN HOA AIRBASE AREA, consulted 
16/12/2020, https://www.usaid.gov/vietnam/documents/fact-sheet-dioxin-
remediation-bien-hoa-airbase-area 
[3] USAID. 2016. Environmental Assessment of dioxin contamination at Bien Hoa Airbase 
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2.2 Geological setting 
There are mainly two types of soils that need to be remediated : low-humidity soil as well 
as high-humidity muds from swamp-like areas. 
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2.3 Contaminants of concern 
Agent Orange was proven to cause severe health issues, including birth defects, 
neurological problems and cancers. Agent Orange is a mixture of 2,4-
dichlorophenoxyacetic acid and 2,4,5-trichlorophenoxyacetic. Traces of dioxins were 
also found in some Agents. Indeed, dioxin 2,3,7,8-Tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (2,3,7,8-
TCDD) can be formed by condensation of 2,4,5-trichlorophenol during 2,4,5-
trichlorophenoxyacetic synthesis. 
Hereafter is shown the breakdown of a sample taken from the site (Contaminated 
sample column). The “treated sample” column refers to the sample after a lab test. 
The increase in secondary contaminants after treatment is most likely due to the 
sample heterogeneity. 
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2.4 Regulatory framework 
Haemers Technologies was invited by the Vietnam Government to perform a pilot 
project in the context of the technology selection for the Bien Hoa airbase remediation 
led by USAID and GVN. 
The soil concentration limits after treatment have been defined as following: 

• Industrial use: 1,200 ppt 
• Urban area: 300 ppt 
• Sediment: 150 ppt 
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3. Pilot-scale application in field 

  

3.1 Extraction system 
The treatment proposed by Haemers Technologies is a thermopile (ex-site thermal 
treatment). The thermopile is a small pilot-scale pile of 500 tons (11m x 14m at its base). 
In a thermopile, the soil is heated by conduction until it reaches the temperature of 
volatilization of the pollutants (a process known as thermal desorption). The vapours are 
then extracted to be treated. In the pile are installed 15 heating tubes and 13 exchanger 
tubes that transfer thermal energy to the soil. The vapours are extracted by 15 
perforated tubes that are connected to a 15 kW blower in order to generate a low but 
constant depression sucking the gasses out. The typical depression generated is in the 
order of -0.2 mbar. 
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3.2 Injection system 
In thermal desorption treatment, there is no injection system. The gases are generated 
when the contaminants and the water are vaporized due to the thermal energy transfer. 

3.3 Radius of influence 
The treatment is effective on the whole pile. Lab tests have shown that if the soil 
reaches 350°C and that the temperature is maintained for at least 5 days, the target 
treatment concentrations are met. 
The main factor of influence is the interdistance between heating wells in the pile, but 
they only affect the heating time, i.e. the time needed to reach 350°C. The treatment 
effectiveness is unchanged. 
In this case, the soil vapour extraction wells are approx 1.2m apart. This short range is 
not the actual radius of influence of each well, as this radius varies in the course of the 
treatment. As temperature increases, soil is drying out, affecting the permeability to 
vapours. Therefore, the actual radius of influence of each pipe is likely much larger than 
1.2m, even if the applied negative pressure is very low (in the order of 0.2mbar). E 
The high density of soil vapour extraction wells is commanded by the necessity to collect 
all vapours despite the low negative pressure and avoid fugitive emissions.  
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3.4 Off gas Treatment 
The contaminated vapours are sucked from the pile and transit through the Vapor 
Treatment Unit (VTU). Contrary the approach taken by USAID at Danang which used 
activated carbon, Haemers Technologies uses a Thermal Oxidizer in order not to leave any 
waste requiring further treatment. 
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Before entering the Thermal Oxidizer, the vapours may circulate through an Arsenic filter if 
needed. 
The vapours are then directly incinerated in order to destroy all PCDD and PCDF’s. Proper 
oxidation guarantees compliant air emissions. It has to be noted that condensation will 
certainly happen along the network. To reduce liquid formation, the network is thermally 
insulated. Nevertheless, the liquid formed can be reinjected in the Thermal Oxidizer. To 
reach a destruction rate efficiency over 99,99%, the following criteria must be fulfilled in 
the oxidation chamber [4][5]: 
1. Temperature of minimum 1100°C (preferably 1200°C) 
2. Oxygen content of min 6% (preferably 10%) 
3. Residence time of minimum 1 second (preferably 2 seconds) 
4. High Turbulence (Re>>2500). 
It is well known that dioxin compounds reformation can happened in the cooling phase, in 
a temperature range between 200°C and 500°C. Dioxins can be reformed in the presence 
of oxygen, chlorine (Cl2) and hydrocarbons [6]. Other parameters such as presence of dust 
and/or presence of metals, can also promote the dioxins/furans formation. To avoid the 
reformation process, the vapours are directed towards a cooling quench tower to a 
temperature below 180°C before being released in the atmosphere. 
In case of issue, a back-up activated carbon tank is also present. 
[4] Gao, Y. &. (2015). Assessment of Reynolds Averaged Navier–Stokes Modeling of Scalar Dissipation Rate 
Transport in Turbulent Oblique Premixed Flames. Combustion Science and Technology, 18 
[5] Jacob E. Temme, T. M. (2015). Measurements of Premixed Turbulent Combustion Regimes of High 
Reynolds Number Flames. 53rd AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meetin (p. 21). Kissimmee, Florida : AIAA SciTech 
Forum. 
[6] Buekens, A. (2001). Dioxins from thermal and metallurgical processes: recent studies for the iron and 
steel industry,. Chemosphere 42, 729-735. 
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4. Full-scale application 
The pilot project was interrupted by the Covid-19 pandemic and the full-scale 
application has not started yet. 

5. Enhancements to SVE 

 

6. Post treatment and/or Long Term Monitoring 

 

3.5 Control parameters 
Of course, the dioxin content in the soil is analyzed before and after treatment to assess 
the treatment effectiveness. However, thermal desorption has already been 
implemented at the Danang airport and has been proved to be effective against dioxin 
contamination. 
The parameters that are continuously monitored during the treatment are the 
following: 
• The temperature at the coldest points in the thermopiles 
• The emissions at all chimneys to guarantee regulatory compliance 
• The depression in the pile to ensure proper extraction 
• The temperature in the Thermal Oxidizer 
• The oxygen content in the Thermal Oxidizer 
• The temperature of gases at the quench tower output to avoid dioxin reformation 

5.2 Any other enhancement 
The Thermal Oxidizer in combination with a heat exchanger can be used to improve the 
overall thermal efficiency of the thermal desorption process by recovering energy and 
preheating the combustion air and the vapours themselves. 

6.1  Post treatment and/or Long Term Monitoring 
Post treatment monitoring consists of soil analysis. 
Monitoring is based on the extracted vapours as well as temperatures inside the soil. 
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7. Additional information 

 

 

 

Glossary of Terms 
 

Term (alphabetical order) Definition 
VTU Vapor Treatment Unit VTU Vapor Treatment Unit 

ppt part-per-thousand 

7.1 Lesson learnt 
The biggest hurdle in this project was the heavy burden of procedures and 
authorizations required to perform the actual projects, due to the high sensitivity of the 
site with respect to its danger and history, as well as the military control over all 
operations. 
 

 

7.2 Additional information 
Even if the project is not finished, it has already been established that thermal 
desorption is effective against dioxin contamination. The addition of a Thermal Oxidizer 
improves the Danag process, given that: 
• Soil is indeed treated according to standards 
• The exhaust gas after thermal oxidation are compliant (no reformation of dioxin) 
• No solid nor liquid waste is generated, not needed further off-site disposal 

7.3 Training need 
Training needs are specific both the heating and extraction system, as well as to the 
Health and Safety measures to be taken on site. 
Additional communication is required given the nature of the contaminants in order to 
fully inform operators and local community about the safety of the process for their own 
health.  
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2. Site background 

 

  

2.1 History of the site 
The site is located in the North of France. It used to be a manufacturing site producing 
different chemicals, acids and catalysers. Many soil and water investigations were carried 
out from 1998 to 2015. They showed a presence of impacts of many pollutants in multiple 
spots of the 0.32 km². The results of those analyses were not different from classic 
industrial pollution and the main pollutants found were hydrocarbons, BTEX, PAH and 
heavy metals. The site is located next to agricultural fields and the soil is mainly made of 
backfills and loam. Once the analyses confirmed the concentrated polluted spots, a “Plan 
de Gestion” (remediation plan) was drafted, leading to various site uses and different 
remediation target concentrations. 
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2.2 Geological setting 
The whole site covers about 34 hectares. It is located between a commercial area and an 
agricultural area. Indeed, agricultural fields are present at North and East of the site. 
The main issue with high concentrated spots on a large area is the difficulty to treat all 
the spots onsite and therefore an Ex-Situ Thermal Desorption (ESTD) was selected. Soils 
with hydrocarbons concentrations higher than the remediation target were excavated 
and stored in a single location and eventually erected in several polluted soil piles. 
 

 
 
The thermal treatment area is isolated from groundwater with a waterproof geotextile 
placed at a depth of 0.4 m. The site’s topography was designed to have no accumulation 
of rainwater in the area. Slight slopes were designed and a rainwater collecting system 
was constructed to send the rainwater to the water treatment plant. 
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2.3 Contaminants of concern 
The contaminants are the COCs identified hereafter: 
 

 
Soils with hydrocarbons concentrations higher than the remediation target were 
excavated and stored in a single location and eventually erected in several polluted soil 
piles. The treatment area was chosen to be able to run 2 piles simultaneously, with a 
third one in mobilization/demobilization. 
Because of the client’s concern about Mercury (Hg) soil concentration, a classic ESTD 
treatment was chosen with the addition of an ad-hoc Vapor Treatment Unit situated at in 
the middle of the treatment area. 

2.4 Regulatory framework 
The site has been owned by different companies over the course of the last century. A 
prefectural order was issued in 2015 for the soil remediation in the context of a 
remediation plan (one commercial and activity area and one park and walking area). 
The owner issued Golder Associates to be the prime contractor. The contractor chosen 
by Golder Associates was Seché EcoService, which partnered with Haemers 
Technologies. 
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3. Pilot-scale application in field 
No pilot-scale application was performed 
 

4. Full-scale application 

  

4.1 Extraction system 
The treatment proposed by Haemers Technologies is a rotating thermopile (ex-situ 
thermal treatment). Each pile consists of 2000m³ of polluted soil. 
In the pile are installed 75 heating tubes and 25 exchanger tubes that transfer thermal 
energy to the soil. The vapours are extracted by perforated tubes that are connected to 
a blower in order to generate a low but constant depression sucking the gas out. The 
typical generated depression is in the order of -0.2 mbar. 
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4.2 Injection system 
In thermal desorption treatment, there is no injection system. The gases are generated 
when the contaminants and the water are vaporized due to the thermal energy transfer. 
 

4.3 Radius of influence 
The treatment is effective on the whole pile. Lab tests have shown that if the soil 
reaches 200°C and that the temperature is maintained for at least 3 days, the target 
treatment concentrations are met. 
The main factor of influence is the interdistance between heating wells in the pile, but 
they only affect the heating time, i.e. the time needed to reach 200°C. The treatment 
effectiveness is unchanged. 
In this case, the soil vapour extraction wells are approx 1.5m apart. This short range is 
not the actual radius of influence of each well, as this radius varies in the course of the 
treatment. As temperature increases, soil is drying out, affecting the permeability to 
vapours. Therefore, the actual radius of influence of each pipe is likely much larger than 
1.5m, even if the applied negative pressure is very low (in the order of 0.2mbar). 
The high density of soil vapour extraction wells is commanded by the necessity to collect 
all vapours despite the low negative pressure and avoid fugitive emissions. 
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4.4 Off gas Treatment 
The contaminated vapours are sucked from the pile and transit through the Vapor 
Treatment Unit (VTU). The VTU is able to handle the off gases of two simultaneous piles. 
This way, a rotating schedule was implemented where two piles are in treatment while 
the third is dismantled and the next one is built. 
The VTU aims to treat the contaminant’s vapours coming from the piles’ treatment to 
stay within national environmental release norms. The VTU is composed of various 
elements designed to achieve the treatment. Most of the VTU’s installation is focused 
on the contaminant’s vapours suction and condensation. The other part is focused on 
direct treatment through adsorption or thermal oxidation. 
The following Figure presents the contaminated vapours flow from the Pile to the VTU. 

 
The VTU consists of three demisters and a heat exchanger. The non-condensable 
vapours (mainly air and light hydrocarbons) are sent to a thermal oxidizer (operating at 
820°C), with a residence time of 2 seconds. If high concentration of Mercury is detected, 
the vapours are routed to a sulphured Activated carbon filter. 
The process is partly duplicated to be able to continue the thermal treatment during 
maintenance of each VTU element. A Programmable Logic Controller was used to 
automate the switch between the two line. 
The next figure will show the duplicated VTU scheme. 
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Vapours collector 
One 5” vapour collector was built for each pile. It was made of 10 sections of 6 meters 
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each. Each collector has a low cant in order to collect the condensates. The collector is 
connected to an underground tank. Vapour flexible are connected to the collector as 
shown in the next picture. 
 

 
 
The underground tank is connected to an 8” vapour collector that goes to the VTU as 
shown in the next picture. 

 
 

Water collected on the underground tanks is sent to the condensate tanks. 
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Demisters 
A demister equipment is made to remove liquid droplets from gases. 
Condensates are collected at the bottom of the tank and sent to be treated by Seché ES. 
One demister is placed at the VTU entry in order to remove the droplets formed on the 
8” collector. One is then placed after the heat exchanger to remove the droplets formed 
during the vapours’ cooling. The final demister is placed after the blower. Indeed, 
pressure changes in the blower can also create droplets. The aim was to remove 
humidity before entering the thermal oxidizer. 
 
Heat exchanger 
Installation of one heat exchanger was mandatory for two main reasons: vapour cooling 
before the blower, water removal using condensation process. In a tubular exchanger, 
vapours pass through copper thin pipes and gets cool down by water passing between 
the pipes. Each of the heat exchanger has a 98.5 m² exchange surface. Water is then 
cooled down using a dry air cooler (540 kW). Glycol was added to the water to prevent 
freezing during winter. The next pictures show the heat exchanger and the dry air 
cooler. 

 
 
Blower 
The blower is the most important part of the VTU. Its aim is to depressurize the pile by 
vacuuming the air and the contaminated vapours. Each of the two blowers was designed 
to vacuum two piles simultaneously. Thus, each blower has a maximum flow capacity of 
3,200 m3/h. They are set using one frequency regulator. The maximum acceptable 
temperature at the input is set to 80°C. The next picture shows one blower. 
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GAC Hg 
Mercury traces were found in previous soil analysis. Exxon suggested Haemers 
Technologies to provide a solution in order to prevent any mercury atmospheric 
releases. Two sulphurous activated carbon tanks of 3 m3 and one Hg analyser (VM-3000) 
were added to the VTU. The aim was to analyse the vapours after the blower in order to 
know the mercury concentration. If the concentration was over the norms, an 
electrovalve redirected the vapour flow to the activated carbon. Another sampling point 
was placed after the activated carbon in order to assess the mercury removal. The 
chosen activated coal has an apparent density of 0.63 kg/l and a sulphur concentration 
of 13-16%. The following picture shows the mercury tanks. 
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GAC COV 
Vapours should be treated through the thermal oxidizer. However, in case of thermal 
oxidizer breakdown, an activated coal tank of 10 m3 was added. In case of thermal 
oxidizer breakdown, the flow was redirected to this new tank. The outlet was connected 
to the thermal oxidizer’s chimney. An activated coal with the following specifications 
was chosen: apparent density of 0.475 kg/l and US Standard Mesh granulometry of 4*8. 
It was chosen to remove COV from the vapours. The following picture shows the tank 
and its chimney connection. 
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Thermal oxidizer 
The thermal oxidizer is the key equipment for the vapour treatment. Indeed, the other 
equipment (expect for the GACs) were not chosen for the hydrocarbons removal but 
mainly to remove the water from the vapours for a better thermal oxidation. Its aim was 
to remove the pollutants from the vapours and to release clean gases. A residency time 
of minimum 2 seconds was calculated in order to have an efficient pollutants thermal 
oxidation. The thermal oxidizer is 5 m3 and has a 3 meters chimney. It is designed to 
resist to a maximal temperature of 1,000 °C. A 850 kW burner is connected to the 
thermal oxidation chamber and fuelled with gas. The burner power is regulated 
depending on the temperature inside the thermal oxidizer. The normal conditions to 
have the best pollutants removal efficiency were fixed from 780°C to 820°C. The next 
picture shows the thermal oxidizer. 
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6. Post treatment and/or Long Term Monitoring 

 

7. Additional information 

 

  

4.5 Control parameters 
The VTU operation is monitored by a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC). The 
following key data is monitored: 

• Vapor temperatures at all steps of the process 
• Pile depression to ensure proper aspiration of the vapours 
• Pressure points at all steps of the VTU 
• Mercury content after the blower 
• Gas emissions at the Thermal Oxidizer chimney (COV, CO, NOx, PM2.5, PM10, 

PCDD, HCl, HF, SO2) 

6.1  Post treatment and/or Long Term Monitoring 
Post treatment monitoring consists of soil samples analysis. 

7.1 Lesson learnt 
Special care needs to be taken when operating in countries where below-zero 
temperatures can be reached. In the case of this project, glycol needed to be mixed with 
water in the cooling sections. 
• It can be beneficial to perform more advanced analysis than the ones provided by the 
end customer. In particular, the presence of acidic compounds is not relevant per se to 
the remediation but can damage the equipment. 
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Glossary of Terms 
 

Term (alphabetical order) Definition 
VTU Vapor Treatment Unit  

7.2 Additional information 
The success of remediation is determined by the compliant pollutants content in the soil 
after treatment as well as compliant emissions throughout the treatment. 
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2. Site background 

 

  

2.1 History of the site 
The site extends over a surface of around 90,000 m2, of which around 82,000 m2 is 
paved or covered by buildings (buildings cover an area around 41,000 m2). 
The plant began the production of freezers and refrigerators for food preservation in 
1967, production which is still ongoing even if at a reduced rate. The contamination of 
the site was discovered in 2009 during site characterization activities, and exceedances 
of the CSC have been identified in deep soils (depth > 1 m bgl) for organochlorinated 
compounds (vinyl chloride, 1,2-Dichloroethane, Trichloroethylene, 1,2-
Dichloropropane), and in groundwater for the following compounds: 

• Non-Volatile Metals: Iron, Manganese; 
• inorganic compounds: Nitrite, Sulphate; 
• BTEX: Toluene, Benzene; 
• chlorinated aliphatic compounds: Tetrachlorethylene, Trichloroethylene, Vinyl 

Chloride, Chloroform, 1,2-Dichloroethane, 1,1-Dichloroethylene, 1,2-
Dichloroethylene, 1,2-Dichloropropane, 1,1,2-Trichloroethane. 

Furthermore, local areas of buried wastes were found at the site, and removed during 
subsequent intervention, but it cannot be excluded that additional buried wastes are 
still present. 
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2.2 Geological setting 
Only the shallow portion of soil and groundwater, till a depth of about 15 m b.g.l., was 
investigated during the site characterization. The subsoil is formed by alluvial deposit 
formed by interbedded sandy and silty layers as indicated below, overlaying a silty 
aquitard (see figure below). At a regional scale, a thin semiconfined aquifer contained in 
a conglomerates formation is present at 70 m b.g.l. 
 

 
 
The figure represents the hydro-geological cross-section of the site along the 
groundwater flow main direction (North-East to South-West). 
During site characterization, shallow groundwater levels were ranging between 2 and 9 
m b.g.l. (on average 4 m b.g.l.), with flow direction mainly from the upgradient hill 
(North, North-West) to South, South-Est, towards a Creek; however, groundwater flow 
at the N-E corner of the facility is affected by the presence of an intubated stream 
existing at the northern portion of the facility with direction from N-E to S-W, generating 
a local depression of the groundwater table. Backfilling materials used in the past in 
earth moving activities for underground installation of the intubated stream appear to 
be characterized by a low permeability, even if presence of more permeable alluvial 
materials (sand and gravel) is documented along the pipe at depths between around 8 
and 11 m b.g.l. Average groundwater gradient was estimated equal to 3% and hydraulic 
conductivity (k) ranges between 10-6 (North-West side) and 10-8 m/s (North-Est side), 
with an average value of 5x10-7 m/s. 
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2.3 Contaminants of concern 
Soil: 

• vinyl chloride: 0.42 ÷ 0.45 mg/kg 
• 1,2-Dichloroethane: 7 ÷ 672 mg/kg 
• Trichloroethylene: 20 ÷43 mg/kg 
• 1,2-Dichloropropane: 27 ÷ 154 mg/kg 

 
Groundwater: 

 
Non-Volatile Metals: 

• Iron: 3.1 ÷ 41,400 μg/l 
• Manganese: 0.89 ÷ 18,500 μg/l 

 
BTEX: 

• Toluene: 0.05 ÷ 200 μg/l 
• Benzene: 0.053 ÷ 56 μg/l 

 
Chlorinated aliphatic compounds: 

• Tetrachlorethylene: 0.05 ÷ 38 μg/l 
• Trichloroethylene: 0.05 ÷ 31,000 μg/l 
• Vinyl Chloride: 0.031 ÷ 410 μg/l 
• Chloroform: 0.018 ÷ 69 μg/l 
• 1,2-Dichloroethane: 0.018 ÷ 4,800,000 μg/l 
• 1,2-Dichloroethylene: 0.054 ÷ 22,000 μg/l 
• 1,2-Dichloropropane: : 0.019 ÷ 89,000 μg/l 
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2.4 Regulatory framework 
Clean-up goals for soil and groundwater were defined in the Risk Assessment, and are 
included in the on-going remedial plan, approved in 2012 (the updated approval in 
2017 did not modify them). 
According to Italian regulation, although the remedial targets are defined on a Risk 
Assessment basis inside the facility (SSTLs or CSR), groundwater quality at the end of 
remedial action must comply with regulatory limits (CSC, much more conservative than 
calculated SSTLs) at the downgradient boundary of the site. Therefore, once reduced 
the concentration below the CSR for inhalation risk inside the facility, the ultimate 
clean-up goal for groundwater is to reduce and control the off-site migration at the 
Southern and Eastern borders of the site. In particular, a general conformity of the 
Southern border of the site is registered, with an exception at one piezometer at the 
south-eastern site boundary, where concentrations for TCE are slightly over the 
potable limit (10 μg/L) and one order of magnitude above the regulatory limit (CSC = 
1.5 μg/L). Along the Eastern border, one piezometer exceeds regulatory limits both for 
1,2-DCA and 1,2DCP, with a contamination 2-3 orders of magnitude above the 
respective regulatory limits (CSC for 1,2-DCA = 3 μg/L; CSC for 1,2-DCP = 0.15 μg/L). 
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3. Pilot-scale application in field 
 
No pilot test was performed 
 

4. Full-scale application 

 

 

  

4.1 Extraction system 
The SVE system is composed of two extraction wells and an horizontal trench, and it is 
combined with an Air Sparging (AS) system which includes four wells. The characteristics 
of the installed systems are as follows: 

• N.2 SVE wells (namely SVE1 and EMW30 both 7 meters deep, with a screened 
interval from 3 to 7 m bgl. SVE1 is 4”diameter, and EMW30 3”); 

• N.1 horizontal trench (100 meters long, with a diameter of 200 mm); 
• N. 4 AS wells (one close to the trench and EMW30, namely AS1p, and three close 

to SVE1, namely AS14, AS15, AS16). AS wells are 15 meters deep, and with a 2” 
diameter. They are all screened in the interval 14-15 m bgl; 

• the SVE system is powered by a blower “MAPRO 36/21” (5.5 kW, 220V, triphase 
50 Hz); 

• the AS system is powered by a scroll compressor “Atlas Copco SF2” (2.2 kW, 220V, 
triphase, 50 Hz). 

4.2 Injection system 
As previously mentioned, four injection wells are installed to circulate air in 
groundwater (Air Sparging) with the scope to strip contaminants that would then be 
collected by the SVE system. Air is injected at an average pressure of 1 bar. 

4.3 Radius of influence 
The theoretical value of ROI, calculated in the design phase for the Air Sparging was 
estimated as 5 to 10 meters. 
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7. Additional information 

 

  

4.4 Off gas Treatment 
As for off-gas treatment, there are two granular activated carbon (GAC) filters (1 cubic 
meter each) in series connection. 

4.5 Control parameters 
• Air flow and extraction rates 
• Air pressure measurements 
• Water levels 
• Dissolved oxygen and contaminant concentrations in groundwater 
• Oxygen, carbon dioxide and contaminant concentrations in SVE off-gas or soil 

vapour 
• Mass removal 

7.1 Lesson learnt 
– Low permeability soils difficult to treat through AS technology. 
– The presence of heterogeneous subsoil is a big challenge for this types of in-situ 
technologies. 
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Glossary of Terms 
 
A glossary will help a you to maintain the level of precision necessary for key terms and maintain 
consistency across the text. We found out that sometimes terms that sounds similar like “contaminated” 
and “polluted” are used in the same way as synonyms in some country, while in other they have different 
meanings (due to legislation or for other reasons). So fill in this glossary for your key elements and of 
course for acronyms. 
 

Term (alphabetical order) Definition 
SSTLs or CSR Site Specific Target Level, which are named CSR in 

Italian regulation, are concentration target levels 
defined according to Risk Analysis procedure 

7.2 Additional information 
To assess the success of remediation is fundamental to perform: 

• trend analysis of each contaminant monitored over time with respect to the initial 
baseline value 

• quantification of extracted mass over time 
 

7.3 Training need 
To ensure the achievement of remediation goals is fundamental to perform a good 
operation and maintenance of the overall system. To do that is important that the 
system is managed by trained personnel. Despite a general training can be done from 
webinars and e-learning to obtain a targeted training specific for the single system 
installed few on-the job session, especially in the first weeks of system running, can be a 
good way to have site personnel sufficiently trained with respect to the specific 
performances of the system installed. 



1. Contact details - CASE STUDY: SVE n.4 
 
 

1.1 Name and Surname Luca Sacilotto 
 

1.2 Country/Jurisdiction Italy 
 

1.3 Organisation Ramboll Italy S.r.l. 
 

1.4 Position Senior Managing Consultant 
 

1.5 Duties Project management of contaminated sites and 
brownfield assessments for industries; development 
and implementation of complex remedial projects 
addressing a wide variety of contaminants in several 
hydrogeological settings. 

1.6 Email address lsacilotto@ramboll.com 
 

1.7 Phone number +39-3341319233 
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2. Site background 

 

  

2.1 History of the site 
Since its first installation (1970), within the site have been produced compressors for 
refrigerators and air conditioning units. The analysis of the production processes within 
the facility highlighted the use in the past of potentially polluting substances such as 
heavy metals and chlorinated solvents, mainly PCE, TCE and Cr IV. The production was 
active up to 2018 and then the assembly lines have been dismantled. 

2.2 Geological setting 
Site soil consists largely of silts and clays interbedded with thicker layers of fine sands. This 
succession mainly consists of silty-clayey layers with two major sandy layers of different 
thickness, ranging from few centimetres to about 1 meter, located in the following ranges 
of depth: 

• Level 1: between 10 and 15m b.g.s. 
• Level 2: between 25 and 30m b.g.s. 

The depth to ground water is approximately 5-7 meters below ground surface. 
The following image depict the geological setting of the first two meters of soil subjected 
to ventilation through the SVE system. 
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2.3 Contaminants of concern 
The main compounds of concern are: 

• tetrachlorethylene (PCE), 
• trichloroethylene (TCE), 
• cis 1,2-dichloroethylene (cis 1,2-DCE), 
• trans 1,2-dichloroethylene (trans 1,2-DCE), 
• 1,1-dichloroethylene, 
• chloroform, 
• vinyl chloride (VC), 
• freon-11, 
• freon-113 

2.4 Regulatory framework 
The administrative path of the remediation process started on 2001 when the client 
informed the Public Authorities of a potential contamination resulting from the 
presence of chlorinated solvents in groundwater detected during a series of 
investigations carried out in order to verify the quality of the subsoil at the Site. 
Subsequently, the following activities have been done: Site Characterization, 
Preliminary Remediation Design, Final Remediation Design for the treatment of the 
contamination from groundwater. In 2016 an ambient-air survey highlighted the 
absence of risks for workers to be exposed to contaminant chlorinated vapours 
stemming from the contaminated groundwater. 
Nevertheless, the client, as a preventive and precautionary measure for workers 
decided to install a Soil Venting system (same technology of a classical SVE system) to 
brake any possible migration pathway of contaminated vapours from the groundwater 
to the productive building. 
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3. Pilot-scale application in field 

3.1 Extraction system 
Before the installation of the full scale system, a pilot scale application has been 
performed to estimate the effective radius of influence that potentially can be achieved 
from each extraction well. The test was carried out connecting, through flexible pipes, 
one vertical well of 4” diameter, 2 m depth screened from 0.5 m below ground level to 2 
m depth, with a blower for vapour extraction (with filters and silencers). In addition, the 
system included a condensate separator to remove water from the extracted gas before 
to pass through the blower and a granular activated carbon unit (200 L) to treat the 
contaminated vapour streams before the emission in atmosphere. Moreover, the well 
head of the extraction well was equipped with a pressure gauge and connected to the 
extraction system through a flexible pipe. Along the extraction line (2" diameter) there 
was a manual adjustment valve, vacuum gauge, sampling points and two asameters for 
air flow measurement. 
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3.3 Radius of influence 

  
Examples of vacuum measurements at wellhead (left) and monitoring point (right) 
 
Two tests were performed to estimate the radius of influence: step test and long 
duration test. 
For the step test increasing flow rates have been considered with values centred around 
the design value: 

• 26 m3/h 
• 40 m3/h (design value) 
• 50 m3/h 
• 80 m3/h 
• 125 m3/h 

During each step test, the following parameters were monitored: 
• suction depression at the blower, 
• depression on the wellhead of the suction point, 
• depression induced on the soil gas monitoring points, 
• flow rate of extracted gases, 
• VOC concentrations. 

On the basis of the step test outcomes a flow rate of 60 m3/h has been sustained 
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constant for about 48 hours during which the same parameters of the step tests have 
been monitored. 
Plotting in semi-logarithmic graph the depressions induced in the monitoring points at 
different distances from the extraction well and considering a cut-off pressure of 1% of 
the depression measured at the wellhead (Johnson and Ettinger, 1994), namely 0.12 
mbar, a ROI of about 120 m has been estimated from the suction shaft considered for 
pilot test. 

3.4 Off gas Treatment 
During the pilot scale application in field, off gas were treated by a granular activated 
carbon unit of 200 L to treat the contaminated vapour streams before the emission in 
the atmosphere. 
 

3.5 Control parameters 
To assess the effectiveness of the treatment the following parameters were monitored 
during the pilot scale application: 

• suction depression at the blower, 
• depression on the wellhead of the suction point, 
• depression induced on the soil gas monitoring points at different distances from 

the extraction well, 
• flow rate of extracted gases, 
• VOC concentrations. 
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4. Full-scale application 

4.1 Extraction system 
The full scale SVE system basically consist of 5 extraction wells, 4 of which within the 
productive building and 1 in the external area still within the site boundary. Each vertical 
extraction well is of 4” diameter, 2 m depth screened from 0.5 m below ground level to 
2 m depth. Each vacuum well is connected to the vacuum unit through HDPE 
underground and aboveground pipes of 2”, 3” and 4” to take into account pressure drop 
along the line. 
The vacuum unit is basically composed of 2 vacuum blowers (one as backup blower), air 
flow rate 230 Nm3/h each, with filters and silencers, 1 condensate separator to remove 
water from the extracted gas before to pass through the blower and 1 electrical panel to 
control the blowers. Outside the vacuum unit there are 2 granular activated carbon 
units (1 m3 each with about 600 kg of carbons) and a chimney for treated gas emissions. 
Each well head is equipped with a pressure gauge and along each of the 5 extraction 
lines there are from the bottom to the top: sampling port, flow meter, pressure gauge, 
regulation valve, on/off valve. 

 
Examples of instruments along each extraction line 
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The system is completed by 32 monitoring points spatially distributed to cover the 
overall treated area. 
To assess the different performances for different monitoring system we installed: 

• N. 9 “nesty probes”, 7 of which in external area and 2 within the facility; 
• N. 23 “vapor pin” within the facility. 

 

 
 

Nesty probe 
 

   
 

Vapor Pin 
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4.3 Radius of influence 
As a result of pilot test an extraction flow rate of about 50 m3/hour for each of the 5 
extraction wells has been set and a ROI of about 50 m has been associated with each 
extraction well in order to cover the planar extension of the groundwater plume which has 
basically an orientation north-south. The following image depict the expected ROI (brown 
dotted lines) from each extraction well (green squares). 
 

 
System layout with expected ROI 
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4.4 Off gas Treatment 
Off gas treatment is basically composed of 2 granular activated carbon units (1 m3 each 
with about 600 kg of granulated activated carbons) and a chimney for treated gas 
emissions in the atmosphere. 
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5. Enhancements to SVE 
No pneumatic and/or hydraulic fracturing systems has been employed to enhance 
the SVE application which was designed only to ventilate and hence brake any 
possible pathways of contaminated streams from the groundwater to the 
productive building. 
 

6. Post treatment and/or Long Term Monitoring 

 

4.5 Control parameters 
To assess the effectiveness of the treatment the following parameters were monitored 
with the following frequency 
With a weekly basis: 

• flow rate of each extraction well, 
• temperature and pressure/ suction depression both upstream and downstream 

the blower, 
• the occurrence of condensate waters, 

With a 3 months basis: 
• VOC, O2, CH4, CO2 and depression induced at each monitoring point, 
• soil gas concentration for each monitoring point, well heads and off gases before 

the emission in atmosphere 

6.1  Post treatment and/or Long Term Monitoring 
The treatment is still ongoing but as a long term monitoring plan it can be scheduled 
monitoring campaigns on a six months basis on each soil gas control point available at 
the site and an ambient-air monitoring survey on a year basis to verify if any changes 
with respect to the status achieved at the end of ventilation. 
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7. Additional information 

 

 

 

  

7.1 Lesson learnt 
1) Methodology and procedures 

Before the installation of a full scale system perform a pilot test to verify, with field data, 
the design hypothesis related to ROI extension and flow rate achievable from each 
extraction well since due to local heterogeneities not all wells perform at the same way. 

2) Technical aspects 
Prior the installation of the extraction wells perform a detailed screening and review of 
historical maps of the areas that need to be treated with a sub slab ventilation to assess 
the occurrence of any subsurface services which can reduce the extension of expected 
ROI, hence reducing the overall efficacy of the system. 

3) Legislative, organizational aspects 
To be compliant with regulation limits for off gas emission is key the periodic check of 
the efficacy of the treatment system to avoid the emission in atmosphere of 
contaminated gases. 

7.2 Additional information 
To assess the success of remediation is fundamental to perform: 

• trend analysis of each contaminant monitored over time with respect to the initial 
baseline value 

• quantification of extracted mass over time 

7.3 Training need 
To ensure the achievement of remediation goals is fundamental to perform a good 
operation and maintenance of the overall system. To do that is important that the 
system is managed by trained personnel. Despite a general training can be done from 
webinars and e-learning to obtain a targeted training specific for the single system 
installed few on-the job session, especially in the first weeks of system running, can be a 
good way to have site personnel sufficiently trained with respect to the specific 
performances of the system installed. 



1. Contact details - CASE STUDY: SVE n.5 
 
 

1.1 Name and Surname Federico Caldera 
 

1.2 Country/Jurisdiction Italy 
 

1.3 Organisation Mares S.r.l. 
 

1.4 Position Analista Sviluppo & Compliance 
 

1.5 Duties Sanitary and environmental risk assessment, 
innovative remediation and characterization 
technologies development  

1.6 Email address federicocaldera@maresitalia.it 
 

1.7 Phone number +39 3497616386 
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2. Site background 

 

  

2.1 History of the site 
The site is a gas station in peripheral area south of a city of central Italy, along a road 
with medium vehicular traffic. 
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2.2 Geological setting 
The geological structure of the area is characterized by the presence of soils of volcanic 
origin and deposits of alluvial origin. 
In the area under examination the volcanic deposits of the Pleistocene age produced by 
the volcanic systems of Lazio emerge. 
From a geomorphologic point of view, the site is located on the slope in a hilly area 
artificially terraced for the construction of the square. 
Hydrography essentially consists of a series of ditches which, with dendritic branching, 
flow north-east. They have a torrential regime, with superficial outflows that occur 
during intense rainfall and of a certain duration, mainly in the winter season. 
The area is characterized in general by soils with variable permeability, both in relation 
to the variety of soils constituting the stratigraphic succession, and to the frequent 
variability of the lithological and structural aspects found within the individual units that 
make up this succession. 
The site stratigraphy is characterized by the presence of the following two main units: 

• Anthropic material - Mixed material, essentially consisting of medium sand with 
the presence of gravel/pebbles, which extends from 0 m from ground level. about 
3 m b.g.s.; 

• Silt and Clays - Cohesive deposit made up of silts and clays with local 
intercalations of coarser sandy lenses, found up to the maximum investigated 
depth (10 m b.g.s.). 

Literature data allow us to hypothesize the presence of a significant underground water 
circulation at high depths: in a well surveyed about 400 m south of the gas station area, 
a water table level of 78 m a.s.l. is reported, corresponding to a depth from the ground 
surface at the site of about 45-50 m. 

2.3 Contaminants of concern 
Contamination affected unsaturated soil, with BTEX, C≤12 and C>12 as CoCs, found at a 
depth of 3.4 m b.g.s. 
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2.4 Regulatory framework 
In Italy the environmental regulatory system is regulated by Legislative Decree No. 
152/2006 and for fuel stations by the Ministerial Decree No. 31/2015. 
The target values for benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, xylene, C<12 and C>12 are set 
equal to 50, 50, 50, 50, 250 and 750 mg/kg, respectively, for soils with commercial use. 
For the implementation of SVE technology (as well as for the implementation of any 
remediation plan) the approval by local authorities is needed. 
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3. Pilot-scale application in field 

  

3.1 Extraction system 
The execution of the pilot test, placing vertical wells SN03 and SN04 (5 meters depth, 
screened between 1 and 5 m b.g.s.) in depression by a blower, showed that: 

• by varying the extraction rate (from 30 to 1000 L/min) within point SN03, rather 
small depressions were detected in the monitoring points, in any case lower than 
the value of 0.5 mbar (the maximum value was 0.3 mbar observed in SN04 with 
an extraction rate of 1000 L/min) indicated by literature as the minimum 
depression to have an induced influence from the well being extracted (“cut off” 
value); 

• during the test a further test was performed by putting in depression point SN02: 
also in this case, depressions were observed within the point SN03 lower than the 
value of 0.5 mbar (the maximum value was 0.2 mbar observed in SN03 with an 
extraction rate of 2330 L/min); 

• no condensation accumulation was detected during the test inside the separator. 

 
The results obtained by means of the pilot study performed allowed to confirm the 
applicability of the SVE system to the site. The high permeability of the subsoil to vapor 
flows, in fact, made it possible to extract significant quantities of air without inducing 
significant depressions. 
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3.3 Radius of influence 
The project parameters, obtained on the basis of the pilot study specifically performed 
on the site, are the following: 

• Radius of influence, ROI: 3.0 m; 
• Maximum flow rate of extracted air for each SVE point, QEa: 70 m3/h; 
• Working depression at each point, dPp: - 50 mbar. 

3.4 Off gas Treatment 
For the abatement of pollutants present in the extracted air was set, downstream of the 
air/liquid separation system, a pair of iron with epoxy treatment filters, filled with 
activated carbon in pellets, (H 1400 mm x D 780 mm). 

3.5 Control parameters 
During the test, the data listed below were recorded: 

• extraction rate; 
• dPp work-related depression and dPi-induced depression; 
• VOC, CH4, CO2 and O2 in the extraction well. 
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4. Full-scale application 

4.1 Extraction system 

 
 
A blower is used to extract air from the remediation points; the extracted air favours the 
removal of contaminants from the solid phase to the gas phase. The air extracted from 
the same points is conveyed inside a condensate separator (S1) which separates the 
condensate from the gaseous flow. 
The gaseous flow, once dehumidified and the particulate removed, passes through the 
blower which generates the vacuum. Downstream there is the air handling unit 
consisting of two filters in series, containing activated carbon. In any case, the 
processing unit is equipped to be arranged with the filters in parallel in case the 
incoming flow shows compatible VOC concentrations. 
In order to maximize the treatment of the unsaturated soil and to reduce the moisture 
content of the extracted air ", the plant is also provided with an evacuation, treatment 
and discharge system for the percolating waters that accumulate preferentially in the 
SN02 and SN03 piezometers. 
Two additional extraction points located outside the contaminated area were installed, 
with the aim of enhancing the recall of vapours from the subsoil to further safeguard the 
human targets located in the building next to the gas station. 
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The number of SVE points is therefore equal to 7. Specifically, the existing piezometers 
SN02, SN03 and SN04 and the new points VE08, VE09, VE10 and VE11 were used, see 
the picture below. 
The suction from the points was operated by a pump capable of reach a vacuum of at 
least 150 mbar, and a flow rate of not less than 500 m3/h, in order to guarantee an air 
flow, for each extraction point, of at least 70 m3/h, with a nominal power of about 5.50 
kW. 

4.3 Radius of influence 
Considering the ROI determined through the pilot test and the areal distribution of the 
contamination, the number of extraction wells and their spatial location were defined. A 
correct ROI value of 3 m was therefore adopted as a precaution. 
 

 

4.4 Off gas Treatment 
Same of pilot test 
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6. Post treatment and/or Long Term Monitoring 

 

4.5 Control parameters 
Before starting the system, at Time Zero, a complete monitoring was carried out. In 
particular, the following activities were carried out on all the extraction wells present on 
site (VE02, VE03, VE04, VE08, VE09, VE10 and VE11): 

• measurement of the VOCs present in the extraction points; 
• sampling of off air and analysis of parameters such as BTEX and TPH. 

During the start up of the system, the following measurements were carried out on a 
weekly basis: 

• measurement of the VOCs extracted from the points and leaving the stack (ppm); 
• vacuum induced by the blower (mbar) in the extraction points; 
• flows at each extraction point; 
• depression induced on the water inside the extraction points. 

The start up took about 30 working days and ended with the testing of the air and water 
treatment system by sampling and laboratory analysis of the vapours entering and 
leaving the system. 
Then, on a monthly basis, control visits were carried out on the plant in order to verify 
the correct functioning of the system and monitor the operating parameters of the plant 
(measurement of VOCs, induced depressions, extracted air flows, extracted water flows) 
making any new adjustments if necessary. 

6.1  Post treatment and/or Long Term Monitoring 
The periodic monitoring of the SVE system (between 2018 and 2020) provided for: 

• control, maintenance and monthly monitoring of the systems and verification of 
the correct functioning of the system; 

• verification and reading of the operating parameters of the system (flows, 
temperatures, pressures, etc.); 

• possible fine-tuning, in the case of variations detected with respect to the 
operating parameters; 

• sampling of air inlet and outlet from the treatment system and analysis of the 
BTEX and TPH parameters. 
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7. Additional information 

 

 

 

Glossary of Terms 
 
 

Term (alphabetical order) Definition 
BTEX  Benzene, Toluene, Ethylbenzene, Xylene  

C≤12  Light hydrocarbons  

C>12  Heavy hydrocarbons  

VOC  Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are organic 
chemicals that have a high vapour pressure at 
ordinary room temperature  

7.1 Lesson learnt 
In presence of a VOC contamination located in a small part of unsaturated soil with a 
coarse texture the SVE technology can be a viable system to reach the remediation 
goals. 
The intervention was successful - Authorities certification obtained after two years of 
remediation. 

7.2 Additional information 
The keystone issue for a successful remediation is to gain a right conceptual site model, 
with a proper definition, in terms of extent, soil texture and presence of preferential 
flow pathways of the underground contamination source, in order to find adequate 
technology to properly address and remediate the CoCs. 

7.3 Training need 
Firstly e-learning/webinars in order to understand the theoretical fundamentals of the 
technology, following training on the job so to gain experience with facing real 
problems. 



1. Contact details - CASE STUDY: SVE n.6 
 
 

1.1 Name and Surname Davide Menozzi, René Filion, Sophia Dore 
 

1.2 Country/Jurisdiction United States of America 
 

1.3 Organisation GHD Group Pty Ltd 
 

1.4 Position Environmental scientist (Davide Menozzi) Senior 
Project Manager (René Filion) Senior Scientist 
Innovative Technology Group (Sophia Dore) 

1.5 Duties Contaminated land management 
 

1.6 Email address Davide.menozzi@ghd.com 
 

1.7 Phone number +61 2 4222 2316 (Davide Menozzi) 01 514 339 
0611(René Filion); 716 205 1978 (Sophia Dore) 
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2. Site background 

 

  

2.1 History of the site 
Approximately 23,000 kg of acetone was released from a rail car during unloading in July 
2016 at a facility that stores, repackages, and distributes chemical products to wholesalers 
and industrial users. 
The Property is irregular in shape, covers an approximate area of 125,000 square meters 
(m²) and is located in a industrial area, with a neighbouring residential area located to the 
south. This residential neighbourhood is located within 35 meters (m) from the Property 
limit at its closest proximity. A series of railway sidings are present at and in the western 
portion of the Site. 
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2.2 Geological setting 
The Site stratigraphy in the area of the spill consisted of very shallow fill material 
extending to 0.6 m below ground surface (mBGS), followed by a layer of natural deposits 
silt with traces of clay or clay with traces of silt to approximately to approximately 4.5 
mBGS. A layer of course material composed of sand and gravel measuring approximately 
0.3 m thick rests on a grey fractured limestone with fair to excellent rock quality (RQD 
>95). 
Native soils were composed of an initial deposit of silty clay, becoming at around 3 m 
below ground surface, a deposit composed of more sandy material, either being 
described as silt with some sand and traces of gravel, or as sand with some silt and 
gravel. 
During intrusive investigations, odours were strongest near the surface (0.6 m to 1.2 m 
deep) and again near the bottom (4.3 m to 4.9 m deep). 

2.3 Contaminants of concern 
Acetone (primary) 
Secondary contaminants: 
Ethylbenzene 
Toluene 
Xylene 

2.4 Regulatory framework 
Following implementation of a Pilot Scale test at the Site that demonstrated effective 
operating conditions for SVE, a remedial objective of 28 mg/kg was established for 
acetone in soil, based on similar land use regulatory standards. For the secondary 
contaminants, existing standards for industrial/commercial land use were selected as 
remedial objectives ( Ethylbenzene = 50 mg/kg, Toluene = 30 mg/kg, Xylene=50 
mg/kg). 
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3. Pilot-scale application in field 

 

 

  

3.1 Extraction system 
One shallow vertical extraction well screened to impart vacuum within the impermeable 
(shallow) layer of soil were installed throughout the treatment area. The effective radius 
of influence for these wells was approximately 3 metres. The shallow wells were 
equipped with 4-inch diameter PVC screens and risers, and terminated near the surface. 
Two existing 2-inch diameter vertical wells were used to extract vapours from the more 
permeable and deeper sand and gravel layer as the screened intervals for these wells 
intercepted the more permeable layer and extended to the top of bedrock/soil 
interface. The effective radius of influence measured during pilot testing for these wells 
was approximately 20 m. 
A self contained mobile SVE equipment trailer was mobilized to the treatment area. The 
equipment included a high vacuum, high flow vacuum blower capable of producing up 
to 100 cubic feet per minute, and a vacuum of 10 inches of mercury, distribution header 
moisture separator, piping, valves and gauges, barometer, and vacuum gauges. The 
system was equipped with remote monitoring to the system control panel which could 
be programmed to run several configurations and on with definable operating 
timeframes. 

3.2 Injection system 
No injection of air or other substances were permitted. 
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3.3 Radius of influence 
Radius of Influence 
The radius of influence (ROI) for each pilot test is estimated based on the vacuum 
response measured at the SVE monitoring probes and nearby wells, as well as past 
experience gained from operating SVE systems in similar soils. A probe response of 0.5 
to 1.0 percent of the applied SVE wellhead vacuum is generally considered significant in 
ROI estimation. Due to the soil heterogeneity at the site and surface conditions, a wide 
range of vacuum response was observed. While vacuum response was achieved in the 
distant monitoring wells, response at the probes installed in the tighter material was 
inconsistent and likely masked by fluctuations in ambient barometric pressure. 
 
Upper Zone 
As expected, the soil heterogeneity limited flow and vacuum response in certain 
directions due to pockets of tight native clays and silts that exist in the subsurface. In the 
upper zone, the monitoring probes showed a better response to the north compared to 
the south of SVE-01. The northern portion of the Site showed that an ROI of 3-4 meters 
would be achievable. The southern portion of the Site showed an ROI of less than 2 
meters. ROI estimates showed very similar results when operated between 4 and 10” Hg 
vacuum. In this zone, the readings indicated that applying a less powerful vacuum may 
be more beneficial to achieving the best ROI as the 4” Hg vacuum showed the highest 
induced vacuum readings. The data also suggests that a period of hot, dry weather may 
have caused desiccation of shallow soils and well seals and resulted in short circuiting of 
ambient air from the surface. Hydration of surface soils in the pilot test area was 
successful in reducing the short-circuiting effects. 
 
Lower Zone 
The lower, more permeable zone showed a more significant ROI compared to the Upper 
Zone. Based on the readings taken, operating at 6” Hg vacuum would provide the 
greater ROI with distances exceeding 20 meters. Of note, operating at higher vacuums 
dropped the ROI significantly, to a distance of only 6-8 meters. The extended ROI 
observed in the lower zone test is likely due to the higher permeability lenses and gravel 
observed at the top of bedrock in soil borings within the impacted area. 
 
Air Flow Rate versus Vacuum 
Initially, for each step test, the unit was operated for short durations at various flow 
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rates and corresponding vacuum levels for the purpose of determining the SVE 
performance over the operating range of the blower and selecting the appropriate flow 
rate for the test (based on SVE flow rate and wellhead vacuum levels). Flow rate versus 
vacuum curves were constructed from these step test data to assist in the selection of 
the most desirable operating range for a full-scale system. An example of the results is 
shown in the figure below. 
 
Upper Zone 
The step test showed a desirable operating range between 25-40 CFM with an applied 
vacuum of 4-6” Hg. 
 
Lower Zone 
The step test at PO-101 (see Figure below) displayed good performance without a drop 
off up to a flow of 40 CFM with an applied vacuum of 8” Hg 
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3.4 Off gas Treatment 
Extracted vapour treatment was completed using a 205 L drum of activated carbon 
during the short duration pilot testing period. No samples were collected of the air 
emissions during the pilot test. 

3.5 Control parameters 
Soil analytical results were collected prior to and following each treatment phase to 
evaluate compliance with remedial objectives. These results were also used to configure 
the following phase of treatment (progressive reduction of treatment area). 
Groundwater samples were collected and submitted for analysis of volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs) within and downgradient of the treatment area to monitor for 
potential releases to groundwater from treatment activities. 
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4. Full-scale application 

 

 

  

4.1 Extraction system 
A total of 8 shallow vertical extraction wells screened to impart vacuum within the 
impermeable (shallow) layer of soil were installed throughout the treatment area. The 
effective radius of influence for these wells was approximately 3 m. The shallow wells 
were equipped with 4-inch diameter PVC screens and risers and terminated near the 
surface. 
Five 2-inch diameter wells were used to extract vapours from the more permeable and 
deeper sand and gravel layer as the screened intervals for these wells intercepted the 
more permeable layer and extended to the top of bedrock/soil interface. The effective 
radius of influence measured during pilot testing for these wells was approximately 20 
m. 
A self contained mobile SVE equipment trailer was mobilized to the treatment area. The 
equipment included a high vacuum, high flow vacuum blower capable of producing up 
to 100 cubic feet per minute, and a vacuum of 10 inches of mercury, distribution header 
moisture separator, piping, valves and gauges, barometer, and vacuum gauges. The 
system was equipped with remote monitoring to the system control panel which could 
be programmed to run several configurations and on with definable operating 
timeframes. 

4.3 Radius of influence 
Based on the collected field data, the radius of influence of the deeper extraction wells 
measured was between 9.7 and 18 m, while the radius of influence of the SVE wells was 
between 5.1 m and 9.9 m. 
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4.4 Off gas Treatment 
Discharge vapour monitoring of the system was performed in between and after the 
two 1,800-pound vapour phase carbon treatment vessels weekly by GHD using a photo 
ionization detector (PID) for measurement of undifferentiated VOCs. 
 
Air Sampling 
In addition to the field PID readings collected above, air samples were collected at the 
sample port located between the two vapour phase carbon treatment vessels to 
monitor their performance to ensure that air emissions were below the regulatory 
limits. 
Additional air samples were collected over the course of the SVE treatment in the 
extracted vapour flow before being treated to evaluate the extracted acetone mass 
through the vapour stream. 
 
Compliance 
PID measurements in between and after the two vapour phase carbon treatment 
vessels showed readings of 0 ppm throughout the active SVE treatment period. 
A dispersion model using SCREEN3 software was completed to assess compliance of air 
emissions equivalent to 2.5% of the regulatory limit for a 4-min exposure and 1.3% of 
the regulatory limit for a 1-hour exposure. Analytical results of samples collected 
throughout the treatment period identified concentrations of acetone reached 
approximately 1.1% of the permissible exposure rates. 
Based on the PID measurements and analytical results from the air samples, air 
emissions did not present any exceedance of the applicable regulation during the 
operations of the SVE system. 
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6. Post treatment and/or Long Term Monitoring 

 

7. Additional information 

 

 

  

4.5 Control parameters 
Soil analytical results were collected prior to and following each treatment phase to 
evaluate compliance with remedial objectives. These results were also used to configure 
the following phase of treatment (progressive reduction of treatment area). 
Groundwater samples were collected and submitted for analysis of VOCs within and 
downgradient of the treatment area to monitor for potential releases to groundwater 
from treatment activities. 

6.1  Post treatment and/or Long Term Monitoring 
Post treatment groundwater monitoring will be completed three times per year for a 
minimum of 3 years to evaluate potential impacts to groundwater. 

7.1 Lesson learnt 
SVE was an effective method for remediation of highly volatile contaminants at this Site. 
The addition of an impermeable ground cover layer effectively controlled short 
circuiting in the area of highest concentrations immediately adjacent to the spill area. 

7.2 Additional information 
Success of remediation will be assessed in the post-remediation monitoring program. 
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Glossary of Terms 
 
A glossary will help a you to maintain the level of precision necessary for key terms and maintain 
consistency across the text. We found out that sometimes terms that sounds similar like “contaminated” 
and “polluted” are used in the same way as synonyms in some country, while in other they have different 
meanings (due to legislation or for other reasons). So fill in this glossary for your key elements and of 
course for acronyms. 
 

Term (alphabetical order) Definition 
VOC Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are organic 

chemicals that have a high vapour pressure at 
ordinary room temperature 

CFM Cubic feet per minute 

  

  

  

  

  

7.3 Training need 
Designing a remediation system requires experience. This cannot be easily built up 
through workshops, webinars and so on. Designing and implementation of a successful 
remedial system should be undertaken by an experienced company and scientists. 



1. Contact details - CASE STUDY: SVE n.7 
 
 

1.1 Name and Surname Hadas Sharon 
 

1.2 Country/Jurisdiction Israel 
 

1.3 Organisation Ludan environmental technologies 
 

1.4 Position Environmental engineer 
 

1.5 Duties Project manager 
 

1.6 Email address hsharon@ludan.co.il 
 

1.7 Phone number +972 52-511-2139 
 

  

mailto:hsharon@ludan.co.il
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2. Site background 

 

 

  

2.1 History of the site 
A gas station operated at the site located in Israel for many years. 
As part of the change in the designation of the land, from a gas station for a commercial 
activity area, soil sampling was carried out in the area where underground fuel tanks 
were located, in order to make sure that the soil was not contaminated. 

2.2 Geological setting 
The following is a description of the geological section in the area: 
0-10 meters - loess and limestone. 
10-300 meters - cardboard, gray mahogany cardboard. 
 

2.3 Contaminants of concern 
The following are the various contaminants that are suspected in the soil due to the 
type of activity carried out at the site. These are pollutants that originate from fuel 
components: 

• TPH 
• BTEX 
• MTBE 
• PAH 
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3. Pilot-scale application in field 

 

2.4 Regulatory framework 
• The subject of soil contamination investigation is the responsibility of a 

government ministry - the Ministry of Environmental Protection - Department of 
contaminated soils. 

• The soil investigation performed according to the professional guidelines of the 
Ministry of Environmental Protection, which approves the sampling plan before 
execution and the conclusions and recommendations given according to the 
sampling findings. 

• The concentrations of the pollutants discovered were compared to the 
permitted concentrations according to the threshold values document for 
industrial areas in the State of Israel. 

3.1 Extraction system 
• The system in the ground includes 17 Vertical wells 
• The pumping was done using a vacuum truck. 

3.2 Injection system 
• Details of the SVE pilot system infrastructure: 
• The system in the ground includes 17 wells with a diameter of 3 inches, to three 

different depths: 7, 11 and 16 m below the ground. 
• The large number of wells and the varying depths allows to "capture" of all the 

contaminated soil area. 
• Each well is constructed so that at its bottom is a fluted section (strainer) 5 m 

long. 
• The pumping was done using a vacuum truck, which was connected to well 

manifold, so that at each stage the effect of using a single well or several wells 
simultaneously could be examined by using the SVE system regulating taps. 

• The system also included a clean air inlet tap to prevent the creation of 
underpressure in the pumping wells. 
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3.3 Radius of influence 
• The radius of impact was determined by performing pumping until the pressure 

stabilized, measuring the underpressure in the well being pumped with varying 
flow rates and measuring the underpressure in the other wells to examine the 
radius of impact. 

• The soil at the site was found to have effective conductivity in the tested flows 
and the underpressure created allowed the suction of the gases above the 
ground. At a flow of 150 cubic meters/h, a negative pressure of 74 millibars was 
measured and the impact radius reached up to 10 meters from the suction well. 

• Since the average distance between the wells ranged from 4 to 6 m, there was 
compatibility between the remediation method, the site characteristics and the 
existing pilot remediation infrastructure. 

• According to the pilot findings, it appears that when operating the pump from all 
the wells, the entire contaminated soil cell intended for treatment will be 
underpressure and therefore no additional wells need to be installed. 

3.4 Off gas Treatment 
In order to select the appropriate treatment technology for the airflow from the SVE 
system, a number of technologies defined as "BAT" )best available technology (by the 
EPA were examined: 

1. adsorption on activated carbon 
2. thermal oxidation 
3. biological filter 
4. vapour condensation 

Due to the high daily load of organic hydrocarbons, we recommend gas treatment with 
a thermal oxidation- catalytic oxygen method suitable for the treatment of emission 
stream at concentrations higher than several hundred PPM. Laboratory tests found no 
evidence of the presence of chlorinated hydrocarbons which can be a limiting factor 
when using this technology due to the fear of causing damage to the catalytic converter. 
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4. Full-scale application 
The full-scale system is compatible with the system built in the pilot and described 
in the previous sections 

 

 

3.5 Control parameters 
• To estimate the load of hydrocarbons pumped from the wells when the SVE 

system is working, performed gas sampling of several wells together and from a 
number of individual wells in which high PID values were detected. Some of the 
samples were performed on canisters sent for TO-15 analysis. 

• In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the treatment for the gas pumped from 
the wells treated by the thermal oxidizer, a sampling was performed on the stack 
of the treatment facility. 

4.5 Control parameters 
• Throughout the period the system operates, there was regular monitoring once 

every two weeks of parameters of the system and the soil and once every few 
months a performed laboratory analysis of TO-15 to the concentrations in the gas 
stream pumped from the soil. 

• The following is the test that is performed every two weeks: 
1. The VOC concentration measured in the well by the PID. 
2. Checking the flow in the pumped stream. 
3. Measuring the pressure in the well. 
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6. Post treatment and/or Long Term Monitoring 

 

6.1  Post treatment and/or Long Term Monitoring 
In order to test the effectiveness of the treatment after its completion, a "rebound 
effect" test was performed, which included shutting down the system for about a month 
and a half and restarting it for two months. 
The test revealed that the concentrations did not rise and there was no change in the 
concentrations in the various wells after reopening, with respect to values measured 
before closing. These findings indicate that the treatment performed on the soil is 
effective and the volatiles that were adsorbed to the soil have already been treated. 
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7. Additional information 

 

 

 

 

7.1 Lesson learnt 
From the results of the cost-benefit analysis, it can be seen that due to the low 
concentrations pumped from the soil during the period when the concentration of 
contaminants decreased, led to high power consumption to operate the system, 
significantly, as more energy has to be invested in heating the catalyst. 
Increased use of electricity to heat the catalyst in the converter causes that per kilogram 
of pollutant treated emitted into the air during the power generation process at the IEC 
power plant about half a kilogram of nitrogen oxides and half a kilogram of sulphur 
oxides. 
As the treatment of the site with the SVE method achieved, and the meaning of 
continued pumping and gas treatment has low efficiency on the one hand and on the 
other hand requires a lot of energy, its significant environmental consequences with 
regard to electricity generation emissions. 

7.2 Additional information 
The SVE system operated for about 9,000 hours during which it handled about 5,641 

liters of hydrocarbons. 

As part of the treatment, about 4,000,000 cubic meters of soil gases were extracted 

from the ground in the treated area of about 2,000 cubic meters. 

7.3 Training need 
Training through workshops, preferably by the Ministry of Environmental Protection in 
order for the remediation processes to comply with the regulator's guidelines. 



1. Contact details - CASE STUDY: SVE n.8 
 
 

1.1 Name and Surname VION Mathieu (Expert at Technical Direction) 
DEVIC-BASSAGET Boris (Technical Director) 

1.2 Country/Jurisdiction FRANCE 
 

1.3 Organisation SUEZ RR IWS REMEDIATION FRANCE 
 

1.4 Position Head Office : 17 rue du Périgord, 69330 Meyzieu 
(France) 

1.5 Duties Engineer - Expertise department manager 
 

1.6 Email address mathieu.vion@suez.com; 
boris.devic-bassaget@suez.com 

contact.remediation.europe@suez.com  

1.7 Phone number +33(4)72450222 
 

  

mailto:mathieu.vion@suez.com
mailto:boris.devic-bassaget@suez.com
mailto:contact.remediation.europe@suez.com
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2. Site background 

 

  

2.1 History of the site 
CHIMICOLOR is the former operator of a 1,500 m² site located in the town of La Garenne 
Colombes, in the outskirts of Paris, whose activity involved industrial painting on various 
supports. 
 
The site is located in a mixed residential and tertiary district, bounded by: 

• Apartment buildings on the west side; 
• Apartment buildings on the south sides and is separated by a road and pedestrian 

crossing alley to access the entrance to a residential parking lot; 
• A street on the north side, then apartment buildings beyond that street. 

 
According to the information collected, the site was mainly occupied by the following 
activities: 

• 1928 - 1971: Exploitation of the site by a company which carried out the repair 
and the assembly of electric refrigerators; 

• 1971 - 1992: Operation of the premises by a company specializing in the chemical 
and electrochemical treatment of metals; 

• 2001 - 2012: the company CHIMICOLOR becomes the operator of the site and 
carries out printing activities on aluminium plates, chemical colouring of 
aluminium plates, stainless steel engraving and screen printing. The cessation of 
activity took place in 2012. 

 
The site deconstruction work was carried out between May and July 2014. The facade of 
the building in the north-west part has been preserved as well as the old administrative 
buildings. 
In addition, during the month of July 2014, the soils located to the right of the south-
eastern part of the site had been the subject of earthworks to a depth of 1.2 m. 
The area to be cleaned up was in the south-eastern part of the land, covering an area of 
approximately 250 m². 
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2.2 Geological setting 
According to the geological map of Paris and the data from the basement database 
(BSS), the geological context in the sector considered is as follows: 

• Old quaternary alluvium; 
• Limestone of Saint-Ouen made up of marls and limestone banks over a depth of 

10 to 15 m; 
• Then the sands of Beauchamp, with a thickness of 6 to 7 m. 

 
The various investigations carried out on the site revealed the following average 
lithological section: 

• From 0 to 1 m: predominantly sandy embankments; 
• From 1 to 8 m: a layer of sands becoming marly from a depth of 4 m; 
• From 8 m: limestone. 

 
According to information taken from the subsoil database (BSS) and the hydrogeological 
map of the Paris basin, several water tables are present under the treatment area: 

• The Saint-Ouen limestone aquifer, whose piezometric level was established at 
about 16 m deep; 

• The Beauchamp sands aquifer, the piezometric level of which was established at 
about 24 m deep. 

 
According to the groundwater quality monitoring campaigns carried out in 2012 and 
2013, the water levels at the site were recorded between 15.7 and 16.4 m deep in the 
limestone water table of Saint-Ouen. Due to the location of the site in a bend of the 
Seine, 2 km north-west and south-east of the site, the flow direction is variable, with a 
very low hydraulic gradient. 
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2.3 Contaminants of concern 
The investigations carried out on the site before the start of the works made it possible 
to characterize the impact on the right of the area to be decontaminated. 
 
The results summarized below indicated the presence of a tetrachlorethylene impact 
(PCE): 

• In soils. This impact mainly concerned surface soils down to a depth of 1 m 
(contents at the level of the S6B hole of the order of 4.3 mg/kg). The maximum 
level (6.7 mg/kg) was observed between 4 an 5 m deep at the level of a borehole 
located at the level of the former product storage area. The vertical extension of 
the pollution in the soils was not delimited beyond 6 m of depth but the 
detection of PCE in the groundwater seemed to suggest that this impact had 
locally migrated towards the groundwater; 

• In soil gases at the level of the most superficial horizons between 0 and 5 m 
deep. The various campaigns carried out had made it possible to measure PCE 
contents of between 7.5 and 1,435 mg/m3; 

• In groundwater in the area of structures located in the area but also on a 
structure outside the site right-of-way. Studies prior to 2014 revealed PCE 
contents varying between 3,900 and 8,300 µg/l. According to the groundwater 
quality monitoring campaigns dating back to 2015 at the site, the PCE contents 
varied between 100 and 4,100 µg/l. Previous studies had also revealed the 
presence in small quantities of PCE degradation by-products including 
trichloroethylene (contents between 0.37 and 8.5 µg/l) and dichlorethylene 
(content of 4.9 µg/l). 
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3. Pilot-scale application in field 
 
We did not carry out a pilot sizing test prior to the implementation of the soil vapour 
extraction treatment. 

2.4 Regulatory framework 
The decontamination work was undertaken with the aim of improving the quality of 
the underground environment (unsaturated zone) before the construction of 
residential buildings. 
As part of this project, the decontamination objectives initially selected, on the basis of 
data relating to the state of the available environments, were as follows: 
 

• Partly southeast of its site => Excavation of part of the land. According to the 
predictive analysis of the residual risks carried out in January 2014 by a 
consulting firm, the only measurement of excavation of the earth at a depth of 3 
m was supposed to make it possible to obtain an admissible residual risk within 
the framework of the redevelopment project of the site (service provided by 
SUEZ RR IWS REMEDIATION FRANCE in December 2015). 

 
• Forced extraction of PCE present in the soils and in the gaseous state in the air 

from the soil between the final excavation slope (-3 m compared to the natural 
ground) and the roof of the limestone of Saint-Ouen (located approximately 8 m 
deep). The objective of this operation was not to achieve compatible residual 
risks (which had already to be reached after the excavation work carried out to a 
depth of 3 m) but to pursue the elimination of the pollution more in depth, with 
a view to improving the quality of the environments. The initial objective was to 
achieve an 80% reduction in the mass content of PCE determined in soil gases 
before the start of treatment with SVE. To achieve this goal, the SVE treatment 
was scheduled to work over a period of 3 to 6 months. 
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4. Full-scale application 

4.1 Extraction system 
In view of the environmental, geological and hydrogeological context of the site, to treat 
the source of soil pollution in the area of the former chemical storage area of the 
CHIMICOLOR plant at La Garenne Colombes, the choice fell on the implementation of an 
in situ treatment by SVE. This technique had the most relevant technical and economic 
interest in meeting the objectives of a rapid improvement in the quality of the subsoil. 
 
The forced extraction of gases from the soil was accomplished using 9 wells implanted up 
to 6 meters deep from the bottom of the excavation, including 2 m in solid tubes and 4 m 
in screened tubes. 
 
This configuration was determined from the pollution and soil characterization data made 
available and using sizing assumptions such as: 

• The absence of a surface coating (concrete or coated slab) in line with the impacted 
area; 

• A soil permeability estimated at 5.10-6 m/s; 
• Unit extraction rates of 2 to 15 m3/h; 
• A vacuum at the head of each well less than 150 mbar; 
• A provisional treatment period of 6 months. 

 
The unit has been sized so as to be able to ensure a maximum total extraction flow of 
660 m3/h for a maximum total depression of 350 mbar, compatible with the assumptions 
stated above. 
The installation of the treatment wells was carried out in such a way as to densify the 
footprint of the treatment wells in the area of the highest impact (premises for chemical 
etching, storage of products). 
 
The plan below shows the location of SVE wells and treatment facilities. 
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Layout plan for wells and facilities 

 
Photograph of SVE treatment facilities 
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4.3 Radius of influence 
Prior to the commissioning of the treatment, SUEZ RR IWS REMEDIATION FRANCE 
implemented SVE tests in order to determine the characteristics specific to each well 
(optimal depression/flow rate) and to estimate the permeability of the unsaturated 
zone to the areas to be treated and thus determine the radius of influence of each well. 
These data were intended to confirm the sizing of the installation and optimize its 
performance. 
 
Two types of SVE tests were carried out: 

• Staged tests; 
• A so-called "long-term" test carried out for 30 hours. 

 
Staged tests 
The objective of a step-by-step test is to determine the optimum vacuum/flow rate pair 
of the wells. During these tests, the air from the ground was extracted in stages of 
increasing depressions ranging from 200 to 350 mbar recorded at the level of the 
extractor. Five successive stages lasting 15 minutes were performed for each hand. 
 

 
Vacuum/flow and vacuum/VOC content pairs for well A9 

 
During the tests, regular monitoring (every 5 minutes) of the following parameters was 
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carried out: 
• Extractor depression; 
• Pressure difference in the flow measurement system (diaphragm device); 
• Temperature, humidity and semi-quantitative VOC contents of the extracted 

gases. 
 
For each well, vacuum/flow and vacuum/VOC content pairs could be determined. 
By way of example, the figure below corresponds to the depression/flow rate and 
depression/VOC content pairs measured from well A9. 
 
The extraction flow rate increases steadily, going from 64 Nm3/h for a depression of 
13.367 Pa to 81 Nm3/h with a depression of 22.167 Pa. From this last value, and despite 
an increase depression, the extraction flow hardly increases any more. For 23 833 Pa of 
depression, the observed flow rate is 82 Nm3/h. An asymptote is then observed. The 
optimum pressure/flow rate pair of the well is therefore of the order of 80 Nm3/h for a 
depression applied at the head of the structure of the order of 22.000 Pa. Well A9 is 
considered to be a productive well. 
 
The semi-quantitative VOC contents in the gases extracted from this well are not very 
high compared to the other well tested. The minimum measured concentration is 24 
ppmv at step 1 and the maximum concentration is 50 ppmv at step 5. 
 
A summary of the measurements carried out at each well during the stepwise tests is 
presented in the table below. They correspond to the optimal extraction rate associated 
with a given depression. 
 

 
 
So-called "long-term" test 
The advantage of the "long-term" test is that it can estimate the effective permeability 

Aiguilles A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9

Dépression optimale 

appliquée à l'ouvrage 

(mbar)

190 150 200 <140 240 200 190 230 220

Débit d'extraction optimal 

(Nm3/h)
57 37 44 40 43 36 41 41 81

Teneurs semi-

quantitatives PID 

moyennes (ppmv)

623 429 143 3319 168 335 79 92 37
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to air of the soils of the unsaturated zone in line with the zone to be treated. This 
parameter is essential for determining the radius of influence of each well under 
operating conditions. 
The test was carried out on well A5 which was located in the centre of the area to be 
treated. The other 8 wells were located between 3.4 and 9.6 m from well A5. 
A fixed vacuum of 240 mbar was applied for 30 hours from well A5 and semi-
quantitative measurements of VOCs and depressions were carried out at close 
frequency at the start of the test (every 5 minutes) and less frequently by thereafter, on 
each control well. The defined value of the applied vacuum (240 mbar) was determined 
by the step test. For well A5, the optimum depression is not known (it is less than 14,000 
Pa). On the other hand, at such a depression, we were sure to apply to the well its 
optimum flow rate estimated at around 40 Nm3/h. 
 
Estimation of effective air permeability 
In order to determine the effective permeability to air of the treatment zone (ka 
expressed in m² or permeability K expressed in m/s), various analytical solutions (more 
or less complex) are proposed in the literature. The configuration of the extraction well 
and the control wells of the area to be treated made it possible to use the adaptation of 
Dupuit's solution. This simplified relation derived from that for groundwater flow is used 
to represent the radial flow of air in steady state. 
As the adaptation of Dupuit's solution was only valid in a steady state, the test was 
extended until the differential pressure values were obtained which were stable over 
time at the level of the control wells. 
The calculated effective air permeability is 9.10-4 m/s. The value obtained is greater 
than the value used during sizing (5.10-6 m/s). This difference made it easier to reach 
the objectives by allowing more air volume to be extracted from the ground than 
expected. 
 
Estimation of influence radii 
By definition, the theoretical influence radius (R1000) of SVE wells corresponds to the 
radius in which the soil air (pore volume) is renewed at least 1000 times per year. The 
radius of influence depends on several factors including the geometry of the extraction 
system, the air permeability of the soil, the water content of the soil and the type of 
surface coating. Typically, R1000 can range from 2m (for fine soils) to 30m (for granular 
soils) for a single extraction well. 
It should also be noted that the radii of influence of the wells are greater if the ground 
surface is waterproof (covered with bitumen or concrete), which is not the case in the 
treatment area of the CHIMOCOLOR site. 
A calculation tool internal to SUEZ RR IWS REMEDIATION FRANCE makes it possible to 
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determine the estimated permeability values by taking advantage of the adaptation of 
Dupuit's solution. This same tool makes it possible to predict the extractable flow by 
considering the permeability value, the characteristics of the tested well (depth, length 
of the screened interval, etc.) and the depression applied at the head of the well. If the 
flow rate measured at the end of the long-term test is of the same order of magnitude 
as the calculated flow rate, then the estimated permeability value can be validated. 
 
The results obtained at the end of the long-term test are presented in the table below. 

Work 
Applied 

depression 
Estimated 

permeability 

Measured 
extraction 

flow 

Flow 
calculated 

according to 
permeability 

AT 5 240 mbar 9.10-4 m/s 107.4 Nm3/h 168.1 m3/h 

 
The permeability value estimated during the long-term test is consistent with regard to 
the nature of the soils (sands, marls, limestone). 
 
The flow calculated from the permeability estimate is greater than the measured 
extraction flow (approximately 60 m3/h). The geology of the soils could suggest the 
presence of preferential flows. They are liable to vary the depressions at the head of 
wells and the unit flows. In addition, the flow rate of 107.4 m3/h measured during the 
"long-term" test is also greater than the flow rate of 43 m3/h measured on well A5 
during the step tests. These two measured flow rates show the high productivity of well 
A5 and are much higher than the unit flow rates taken into account for the sizing 
(between 2 and 15 m3/h), which goes in the direction of better efficiency of the 
treatment. 
 
The permeability thus obtained makes it possible to estimate the radius of influence of 
each well under operating conditions. 
The table below compiles the values of the influence radius obtained under operating 
conditions of the SVE treatment. 
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Summary of the radius of influence calculated under operating conditions 

Work 
Depression applied at 
the well head (mbar) 

Measured extraction 
flow (Nm3/h) 

Radius of 
influence (m) 

A1 27.8 29.9 7.1 

A2 29.5 24.5 6.7 

A3 32.3 33.8 7.3 

A4 43.6 28.9 7 

AT 5 28.2 32.1 7.2 

A6 41.4 21.3 6.4 

A7 36.5 31.0 7.1 

AT 8 27.8 36.5 7.5 

A9 27.6 28.5 7 

The radius of influence obtained from the long-term test and the first operating data are 
between 6.4 and 7.5 m. Knowing that the maximum distance between two wells is 5 m, 
the calculated radius make it possible to validate the dimensioning of the SVE well 
network (number and positioning), namely a total coverage of the area of 250 m² in the 
south-eastern area of the site. 
The mapping of the influence radius of SVE wells is presented in the following plan. 
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4.4 Off gas Treatment 
The technical-economic analysis, based on the projected mass balance of the treatment, 
made it possible to demonstrate that the treatment of the gases extracted on activated 
carbon was the most economical solution, while allowing a significant reduction in the 
contents of volatile pollutants. 
 
The initial choice of SUEZ RR IWS REMEDIATION FRANCE fell on a filtration line made up 
of two series of two 200-liter activated carbon filters arranged in parallel and connected 
in a common outlet (capacity of 80 kg of activated carbon per filter ). When the 
activated carbon from the filters placed at the head reached saturation, said filters were 
emptied, tipped over at the end of the filtration line and then supplemented with 
healthy activated carbon. Such a device made it possible to measure the VOCs content 
in the air flow at the outlet of each barrel in order to effectively control the gaseous 
discharge into the atmosphere and free us from any exceeding of the limit value. In 
addition, this gaseous effluent treatment device guaranteed reduced downtime for the 
installation in order to change the activated carbon. 
 
The contaminated activated carbon was evacuated to an approved treatment channel 
(hazardous waste storage facility). 
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4.5 Control parameters 
The figure, below, presents in the form of histograms, the air extraction volume flow 
rates recorded during monitoring as well as the curve representing the evolution of the 
cumulative volume of extracted air during the period devoted SVE treatment. 
 
Evolution of the extraction volume flow rates of the treatment unit and the total 
volume of extracted air 

 
 
At the end of the operating period of the SVE unit: 

• The average volume flow rate of air extraction estimated over the six months of 
operation is 327 Nm3/h (blue line shown in the figure above); 

• The total volume of air extracted from the ground is estimated to be 
approximately 1,328,000 Nm3. 

 
The figure below shows the evolution of the volume contents of VOCs measured by 
means of a photo ionization detector (PID) in the air flow extracted from each of the 
treatment wells as well as in the global air flow input to the unit during the operating 
period of the SVE treatment. 
 
Evolution of the volume contents of VOCs in the air flow extracted from each 
treatment well 
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The volumetric VOC contents remained relatively stable after the significant decrease 
observed during the first month of treatment. After 6 months of treatment, the extracted 
air streams exhibited contents ranging between 1.1 ppmv for well A9 and 26.6 ppmv for 
well A4. 
 
Monthly, air sampling, on a suitable sampling support (activated carbon tube) was 
carried out at the inlet of the activated carbon filtration device. This sampling made it 
possible to determine, through the performance of laboratory analyzes, the mass 
contents of VOCs in the overall air flow extracted from the ground via the treatment 
wells. 
The table below compiles the analytical results obtained from the samples taken during 
the period devoted to SVE treatment. 
 
Mass content of VOCs in the extract air flow 

 
 

09/03/2016 04/04/2016 04/05/2016 09/06/2016 11/07/2016 10/08/2016 08/09/2016

Unité mg/Nm3 mg/Nm3 mg/Nm3 mg/Nm3 mg/Nm3 mg/Nm3 mg/Nm4

1,2-dichloroéthane <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ

1,1-dichloroéthène <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ

cis-1,2-dichloroéthène <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ

trans 1,2-dichloroéthylène <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ

dichlorométhane <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ

1,2-dichloropropane <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ

1,3-dichloropropène <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ

tétrachloroéthylène 1490,8 193,6 107,4 101,0 66,6 74,2 99,2

tétrachlorométhane <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ

1,1,1-trichloroéthane 0,7 0,2 0,1 0,1 0,1 0,1 0,6

trichloroéthylène 2,0 0,3 0,1 0,1 0,1 0,1 0,2

chloroforme <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ

chlorure de vinyle <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ

hexachlorobutadiène <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ

bromoforme <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ <SQ

TOTAL COHV 1493,5 194,1 107,6 101,2 66,7 74,4 100,0

Teneur PID lors du prélèvement 315,0 32,1 26,0 27,0 28,0 29,0 30,0

Pourcentage d’abattement sur les 

COHV totaux par rapport au 

09/03/2016

NA 87% 93% 93% 96% 95% 93%
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<SQ: below the quantification threshold 
NA: Not applicable 
 
During the follow-up on September 8, 2016, i.e. before stopping the treatment device, 
the tetrachlorethylene content (a compound present at 99% in the air flow since the start 
of the treatment) had significantly increased compared to the levels determined from the 
samples from July 11 and August 10, 2016. 
The total COHV content determined during the monitoring of September 8, 2016 was 100 
mg/Nm3 and revealed a reduction percentage of 94% compared to the content measured 
on March 9, 2016, the day treatment was started. 
An indicative value of the total mass of pollutants extracted could be calculated on the 
basis of analytical monitoring and air volumes extracted from the soil by the SVE system. 
The calculations only take into account the organic compounds analyzed. 
The table below shows the detail of the estimate of the masses of VOCs extracted from 
the ground, in gaseous form, by the SVE device, on the basis of the data collected from 
the start of the treatment until its stop, the September 08, 2016. The average 
concentration over each period was calculated from the two air samples taken at the 
inlet of the activated carbon filters and limiting the monitoring period. 
 
Mass balance of pollutants extracted from the ground by the SVE device since the start 
of treatment 

 
 
As of September 8, 2016, the date of termination of the SVE treatment system, it is 
estimated that approximately 251 kg of VOCs were extracted from the soils in gaseous 
form. 

1er mois de suivi 2ème mois de suivi 3ème mois de suivi 4ème mois de suivi 5ème mois de suivi 6ème mois de suivi

Du 

09/03/2016 

au 

04/04/2016

Du 

04/04/2016 

au 

04/05/2016

Du 

04/05/2016 

au 

09/06/2016

Du 

13/06/2016 

au 

11/07/2016

Du 

11/07/2016 

au 

10/08/2016

Du 

10/08/2016 

au 

08/09/2016

Nm3 158 680 251 512 294 716 217 678 216 489 188 984

mg/Nm3 843,8 150,8 104,4 84,0 70,6 87,2

kg 134 38 31 18 14 16

kg/j 5 1 1 1 0,5 0,6

kg 134 172 203 221 235 251Masse totale extraite cumulée

Masse totale en COHV extraite période

Taux d’extraction journalier

Unité

Concentration moyenne en COHV sur la période 

(échantillonnage mensuel)

Paramètre

Volume d’air extrait période
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6. Post treatment and/or Long Term Monitoring 

6.1  Post treatment and/or Long Term Monitoring 
Following the six months of treatment and in accordance with the acceptance strategy 
for the decontamination works, a statement of the quality of the soil gases was carried 
out monthly for 3 months from each treatment well in order to quantify the level of 
pollution. of soil gases by VOCs and to monitor the possible evolution of the levels, once 
the device has been shut down. 
 
Evolution of the volume contents of VOCs in static conditions from the initial state (09 
March 2016) until the last monitoring campaign of the reception phase (06 December 
2016) 
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Evolution of the VOC mass contents under static conditions from the initial state (09 
March 2016) to the last monitoring campaign of the reception phase (06 December 
2016) 
 

 
 
After 6 months of treatment, the average VOC content in the soil gases sampled from 
the 9 SVE wells was 108.23 mg/Nm3. This value remains relatively high. Despite 
everything, in comparison with the value obtained before the start-up of the 
installations, the reduction rate of the average of the total VOC contents amounts to 
94%. The results obtained demonstrated good efficacy of the treatment. 
 
The VOC contents in the soil gases sampled from each of the 9 wells ranged, after 6 
months of treatment, between 3.04 mg/Nm3 for well A3 and 507.36 mg/Nm3 for well A4. 
All the wells exhibited an abatement rate greater than 93%, with the exception of well 
A1 which exhibited an abatement rate of 81% for a measured concentration of 338.04 
mg/Nm3. 
 
The treatment of soil gases by SVE was stopped at the end of the soil gas sampling 
campaign carried out on September 13, 2016, in accordance with the work acceptance 
strategy. The operating mode consisted of keeping the installation shut down for a 
period of 3 months. During this period, and in a manner identical to the samples taken 
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during the initial state and after 3 and 6 months of treatment, soil gas samples at the 9 
wells were taken and analyzed on a monthly basis. 
 
After 3 months of stopping treatment, the average VOC content in the soil gases 
sampled from the 9 SVE wells was 42.86 mg/Nm3. This value is lower in comparison with 
the value obtained after stopping treatment, on September 13, 2016 and in comparison 
with the values obtained after one and two months of stopping, on October 13 and 
November 7, 2016. In the end, the reduction rate for the average VOC content is 98%, 
which corresponds to a significant reduction rate, clearly higher than the target (80%). 
The VOC contents in the soil gases sampled from each of the 9 wells range, after three 
months of shutdown, between 1.97 mg/Nm3 for well A9 and 245.04 mg/Nm3 for well A4. 
All the wells had an abatement rate greater than 97%. 
 
At the end of the final soil gas quality monitoring campaign carried out on December 6, 
2016, tetrachlorethylene still remains the majority compound. We can also note that 
1,1,1-trichloroethane was measured in trace amounts at wells A4, A5, A6 and A8. 
Likewise, trichloroethylene was also measured in trace amounts in the area of wells A1, 
A4, A5, A6, A8 and A9. 
 



1. Contact details - CASE STUDY: SVE n.9 
 
 

1.1 Name and Surname VION Mathieu (Expert at Technical Direction) 
DEVIC-BASSAGET Boris (Technical Director) 

1.2 Country/Jurisdiction FRANCE 
 

1.3 Organisation SUEZ RR IWS REMEDIATION FRANCE 
 

1.4 Position Head Office : 17 rue du Périgord, 69330 Meyzieu 
(France) 

1.5 Duties Engineer - Expertise department manager 
 

1.6 Email address mathieu.vion@suez.com; 
boris.devic-bassaget@suez.com 

contact.remediation.europe@suez.com  

1.7 Phone number +33(4)72450222 
 

  

mailto:mathieu.vion@suez.com
mailto:boris.devic-bassaget@suez.com
mailto:contact.remediation.europe@suez.com
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2. Site background 

 

  

2.1 History of the site 
The site where the SVE clean-up project was carried out is confidential. 
 
The site is located in the Ile-de-France region, in France. The site covers an area of 
several hectares and corresponds to a multidisciplinary research and innovation centre. 
The activities carried out concern many fields such as nuclear energy, life sciences, 
material sciences, climate and environment, technological research and education. 
The area of the site mainly affected by the presence of VOCs (mainly trichloroethylene – 
TCE) in the subsoil is located in the extreme south-eastern part of the centre. 

2.2 Geological setting 
The geological and hydrogeological information collected during the previous studies 
are reported in the following table. 

Geological information Hydrogeological information 

The horizons intersected by the wells on site 
are successively: 

 a very poorly permeable cover 
formation, corresponding to plateau 
silts and grindstone clays, with a 
thickness of around 12 m; 

 the Fontainebleau sands, 
corresponding to very well classified 
fine sands (particle size of 500 to 600 
µm); the thickness of Fontainebleau 
sands formation is around 50 m; a 
carbonate and clayey horizon, with a 
thickness generally between 1 and 2 
m, is present in the upper part of the 
Fontainebleau sands formation, at a 
depth of the order of 14 to 15 m. 

Aquifers: formation of the 
Fontainebleau sands 
 
Static level: the free surface of the 
water table is intercepted at a depth 
of 40 m. 
 
Flow direction/gradient: the flow of 
the groundwater table is directed 
towards the south 
 
Hydrodynamic data: no data is 
available 
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3. Pilot-scale application in field 
We did not carry out a pilot sizing test prior to the implementation of the soil vapour 

extraction treatment. 

2.3 Contaminants of concern 
Under the effect of the diffusion within the Fontainebleau sands, which are very 
permeable to air and which are isolated from the atmosphere by a confining geological 
layer of a dozen meters thick, a halo of VOCs (mainly trichloroethylene - TCE) was 
formed within the pore space of the Fontainebleau sands, in the sector of the main 
source zone identified, that is to say in the extreme south-east of the site. 
The TCE halo partially dissolves on contact with groundwater. The plume of VOCs, 
multi-source and multi-pollutant, affects groundwater at the scale of the site. 
Pollution characterization data remain unknown, namely: 

• the position of the historical area of solvent infiltration in the subsoil; 
• The nature and quantities of the VOCs that have reached the subsoil; 
• the nature of the polluting events that led to the infiltration of VOCs into the 

subsoil. 

2.4 Regulatory framework 
The main objective of the client is to improve the quality of groundwater and overall 
improve the quality of the underground environment, with a view to reducing the 
sources of pollution of the underground environment in accordance with the French 
national methodology for the rehabilitation of sites and soils polluted. 
To achieve this, the client commissioned the company SUEZ RR IWS REMEDIATION 
FRANCE to carry out the forced extraction of TCE present in the gaseous state in the air 
from the soil between 15 and 40 m deep, within the Fontainebleau sands formation, in 
the south-eastern part of the site. 
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4. Full-scale application 

4.1 Extraction system 
The forced extraction of gases from the ground was accomplished from the three wells 
named F51, 
PG-05 and PG-08. These wells are respectively 50 m, 20 m and 30 m deep in relation to 
the surface. The screened intervals of these wells intercept the Fontainebleau sands. 
The treatment unit was dimensioned so as to be able to ensure a maximum extraction 
flow rate per well of the order of 150 to 200 m3/hour. In addition, given the configuration 
of the screened intervals of the PG-05 and PG-08 wells, SUEZ RR IWS REMEDIATION 
FRANCE has provided specific plugs and wellheads in order to selectively extract gases 
from the soil in the Fontainebleau sands formation overlying or underlying the carbonate 
and clay horizon generally intersected between 14 and 16 m deep. 
 

 
Layout plan for wells and facilities 
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Geological and technical section of the PG-05 well 
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4.3 Radius of influence 
We did not determine the radius of influence of the treatment wells in the context of 
this project. 
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4.4 Off gas Treatment 
The technical-economic analysis, based on the forecast mass balance of the treatment, 
has shown that the treatment of gases extracted on activated carbon is the most 
economical solution, while allowing a significant reduction in the content of volatile 
pollutants. 
The choice of SUEZ RR IWS REMEDIATION FRANCE fell on two parallel filtration lines, 
each of the lines being made up of three 200-liter activated carbon filters arranged in 
series (capacity of 75 kg of activated carbon per filter). When the activated carbons from 
the two drums placed at the head reached saturation, said drums were emptied, tipped 
at the end of their respective filtration line and then supplemented with healthy 
activated carbons. The soiled activated carbons were packaged in big bags. Each big-bag 
will be completed with 400 to 600 kg of activated carbon. 
The VOC content in the air flow at the outlet of each drum has been measured to 
effectively control the gaseous discharge to the atmosphere and to avoid any exceeding 
of the discharge criteria. 

4.5 Control parameters 

 
Evolution of the extraction volume flow of the treatment unit 

and the total volume of air extracted from the ground 
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Evolution of the air extraction volume flow of each treatment well 

 
 
 

 
Evolution of the volume contents of VOCs in the air flow extracted from each treatment well 
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Evolution of the mass content of trichlorethylene in the air flow extracted from the ground 

 
 
 

 
Evolution of the masses of VOCs and TCE extracted from the ground by the soil vapor extraction 

treatment, according to analytical monitoring 
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5. Enhancements to SVE 
 

 

7. Additional information 

 

  

5.2 Any other enhancement 
Apart from the use of shutters and specially designed well heads during treatment for 
the PG-05 and PG-08 wells (as a reminder, in order to carry out a selective extraction of 
gases from the soil in the Fontainebleau sands formation overlying or underlying the 
carbonate and clay horizon generally intersected between 14 and 16 m deep), SUEZ RR 
IWS REMEDIATION FRANCE has not implemented other improvements to the SVE 
system. 

7.1 Lesson learnt 
Controlled project, without particular constraints to be met. The SVE treatment made it 
possible to achieve the asymptote of recovery of TCE in the horizon of the 
Fontainebleau sands. The client did not communicate to SUEZ RR IWS REMEDIATION 
FRANCE the analytical results from the groundwater monitoring but had nevertheless 
shared the information that the quality of the groundwater at the level of the 
piezometer located directly downstream of the treatment zone was improved. 



1. Contact details - CASE STUDY: SVE n.10 
 
 

1.1 Name and Surname Simone De Fazio1 – Corrado Thea2 
 

1.2 Country/Jurisdiction Italy 
 

1.3 Organisation Golder Associates S.r.l. 
 

1.4 Position 1Geologist – 2Environmental engineer 
 

1.5 Duties Italian Environmental laws (D.Lgs 152/06) 
 

1.6 Email address sdefazio@golder.it – cthea@golder.it 
 

1.7 Phone number +39 011 2344200 
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2. Site background 

 

2.1 History of the site 
The Site is an ex industrial plant operating from the ‘50s to 2009, when it has been 
re‐located because the area has become almost completely residential. 
The remediation procedure for the Site started at the beginning of the 2000s, because a 
facility downstream from the Site was found to be impacted by an incoming chlorinated 
solvents contamination. Since 2000 soil and groundwater were largely investigated and 
a remediation activity was performed from 2011 to 2013. 
In 2017 pilot tests were undertaken in order to address the PCE contamination detected 
in soil and groundwater. The selected technologies are Enhanced Reductive 
Dechlorination for GW and SVE for soil. Due to good results achieved in pilot tests, a full 
scale remediation was performed at the beginning of 2019 and it’s still ongoing. 

 
Site Aerial map with monitoring wells 
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2.2 Geological setting 
Site soil consists of gravel and sand, interbedded with thin layers of sandy silt. The depth 
to groundwater is approximately 20 meters below ground surface (bgs). 
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2.3 Contaminants of concern 
The main contaminant is tetrachlorethylene (PCE), detected in soil and groundwater. 
Trichloroethylene (TCE), 1,2 dichlorethylene (1,2‐DCE) and Vinyl chloride (VC) are also 
present, as PCE degradation products. 
In soil PCE was detected in concentration of about 1000 mg/kg. PCE in soil gas was up 
to 4900 mg/m3. 
The remediation target for the Site was calculated by a human health risk assessment 
and for the soil matrixes is a soil gas target (because of the vapour inhalation risk) and 
it is equal to 110 mg/m3 for PCE, at the sub slab pins installed underneath the building 
and 2000 mg/m3 at the soil gas probes installed outdoor. 

2.4 Regulatory framework 
The main environmental law in Italy is the Legislative Decree no. 152/2006 (D.Lgs 
152/06) that in Part four, Title fifth sets specific rules for remediation of contaminated 
sites. 
The reference legislation establishes some threshold values (CSC D.Lgs 152/06 and 
limits DM31/15) for the main contaminants both in soil and groundwater; if during the 
characterization there are one or more exceedance of threshold values, the site is 
defined "potentially contaminated", and a human health risk assessment can be 
developed to estimate the risks deriving from the potential sources of contamination 
detected on site (defined by the samples with exceedance) and to calculate risk‐based 
site‐specific threshold limits (CSR). The legislature also fixes which are the values of 
acceptable risk for the assessment. 
If the estimated risks are lower than acceptable values, the site is defined "not 
contaminated", and no remediation is needed. If the estimated risks are higher than 
acceptable values, the site is defined "contaminated", and remediation is needed. The 
risk based site‐specific threshold limits (CSR) are the remediation targets. 
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3. Pilot-scale application in field 

 

 

3.1 Extraction system 
A SVE pilot test was performed in a not vertical well drilled with a 10° plunge (from 
vertical), up to 16.5 m bgs, right underneath the underground tank that were the 
primary contamination source; the screened interval is positioned from 8 m to 16.5 m 
bgs, to target the residual contamination below the source area as indicated by previous 
investigations. 
The test was conducted connecting the well (SVEa) to a blower and then applying a 
vacuum on the extraction well. Vapor flow rate, vacuum and VOC, O2, CO2 and CH4 
concentrations were measured in the extraction well and in 4 nearby soil gas probes. 
A stepped rate test and a constant rate test was conducted on the test well. In the 
stepped rate test, each step was carried out for 30 minutes, at increasing flow rates (70, 
95, 124 and 164 m3/h). During the constant rate test the maximum flow rate (164 m3/h) 
was used for a longer time (300 minutes). 
Vacuum and VOC, O2, CO2 and CH4 concentration measured in soil gas probes was used 
to assess the Radius of Influence (“ROI”) of the SVE. 

3.5 Control parameters 
Vapor flow rate, vacuum and VOC, O2, CO2 and CH4 concentrations were measured in 
the extraction well and in 4 nearby soil gas probes during the test. 
In the graph below the VOC measured during the constant rate test. 5000 ppm is the 
over range value of the field gas detector. 
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4. Full-scale application 

4.1 Extraction system 
The SVE system used included the following equipment: 

 1 non vertical well (SVEa), 3” in diameter, 16 m b.g.s. deep, 10° inclination; 
• 3 vertical wells (SVEb÷SVEd), 3” in diameter, 9 m b.g.s. deep and located 12.5 m 

one from the other; 
• 3 venting trenches, about 30 m long, located at 1 m bgs under the building 

basement floor and with a 7 m distance one from the other; each trench is 
composed by a HDPE pipe, screened, 4” in diameter, draining gravel, a protection 
sand layer and concrete; 

 a blower and related vessels and piping, connected to a vapour treatment unit, 

 vapour treatment unit composed of 3 Granular Activated Carbon (“GAC”) filters. 
• In addition, a HDPE vapour membrane was installed in the basement of the 

building to prevent subsoil vapour intrusion in the building basement and to 
increase the effectiveness of SVE action. 

The schematic of the extraction venting trench is below. 
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4.3 Radius of influence 
Radius of influence (ROI) was calculated on the basis of induced vacuum and the pilot test 
results. The extracted flow is different for each extraction well in order to achieve the 
desired ROI: about 11‐14 meters SVEa, about 7 meters SVEb‐d. 
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4.4 Off gas Treatment 
Activated carbon adsorption was used to remove all contaminants from the air stream; 
filters consist in 3 iron tanks, 150 cm high (270 cm with legs), 127 cm diameter, containing 
800 kg of GAC each, connected in series. 
The replacement of the GAC is scheduled based on the routine monitoring of VOC at the 
inlet and outlet of the system (see Chapter 4.5). 
Off gas monthly monitoring at GAC filters outlet showed 0 ppm values over all the 
operational period, thus confirming the effectiveness of the off‐gas treatment. 
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4.5 Control parameters 
In addition, the SVE system has been equipped with a device that allows the continuous 
remote control of the operating parameters. 
The PCE concentration decreased of 1 to 2 order of magnitude after 1 year of operation of 
the system and now is less than 10 ppm. Soil gas concentrations achieved remediation 
goal in all monitored soil gas probes. 
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6. Post treatment and/or Long Term Monitoring 

 

7. Additional information 

 

6.1  Post treatment and/or Long Term Monitoring 
In compliance with the Remediation Plan, the SVE system was operated for 12 months 
up to asymptotic concentrations. After the shutdown of the system soil gas and sub slab 
sampling round was undertaken in order to verify the effectiveness of the SVE 
operation; further sampling campaigns are planned biannually for 2 years to confirm the 
reduction of the contaminants concentration in soil gas. 
Results of the first soil gas and sub slab sampling undertaken after shutting down the 
SVE system showed concentrations below detection limits in all samples. 

7.1 Lesson learnt 
During the remediation design it was invested in understanding deeply the Site 
Conceptual Model and in particular the secondary source; thus the remedial action 
targeted specifically and successfully the impacted source. 



1. Contact details - CASE STUDY: SVE n.11 
 
 

1.1 Name and Surname Valentina Sammartino Calabrese 
 

1.2 Country/Jurisdiction Italy 
 

1.3 Organisation ARPA Campania 
 

1.4 Position Technical Collaborator 
 

1.5 Duties  
 

1.6 Email address  
 

1.7 Phone number  
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2. Site background 

 

  

2.1 History of the site 
The area is located on the eastern outskirts of the city of Naples, in an area 
characterized by a high population density and the presence of numerous industrial 
activities, most of which are abandoned. In particular, there are hydrocarbon 
management activities, dedicated almost exclusively to storage, as refining activities 
have now ceased, manufacturing industry, engineering, production of services. 
The area is located within the Eastern Naples SIN, established in 1998. 
There is a protocol for the entire area of the SIN "Program agreement for groundwater 
remediation" which provides that the P.A. takes over the remediation of the 
groundwater in place of the responsible parties who adhere to it (once the health risk 
for workers is excluded). 
There are also technical protocols for environmental characterization activities 
developed by the PA. 
In the past, the site was annexed to a large fuel storage area, currently it carries out 
storage and sale of automotive fuels. 
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2.2 Geological setting 
the stratigraphic structure of the area can be schematized as follows: 

• from 0.0 to approx. 2.0 ÷ 3.0 m depth: heterogeneous fill soil, with sandy and 
gravelly granulometry 

• from approx. 2.5 ÷ 3.0m at about 5.0m depth: sandy silt and silt, cohesive 
• from 4.0 ÷ 5.0m to 12.0m depth: sand, subjected to a silty level 

 
There is an exchange between the superficial and the deep aquifer with an active 
underground water circulation. The structure of the aquifer is very complex: the 
pyroclastic and sedimentary materials that constitute it present continuous 
granulometric variations both in the areal and vertical sense. 
 
The consequence of the granulometric heterogeneity and the permeability 
characteristics of the soils present is the difficult identification of low permeability levels 
with sufficient continuity to divide the aquifer into several distinct layers. The pitch 
therefore tends to be typed in several levels, corresponding to coarse and variously 
interconnected materials, but always maintaining a unique character. The current 
subsidence, in most of the territory under examination, is less than 3-5 m from the 
ground level. 
Contamination affects both the unsaturated and saturated phase of the subsoil. 
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2.3 Contaminants of concern 
SOIL CONTAMINATION CONCENTRATIONS RANGE detected up to 6 meters deep from 
the ground level: 
 

 Hydrocarbons C <12 400 mg/kg - 6500mg/kg 

 Hydrocarbons C> 12 1300 mg/kg - 4600mg/kg 

 Benzene 3 mg/kg - 118 mg/kg 

 Ethylbenzene 100 mg/kg 

 Total Xylenes 80 mg/kg - 400 mg/kg 
 
RANGE OF CONCENTRATIONS CONTAMINATION OF GROUND WATER: 
 

 TOTAL hydrocarbons 600 μg/l - 12000 μg/l 

 Benzene 130 μg/l - 900 μg/l 

 Toluene 17 μg/l - 2850 μg/l 

 Ethylbenzene 100 μg/l - 330 μg/l 

 Total xylenes 12 μg/l - 825 μg/l 

 MTBE 50 μg/l - 6000 μg/l 
 

2.4 Regulatory framework 
D.Lgs. 152/2006 
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3. Pilot-scale application in field 

 

 

 

  

3.1 Extraction system 
Installation of an extraction well and a monitoring well both located within the 
contaminated area. 
Execution of the test, with a portable system assembled for ventilation tests, consisting 
in: 

• a Blower (aspirator) with flameproof execution side channels, being 
hydrocarbons, with a power of 3 KW, 50 Hz; 

• a 200 L activated carbon filter for air; 
• Mineral-based activated carbon for air drawn into cylinders with a high degree of 

activation of the type Chemviron Carbon 207E 4x8 US mesh. 
• step test at different air extraction rates, for each of which the monitoring 

induced depression on wells, concentrations of VOC, CO2 and O2, both through 
the wells monitoring, which exits the system. 

The pilot test was conducted by inducing two different, corresponding depressions steps 
respectively at two different values of extracted air flow rates: the test began with a 
flow rate Q1 = 450 m3/h and subsequently continued with a flow rate Q2 = 350 m3/h. 

3.3 Radius of influence 
In order to calculate the radius of influence, the distance at which the vacuum is 10% of 
the vacuum applied to the extraction well is considered. 

3.4 Off gas Treatment 
a 200 L activated carbon filter for air: mineral-based activated carbon for air drawn into 
small cylinders with a high degree of activation of the Chemviron Carbon 207E 4x8 US 
mesh type. 
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3.5 Control parameters 
A step test was carried out at different air extraction rates, for each of which the 
depression induced on the monitoring wells, the concentrations of VOC, CO2 and O2, 
both through the monitoring wells, and at the outlet were evaluated. from the system. 
 
The maximum concentration of polluting vapours extracted occurred in the first 30 
minutes of the test, beyond which there was a drastic lowering of the same, up to values 
close to those of the natural subsoil. 
With the decrease in extracted flow, a very modest increase in vapours in terms of VOC 
was observed, certainly not very significant. 
The test was interrupted after about 8 hours due to the temporary exhaustion of the 
polluting load. 
A good response of the system was instead obtained from the variation of the oxygen 
and carbon dioxide levels, which caused a decrease in O2 and an increase in CO2. This 
data indicates a modest but continuous presence and action of indigenous 
microorganisms, which oxidize organic substances by consuming oxygen and producing 
water and carbon dioxide. 
 
From the calculations carried out it was possible to evaluate the optimal operating flow 
rate equal to approximately Q = 400 m3/h, with a radius of influence for each ventilation 
shaft equal to approximately 12 m. 
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4. Full-scale application 

 

 

  

4.1 Extraction system 
The air extraction system (EVS) has provided for n. 3 ventilation shafts of 2 "pushed up 
to a depth of 3 m, and made up as described below: 
 

• Blower (aspirator) with explosion-proof side channels (being hydrocarbons) with a 
power of 5.5 KW. 

• "water trap" (for condensation of the extracted vapours); 
• 200 litres active carbon filter for air; 
• n. 3 gate valves to regulate flows and capacities; 
• vacuum gauges with scales from 0 to 100 mbar and from 0 to 1000 mbar; 
• PVC pipes with high decompression resistance; 
• wellhead that can be inspected, with quick couplings, for measuring the gases and 

depressions induced on each ventilation shaft; 
• connection to the blower of the wells with pipes of adequate diameter; 
• all the pipes have been conveyed into a regulation barrel with valves for 

regulating the flows 
• dilution valve before entering the blower. 

4.3 Radius of influence 
In order to calculate the radius of influence, the distance at which the vacuum is 10% of 
the vacuum applied to the extraction well is considered. 
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4.4 Off gas Treatment 
The vapour treatment system (VOC) includes n. 1 filter containing activated carbon for 
air based on mineral drawn in cylinders with high degree of activation of the Chemviron 
Carbon 207E 4x8 US mesh type. 
 
Below is a description with the characteristics of the activated carbon: 

• Activation process = Steam; 
• Density = 0.46 g/cc; 
• Compacted material density = 0.50 g/cc; 
• Packaging humidity = 3% by weight; 
• Total specific surface (BET method) = 1100 m2/g; 
• Ash content = 8% by weight; 
• Hardness = 97%; 
• Iodine index = 1000 mg/g; 
• Carbon tetrachloride index = 60% by weight; 
• Benzene index = 35% by weight; 

 
the average concentration of volatile organic substances to be removed is about 1g/m3; 
the plant has a capacity of 400 m3/h, the total amount of volatile organic substances to 
be removed is about 400 g/h per hour. Every 100 kg of carbon have an adsorbing power 
of about 10 kg of organic substance. The abatement system, therefore, consisting of a 
600 kg battery of activated carbon, has an autonomy of about 2 months. 

4.5 Control parameters 
 

Control Frequency  Parameters  Point of monitoring  

Startup (7-10 days) daily Flow 
Extraction pressure 
Steam concentration 

Extraction well 
Pipeing 
Emission  

After startup Every 2 weeks Flow 
Extraction pressure 
Steam concentration 

Extraction well 
Pipeing 
Emission 
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6. Post treatment and/or Long Term Monitoring 

 

7. Additional information 

 

  

6.1  Post treatment and/or Long Term Monitoring 
In order to verify the dynamics of the remediation process and the proper functioning of 
the installed system, monitoring/maintenance visits are scheduled on a monthly basis, 
including I following works: 

• General maintenance of plants and calibration of installed systems; 
• Replacement and disposal, when necessary, of spent activated carbon; 
• Measurement of VOC, CO2 and O2 leaving the ventilation system and regulation of 

induced depressions; 
• Sampling of the incoming and outgoing air from the abatement system. Organic 

substances birds are analyzed on a quarterly basis for the entire duration of the 
remediation. The data is developed and processed using specialized software. 

 
Monitoring of the soil gas, after a three-month stop of the EVS, to implement a new risk 
analysis three years after the start of treatment. 
 
volatile organic substances analyzed: Benzene - Toluene - Ethylbenzene - Xylenes (BTEX), 
MTBE and total hydrocarbons. 
 
Samples are taken by means of a low flow pump and adsorption on activated carbon 
vials 

7.1 Lesson learnt 
In case of contamination even of the saturated one, a technology that is effective for 
both matrices (unsaturated and saturated) is preferable 



1. Contact details - CASE STUDY: SVE n.12 
 
 

1.1 Name and Surname Daniela Fiaccavento 
 

1.2 Country/Jurisdiction ITALY-VENETO 
 

1.3 Organisation ARPAV 
 

1.4 Position Public servant, expertise in soil remediation 
 

1.5 Duties Evaluation site characterization and remediation 
projects  

1.6 Email address daniela.fiaccavento@arpa.veneto.it 
 

1.7 Phone number +39 0422 558504 
 

  

mailto:daniela.fiaccavento@arpa.veneto.it
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2. Site background 

2.1 History of the site 
In July 2011, due to a road accident between a little van and a petrol tanker, 8 m3 of 
unleaded gasoline spilled onto the road, affecting neighbouring land and some stretches 
of moats adjacent to the road 
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After the development of the site-specific risk analysis, the contaminated area to be 
remediated was that shown in the figure below. 
The area of contaminated soil was around 1000 square meters, 700 in the field and 300 
under the road. The subsoil was contaminated up to four meters depth, only in one 
survey up to 5 meters. 
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2.2 Geological setting 
Under the first 20 centimeters of topsoil, the site presents 2/3 meters of alternation of 
sandy silts and silty sand and then, till 8 meters depth, fine and medium gravels in a 
sandy matrix. 
The depth to ground water is approximately 2.5/3.0 meters below ground surface. 
Below is reported the Shepard Diagram in which is collocated the types of soil of three 
surveys at different depth. 
 

 
Shepard Diagram 
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In the figure below is reported a stratigrafy of a soil survey. 
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2.3 Contaminants of concern 
Organic Compounds typical of unleaded petrol: benzene, ethylbenzene, toluene, 
xylene, styrene, MtBE ( methylterbutyl ether), also mesaured in soil gas sampling from 
well realized in to the subsoil. 
In Italy is defined as contaminant also light hydrocarbons (C<12) and heavy 
Hydrocarbons (C>12), which is specified according to MADEP Method (Aliphatics C5-C8, 
Aliphatics C9-C12, Aromatics C9-C10 and Aromatics C11-C12 for light Hydrocarbons 
and Alyfatics C13-C18, Alifatics C19-C36 and Aromatics C13-C22 for heavy 
Hydrocarbons). 
 
In the two tables below are reported The maximum concentration, in mg/kg, for each 
contaminants of concern, in the surface soil (0÷1 meter deep) and in the subsoil (under 
1 meter deep). 
 

Table 1. Max Concentration in surface soil for each CoC 

  
  

 
Table 2. Max Concentration in subsoil for each CoC 
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3. Pilot-scale application in field 
It wasn’t realized a pilot scale application before the full scale plant. 
Pilot test were realized after the installation of the full scale plant, before its full 
operation. 

2.4 Regulatory framework 
The Italian law provides for remediation of contaminated sites specific targets for 
urban soil and subsoil, for each contaminants of concern (CSC col. A tab. 1 All. 5 Parte 
Quarta Titolo V del D. Lgs. n. 152/06). 
With the application of a site based risk analisys, whose risults have been reported by 
the company in the specific document approved by the responsible Institution, it has 
been defined new target levels for soil. 
It has been defined target concentrations for each contaminants also in soil gas, to 
evaluate the performance of the Soil Vapor Extaction plant. 
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4. Full-scale application 

4.1 Extraction system 
Because of the fact that the ground water was positioned from 2.5 to 3.5 meteres of 
depth, the project of SVE was based on a system of horizontal wells, like in the two 
figures above. 

 

 
Typical constraction scheme of an horizontal extraction well, view in plan and in section 
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(from U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 2002) 
 
Two horizontal lines were been made, one parallel to the road (line 1), the other 
ortogonal the road, forward the house (line 2), as shown in the next figure. 
 

 
 
In the following table are reported the technical caractheristics of the two lines of SVE 
 

 Line 1 Line 2 
width 0.4m 0.4m 

depth 1.1m 1.3m 
length 38m 26m 

Number of 
sections/exctraction wells 

3 2 

Denomination of wells SVE L1A  SVE L1B SVE 
L1C 

SVE L2A SVE 
L2B 

Blind section 1m 12m 24m 1m 12m 
Screened section 12m 12m 12m 12m 12m 
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In the figure below is reported the plant scheme, which represents both extraction lines 
and the off-gas treatment system. 

 
 

 
 
 

Once extracted, the contaminated vapor was dealed to a treatment unit, based on 
activated carbon adsorption (see the section “off-gas treatment”) 
After the beginning test (explained in the following section) SVE system started in 
january 2018 and was stopped before soil testing, performed in march 2019, even if the 
target in soil gas concentrations had already been reached in September 2018. 
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4.3 Radius of influence 
The radius of influence were verified directly during the functioning of the plant through 
the measurement of the depression induced at the edge of the site. 
The field test was realized in the following way: 

1. installation of high sensitivity differential pressure sensors (±300 Pa) in three 
monitoring wells (located like in the following figure) and reset of the instrument 
(zero adjusted - 0 Pascal); 

2. recording of basic value; 
3. pump start with all 5 extraction lines open; 
4. continuous recording of flow rate and depression values 

 

 
 

Location of pilot test wells 
 
It was measured an appreciable induced depression, with a calculated radius of 
influence (6.5 m and 8.4 m) that in both cases exceeded the intervention distance, equal 
to 3-4 m, from the axis of extraction lines.  
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4.4 Off gas Treatment 
The vapor treatment unit consists of an activated carbon unit of two modules with a 
capacity of 250 kg each arranged in series. The details of each module are shown below. 
 

lenght plates  1.6 m 

area plates 1.2 square meter 

Air flow 100 mc/h 

Air velocity in the filter 1.4 m/s 

Contact time 1.2 s 
 
The activated carbon will be of mineral origin, physically activated with steam. 
Such materials are suitable for air flows with concentrations of about 2000 ppm and 
have an adsorption yield of about 10%. 
 

Yield of carbon absorption  10% 
Amount of coals needed 25,600 kg  

Carbon consuption rate 5.5 kg/h 
Carbon filter (2+250kg) 500kg 

Filter charge duration 3.8 days 

 
In the case in point, the project data to evaluate the duration of the filters is summed 
below. 
 

Media soil gas concentration  2,500 mg/mc 

Extraction flow 100 mc/h 
Contaminant flow 0.25 kg/h 

Total amount of contaminant to be removed 1,048 kg 

Filter charge duration 80 days 

 
To achieve the target of remediation, it has been used around 2,000 kg of activated 
carbon. 
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4.5 Control parameters 
In order to continuously monitor emissions within the legal limits provided, it has been 
installed a continuous control system for the measurement of VOC at the effluent 
discharge through a PID. 
To assess the progress of the remediation, soil vapour samples were collected from four 
soil gas wells, located near the soil vapour extraction line; the wells were realized in 
couple, two surface wells (up 1 meter deep) and two wells to monitoring soil gas in the 
subsoil (up to 2.5 meters deep) 
The following figure shows the concentrations in the wells before starting of SVE and 
after some months of its functioning. The concentrations are also referred to the target 
concentrations defined through risk based analysis (“CSR” in the figure). 

 
To collect soil gas sample were used stell canister or glasses bottle-vacuum (0.5 or 1 
liter) with flow reduction to 50 ml/min. The soil gas chemical analysis were leaded with 
the MassDEP-APH 2009 method. 
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6. Post treatment and/or Long Term Monitoring 

 

7. Additional information 

 

 

  

6.1  Post treatment and/or Long Term Monitoring 
In 2018 were leaded two campaigns of monitoring soil gases from wells, in both cases 
after turning off the plant to evaluate a possible rebound effect. 
Once the achievement of the soil gas target concentration had been verified, test 
activities on the soils were carried out, realizing four soil probes 5 meters deep. In each 
samples (five for each probes) it has been verified the achievement of the legal limits for 
each contaminant of concern. 
After this test two other soil gas investigation campaigns were carried out, to confirm 
that the soil gas targets (concentration limits) have been reached. 

7.1 Lesson learnt 
The case study described in this work was the first case in which it has been used a SVE 
exctraction in fine soil (like sandy loam) and with a groundwater near the surface. 
So, we found ourselves evaluating another plant solution, compared to other cases, with 
horizontal wells instead of the “classic” vertical wells. 
In addition, unlike what the current legislation provided, reference soil gas 
concentrations were defined through risk analysis with the aim of assessing the progress 
of the remediation system. 

7.3 Training need 
I think that it would be very important to create and maintain a continuous training, not 
only with webinars and workshops, but also with creation of technical guidelines, and 
almost with training on-the job and sharing experiences with technicians from other 
organizations. 
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7.4  Additional remarks 
In this paragraph I describe the experimentation performed in June 2017 to monitor the 
trend of concentration of contaminants in soil gas. This experimentation wasn’t directly 
connected with the functioning of SVE, but it was carried out to collect more 
nformations about the behaviour of soil gas during a certain observation period. 
Going into specifics, the purpose of the experiments was: 

 Evaluation of the comparability of different measurement methods 

 Evaluation of the temporal variations on a sub-hourly scale of the Cov 
concentrations in the aeriform matrices 

 Evaluation of the relationships and possible differences between surface probe 
and deep probe 

 Possible indications of the possible perturbations induced by the sampling to the 
state of motion soil gas. 

At the first, a high sampling frequency PID was installed in the deep probe, while the 
pressure differential trend was monitored in the surface probe. 
A second Pid, identical to the first, was also installed for the measurement of volatile 
compounds in a free atmosphere. During this period, two campaign of soil gas samples 
were carried out, both with vacuum bottle and with dynamic flux chamber (in the figure 
below). 

 
In the same period it has been installed a micrometeo control unit composed by a: 
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triaxial ultrasonic anemometer; 
• rain gauge; 
• thermohygrometer; 
• differential pressure sensors 

 
Continuous field measurements 
and laboratory analyzes of soil 
gases showed daily variability in 
concentrations; in addition, if the 
measurements are made at times 
favourable to the accumulation of 
contaminant, the detected 
concentrations will be higher than 
at other times of the day. 
More details and explanation can 
be found at the following link 
https://www.arpae.it/dettaglio_do
cumento.asp?id=7277&idlivello=11
71 
 
 
These experiments were carried 
out thanks to Copernico srl (UD), 
www.copernicon.it the consulting 
company in the field of remediation 
of contaminated sites that followed 
the remediation activities from 
characterization to testing. The 
images, graphics and tables shown in the present questionnaire are taken from the 
project documents drafted by Copernico. 

https://www.arpae.it/dettaglio_documento.asp?id=7277&idlivello=1171
https://www.arpae.it/dettaglio_documento.asp?id=7277&idlivello=1171
https://www.arpae.it/dettaglio_documento.asp?id=7277&idlivello=1171
http://www.copernicon.it/


1. Contact details - CASE STUDY: SVE n.13 
 
 

1.1 Name and Surname Aldo Trezzi 
 

1.2 Country/Jurisdiction Italy 
 

1.3 Organisation Ramboll Italy S.r.l. 
 

1.4 Position Principal 
 

1.5 Duties Aldo has more than 25 years of experience in the 
management of projects related to water 
treatment, soil and groundwater characterization 
and remediation of complex sites 

1.6 Email address atrezzi@ramboll.com 
 

1.7 Phone number +39-335 423725 
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2. Site background 

 

  

2.1 History of the site 
Large Industrial Chemical site (more than 100 ha) active since 1901. 
Actual main production: Fluorinated Compounds 
Historical productions involved large use of CrVI and CHCs, mainly Chloromethanes. 
The area of interest for the application of the SVE system is about 7,000 m2 and is 
impacted by mainly Chloromethanes both in the vadose zone and in the saturated zone. 
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2.2 Geological setting 
From 0 to 1-2 m bgl typically is present filling material. 
From 1-2 m bgl to 18-20 m bgl the soil consists mainly of gravel with sand and silt. 
The depth to ground water is approximately 9 m bgl. 
The following images show the geological setting from 0 to 10 m bgl. 
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2.3 Contaminants of concern 
The main compounds of concern are: 

• Tetrachoromethane 
• Trichloromethane 
• Trichlorofluoromethane 

Max concentration detected in unsatured soil: 
• · Trichloromethane: 23.00 mg/kg 

Regarding the unsatured soil, the only VOC detected in the area was the 
Trichloromethane, with a concentration of 8.9 mg/kg in the first meter b.g.l., 6.7 mg/kg 
between 2 and 3 meter b.g.l. and 23 mg/kg between 4.5 and 5.5 meter b.g.l.. Italian 
law threshold concentration value (CSC) for Trichloromethane is 5 mg/kg, and also the 
risk concentration value (CSR) defined by the risk analysis for Trichloromethane is 5 
mg/kg. 
Max concentration detected in the groundwater (2009-2012): 

• · Tetrachoromethane : 170,000 μg/l 
• · Trichloromethane: 290,000 μg/l 
• · Trichlorofluoromethane: 10,000 μg/l 

2.4 Regulatory framework 
Clean-up goals for soil and groundwater were defined in the Risk Assessment, and are 
included in the on-going remedial plan, approved in 2012. According to Italian 
regulation, although the remedial targets are defined on a Risk Assessment basis inside 
the facility (SSTLs or CSR), groundwater quality at the end of remedial action must 
comply with regulatory limits (CSC, much more conservative than calculated SSTLs) at 
the downgradient boundary of the site. Therefore, once reduced the concentration 
below the CSR for inhalation risk inside the facility, the ultimate clean-up goal for 
groundwater is to reduce and control the off-site migration. 
Nonetheless, scope of the SVE system is to remediate the unsatured soil: reduce as 
much as technically possible the presence of VOCs in the soil gas and obtain 
concentration of the VOC compounds in the soil below the calculated risk 
concentrations (< CSR). 
Other technologies have been applied to remediate the saturated zone. 
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3. Pilot-scale application in field 

3.1 Extraction system 
 

 
 
Before the installation of the full scale system, a pilot scale application was performed to 
estimate the effective Radius of Influence (ROI) of each extraction well, operating Flow 
Rate & Vacuum per each extraction point. The test system consisted in #4 SVE points 
(screened from 1 to 9 m bgl), # 4 Nesty Probes Points (each equipped with #4 NP located 
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at different depths), #1 vapour/water separator tank, #2 air blowers connected in parallel 
(Each blower: 350 mc/h @ ΔP 150÷175 mbar); #2 granular activated carbon filters 
connected in series (1,300 litres each) in order to remove the VOC from the vapour stream 
before the emission in atmosphere. 
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3.3 Radius of influence 
Tests performed: 

 n. 2 step vacuum test 

 n. 5 long-term tests at constant vacuum 
Results: 

 · ROI = 9 ÷10 m (cutoff -2.5 Pa) 

 · Flow rate each SVE ~ 130 mc/h 

 · Vacuum @ SVE head: ~ - 30 mbar 
Moreover: 

 · n. 4 SVE points showed a good overlap of influence areas covered by each point 

 · granular activated carbon filters showed good removal of contaminants present 
in the extracted vapours 
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3.4 Off gas Treatment 
During the pilot test the extracted vapours were treated by # 2 granular activated 
carbon filters connected in series (1,000 litres each ). 

3.5 Control parameters 
To assess the effectiveness of the treatment and evaluate the ROI, the following 
parameters were monitored during the pilot scale application: 

 ΔP in/out blower; 

 Vacuum at the wellhead of the suction point/points; 

 Vacuum induced at the soil gas monitoring points (Nesty Probes) at different 
distances and depths from the extraction well/wells; 

 Flow rate of extracted gases; 

 VOC concentrations before and after treatment; 
 O2, CH4, CO2 monitoring at each SVE extraction and NP monitoring point before 

VOC sampling. 
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4. Full-scale application 

4.1 Extraction system 
The Full Scale SVE has been designed considering the Pilot Test results (ROI, flow rate per 
each extraction point, vacuum to be applied at each extraction point) and taking into 
account the whole area to be remediated: 

• n. 18 SVE points; 
• distance between extraction points: L=2(ROI) cos30 = 17 m 
• Design flow rate = 2340 mc/h 
• N. 4 blower (750 mc/h @ ΔP 150 mbar - each) 
 N. 4 Granular Activated Carbon filters (4000 l – each – 2 duty/2 standby) 
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4.3 Radius of influence 
The SVE Full Scale ROI is in line with the result of the SVE Pilot Test: about 9-10 m. 

4.4 Off gas Treatment 
As for off-gas treatment, #4 Granular Activated Carbon filtres (4000 l - each- 2 duty/2 
duty/2standby) were installed 

4.5 Control parameters 
To assess the effectiveness of the treatment the following parameters were monitored 
with the following frequency 
Every two days: 

• Monitoring of emissions into the atmosphere with short term tubes 
On a weekly basis: 

• Air flow and extraction rates 
• ΔP in/out blowers, vacuum inducted in each SVE extraction point 
• Temperature in/out blowers 
• VOC analysis before vapour treatment for each blowers 
• Measure of piezometric level in monitoring points present in the area 

Every two weeks 
• VOC analysis of the treated vapours 

On a quarterly basis: 
• VOC, O2, CH4, CO2 and vacuum induced at each SVE extraction and NP monitoring 

point 
After the first three years monitoring plan has been modified in agreement with 
Authorities, and all the activities conducted on a weekly basis until 2016 were then 
conducted every two weeks. The above monitoring activities allowed also to calculate 
the VOC mass removal 
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6. Post treatment and/or Long Term Monitoring 

 

7. Additional information 

6.1  Post treatment and/or Long Term Monitoring 
The long term monitoring shows the effectiveness of the remediation technology 
applied. 
The monitoring data collected allow to calculate quite a high CHCs mass removed from 
the unsaturated soils and show a clear evolution (depletion) over time of the CHCs 
concentrations measured at the SVE points. 
In fact, considering both the pilot plant (active in the period May 2011 - May 2013) and 
the Full Scale plant (August 2013 - January 2019), the SVE system removed about 5238 
kg of CHCs: 

• Tetrachoromethane: 3171 kg 
• Trichloromethane: 1814 kg 
• Trichlorofluoromethane: 253 kg 

From the results of quarterly analyses of VOC content in the vapour extracted from the 
extraction points in the area of the SVE intervention, isoconcentration maps for the 
above mentioned three contaminants in soil gas could be drawn. 
These maps show a progressive decrease in concentrations over time after starting the 
SVE system. 
Following the achievement of the technological limit of the SVE application (asymptotic 
value of the extracted mass) Stop & Go tests were performed. The tests showed a 
negligible rebound of the concentration and consequently the SVE system was stopped 
and confirmatory soil samples were taken which all showed CHSs concentrations below 
the CSR and also the CSC values. 

7.1 Lesson learnt 
Although the characterization surveys, performed initially by drilling boreholes, 
indicated only few CSC excedances of the CHCs concentration in the soil samples, the 
application of the SVE system allowed to remove a high mass of VOCs. In order to 
properly size remediation interventions, it is therefore important to carry out a more 
detailed characterization of the potential contamination sources in the unsaturated soils 
using advanced investigation techniques such as, for example, Soil Gas Survey, 
Membrane Interface Probe Investigations, Passive Soil gas Survey, etc.. 
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Glossary of Terms 
 

Term (alphabetical order) Definition 
VOC Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are organic 

chemicals that have a high vapour pressure at 
ordinary room temperature 

CHCs  Chlorinated Compounds 

SSTLs or CSR 
 

Site Specific Target Level, which are named CSR in 
Italian regulation, are concentration target levels 
defined according to Risk Analysis procedure 

7.2 Additional information 
To assess the success of the remediation it is necessary to perform: 

• trend analysis of each contaminant monitored over time with respect to the 
initial baseline value. 

• quantification of extracted VOC mass over time 

7.3 Training need 
To ensure the achievement of remediation goals it is necessary to perform a good 
operation and maintenance of the overall system. To do this it is important that the 
system is managed by trained personnel. 



1. Contact details - CASE STUDY: SVE n.14 
 
 

1.1 Name and Surname Ewa Szczebak 

1.2 Country/Jurisdiction Poland 
 

1.3 Organisation Arcadis 
 

1.4 Position Senior Environmental Specialist 
 

1.5 Duties Environmental consulting regarding soil and 
groundwater investigation, remediation, risk 
assessment. Project management.  

1.6 Email address ewa.szczebak@arcadis.com 
 

1.7 Phone number  
 

  

mailto:ewa.szczebak@arcadis.com
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2. Site background 

 

  

2.1 History of the site 
The site is an active railway area with 4 main tracks and some crossovers. Soil and 
groundwater was contaminated in 2010 due to a spill of app. 800 Mg of petroleum 
products (mostly diesel) after a train crash. The maximum admissible concentrations for 
soil and groundwater are exceeded for light and heavy petroleum hydrocarbons and 
BTEX. 
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2.2 Geological setting 
Site soil consists largely of fine and medium sands, locally overlaid by sandy loam. 

Uppermost soil layer is man-made fill (consisting of sandy loam with crushed bricks) and 
railroad ballast below the tracks. The depth to groundwater is approximately 7 meters 
below ground surface on the railway area and approximately 5 m bgs on the outflow. 

 

 
 

2.3 Contaminants of concern 
The contaminants of concern detected in soil: 

 Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons fraction C6-C12: BDL – 10,600 mg/kg 

 Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons fraction C12-C35: BDL – 40,000 mg/kg 

 Toluene: BDL – 57 mg/kg 

 Ethylbenzene: BDL – 426 mg/kg 

 Xylenes: BDL – 1,240 mg/kg 
The contaminants of concern detected in groundwater: 

 Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons fraction C6-C12: BDL – 4,990 mg/L 

 Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons fraction C12-C35: BDL – 1,490 mg/L 

 Benzene: BDL – 0.5 mg/L 

 Toluene: BDL – 29 mg/L 

 Ethylbenzene: BDL – 76 mg/L 

 Xylenes: BDL – 200 mg/L 
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3. Pilot-scale application in field 

 

  

2.4 Regulatory framework 
Due to a damage in environment after the spill of hydrocarbons the administrative 
procedure has been initiated. The first step was the extensive site investigation 
executed in a few rounds, including soil and groundwater sampling, monitoring wells 
installation and observation of groundwater and LNAPL behaviour. Based on the 
laboratory results of soil and groundwater samples, exceedances of relevant 
environmental standards were assessed. Remediation Action Plan was submitted to 
the Regional Environmental Agency, with the aim of remediation – achievement of soil 
and groundwater standards. After few a years of remedial system operation (LNAPL 
skimming enhanced with groundwater drawdown, and venting barrier on the outflow) 
the law in Poland has changed and the risk-based approach has been implemented. 
Therefore, the application for remediation based on human health and environmental 
risk-assessment was submitted to the Regional Environmental Agency. The proposed 
remedial goal is to limit the migration of contaminated groundwater. 
The SVE system is a part of venting barrier, consisting of air sparging (AS) system and 
soil vapour extraction (SVE) system. Due to close distance between barrier and office 
building, the SVE system is operating to prevent potential vapour intrusion into the 
building.  

3.1 Extraction system 
The main goal for the SVE system was to extract contaminants in the gas phase in the 
area of air sparging system operation. Therefore, pilot tests were carried out on the 
injection wells screened in the aquifer. Since the geology of vadose and saturated zone 
is similar (fine sand along the whole profile), the radius of influence of extraction wells 
was established according to AS pilot tests.  
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3.2 Injection system 
One injection well and three monitoring points were installed in a line for the field test 
of air sparging (AS) technology. The location of the test was based on future potential 
venting barrier location. Distance between the injection well and monitoring points was 
between 1.6 and 2.5 m and it was adjusted due to the presence of underground utility 
lines (i.e. power line, optic fiber, sewer system). The air was injected by a blower, to a 
depth of 1.7 – 2.0 m below the groundwater table. 
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3.3 Radius of influence 
Radius of influence (ROI) at around 5 meters was calculated for the air sparging test (air 
injection into one well and observations in 3 points). The observed parameters were: 
groundwater level and pressure versus distance. A groundwater level increase of 0.1 m 
was considered as the boundary of the effect of AS well. Scheme of AS test is presented 
below. 
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4. Full-scale application 

 

  

3.4 Off gas Treatment 
No off gas treatment was installed for the pilot test, because the test was based on air 
injection, not extraction. 

3.5 Control parameters 
For the pilot scale of AS system, it was useful to monitor the oxygen concentrations in 
monitoring points and in surrounding GW monitoring wells. The increase of oxygen in 
groundwater was fast and direct proof of effectiveness of air injection. 

4.1 Extraction system 
The SVE system includes the following equipment: a metal container measuring 3 m 
wide by 10 m long by 3 m high; 11 horizontal vapour extraction wells; and one air 
compressor. In addition, the system includes a filter with activated carbon to treat the 
contaminated air. 
The soil vapour extraction system consists of eleven 2-inch diameter horizontal wells 
screened at depth of app. 4.0 – 4.2 m bgs. The wells are combined with pipelines and 
work as two separate lines, set between two lines of air injection wells. 
The SVE system works at intervals alternately with AS system, time of each interval is 
half an hour. 
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4.2 Injection system 
The air sparging system includes the following equipment: a metal container measuring 
3 m wide by 10 m long by 3 m high; 13 horizontal air injection wells; and one blower. 
The AS system consists of thirteen 2-inch diameter horizontal wells screened at depth of 
approx. 7.0 – 8.2 m bgs. The wells are combined with pipelines and work as two 
separate lines, set between two lines of vapour extraction wells. 
The AS system works at intervals alternately with SVE system, time of each interval is 
half an hour. 

4.3 Radius of influence 
Radius of influence (ROI) was calculated for the air sparging test (air injection into one 
well and observations in 3 points) at around 5 meters. The observed parameters were: 
groundwater level and pressure versus distance. A groundwater level increase of 0.1 m 
was considered as the boundary of the effect of AS well. Scheme of AS test is presented 
below. 
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6. Post treatment and/or Long Term Monitoring 

 

4.4 Off gas Treatment 
Activated Carbon Adsorption is used as treatment method for off gas. A vertical filter 
with a capacity of 1 cubic meter is installed in the container. Granulated activated 
carbon is used as air emissions treatment. 

4.5 Control parameters 
 PID measurements are taken once a year in extraction points to check the 

effectiveness of vapour extraction. 

 Periodically a PID measurements in the off-gas are taken to control the 
effectiveness of soil gas treatment. 

 Water levels are measured regularly to control proper work of AS system. 

 Contaminant concentrations and basic physical-chemical properties are measured 
in GW twice a year as part of groundwater monitoring programme for the site. 

6.1  Post treatment and/or Long Term Monitoring 
PID measurements have been taken once a year in extraction points to check the 
effectiveness of vapour extraction. 
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7. Additional information 

 

  

7.1 Lesson learnt 
1. methodology and procedures: before the installation of full-scale system, the 

hydrogeological data from 1-2 years of measurements (dependent on the local 
hydrogeology conditions) should be gathered and analyzed. It would help to avoid 
a situation of eventual groundwater level rise causing flow of the groundwater 
into extraction wells (i.e. danger of equipment damage). And for the AS system it 
would help to install injection wells to a reasonable and cost-effective depth. 

2. technical aspects: the system generates a lot of heat, therefore the building 
where the equipment is installed should be adequately designed to decrease the 
indoor temperature in the summer (i.e. ventilation). Location of wells and related 
interdistance for the full scale system are determined also by the local conditions 
(i.e. underground utility lines, land accessibility). Therefore, it should be 
considered when designing the system to keep the proper influence area. 

3. regulatory aspects: it would be much easier to conduct pilot studies of proposed 
remedial technology before the submission of Remediation Action Plan (RAP). 
Since after the entry into force of the new regulation, formally you should submit 
a RAP just after a contamination is acknowledged. Therefore, understandably, 
most of the clients prefers to submit the RAP before field tests. Then, if field test 
results show a lack of effectiveness of the proposed technology, RAP should be 
amended. 
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Glossary of Terms 
 

Term (alphabetical order) Definition 
AS Air Sparging 

BDL Below Detection Limit 

BGS Below Ground Surface 

BTEX Benzene, Toluene, Ethylbenzene, Xylenes 

GW Groundwater 

LNAPL Light Non-Aqueous Phase Liquid 

RAP Remedial Action Plan – an official document 
submitted to the authority for approval 

ROI Radius of Influence 

7.3 Training need 
Training would be recommended both for consultants (for better understanding of the 
methodology and its needs) and for the authorities (for better understanding of the 
capabilities of SVE and the need of field tests prior the full scale system installation). 
Workshops and presentations about case studies are an effective learning tool. 



1. Contact details - CASE STUDY: SVE n.15 
 
 

1.1 Name and Surname Puricelli Sara, Marin Rosa Angela, Ricci Diego, 
Confalonieri Massimiliano 

1.2 Country/Jurisdiction Italy 
 

1.3 Organisation ARPA Lombardia 
 

1.4 Position  
 

1.5 Duties  
 

1.6 Email address s.puricelli@arpalombardia.it 
m.confalonieri@arpalombardia.it 

1.7 Phone number +39 031 2743913 
 

  

mailto:s.puricelli@arpalombardia.it
mailto:m.confalonieri@arpalombardia.it
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2. Site background 

 

  

2.1 History of the site 
The area in question is an active industrial production site that carries out engineering 
activities and is located in Northern Italy. 
The site was divided into three portions for different distribution and characteristics of 
the secondary sources and managed with different remediation approaches. 
Unlike the other sites managed through reductive dehalogenation processes, the one in 
question provided for treatment through AS/SVE for the following reasons: 

 in this portion there is no natural anaerobic degradation process of the 
chlorinated organic compounds; 

 the speed of the local water table is significantly higher than the other two source 
areas (at least double) and would not allow an adequate residence time of the 
injected substrate in the intervention area, effectively nullifying its effectiveness. 

There are no specific protocols for the management of the site, but the control and 
technical evaluation activities in support of the Municipality (proceeding administration 
appointed by the Region for the management of contaminated sites) are carried out by 
ARPA. ARPA Lombardia is an environmental protection agency established in 1999 that 
deals with the prevention and protection of the environment, supporting regional and 
local institutions in multiple activities: from the fight against atmospheric and acoustic 
pollution to interventions for the protection of surface and groundwater, from 
monitoring electromagnetic fields to investigations on soil contamination and 
remediation processes. 
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2.2 Geological setting 
From the hydrogeological point of view, the site is characterized by a single 
undifferentiated aquifer, which rests on a rocky substrate about 35 m from ground level, 
as shown in the section below. 
The hydraulic conductivity, in the portion of the site of interest is of the order of 3-4 * 10-5 
m/s, resulting in a rather high water table speed, with flow direction from West to East. 
The average subsidence of the aquifer is about -13 m from ground level. 
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2.3 Contaminants of concern 
Due to the production activities carried out, the groundwater was contaminated by 
chlorinated solvents, mainly tetrachlorethylene (PCE), trichloroethylene (TCE), 1,2-
dichloropropane (DCP), cis 1,2-dichloroethene, 1,2-dichloroethane and vinyl chloride. 
In detail, TCE, DCP and PCE are to be considered primary pollutants, as they were 
actually used in the production processes of the plant during the 1960s and 1980s, 
while the other compounds are the products of the partial natural degradation of the 
previous ones. 
The concentrations are very high, for some compounds in the order of mg/l. In 
particular, at the time of the start of the treatment in question were recorded 
maximum TCE values of 7.1 µg/l, DCP of 4 µg/l, PCE of 4100 µg/l and summation of 
organohalogen compounds of 4110 µg/l (thus demonstrating that most of the 
contamination is due to PCE), compared to regulatory limits for groundwater, 
respectively, of 1.5 µg/l, 0.15 µg/l, 1.1 µg/l and 10 µg/l for the summation. 
The characteristic contaminants are essentially found in the saturated part of the 
subsoil, while in the unsaturated zone they were not detected in significant 
concentrations, thus excluding the presence of hot spot of contamination in the 
unsaturated zone. 

2.4 Regulatory framework 
The procedure was conducted pursuant to Legislative Decree 152/2006. 
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3. Pilot-scale application in field 

 

 

 

 

  

3.1 Extraction system 
The technique involved the combination of an air injection system at the bottom of the 
saturated area, Air Sparging (AS), and a system for extracting the vapours produced (Soil 
Vapour Extraction - SVE). 
In detail, the first is aimed at stripping volatile contaminants present in groundwater, 
favouring their passage into the vapour phase and therefore their migration into the 
unsaturated portion of the soil, from which they are then removed thanks to the SVE 
system in the atmosphere following appropriate treatment. 
The pilot scale tests were carried out in the period between April 2008 and June 2009, 
autonomously from the party without the adversary of ARPA. 

3.2 Injection system 
As in the saturated area, compressed air was injected. 

3.3 Radius of influence 
The range of influence was obtained from direct tests in the field, evaluating the 
depression exerted in the control wells. Support model simulations were not used. 

3.4 Off gas Treatment 
The gas treatment system is similar to that which was then implemented in the full-scale 
plant, described in detail in sheet 4.4. 
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3.5 Control parameters 
The monitoring of the pilot plant consisted in the quantification of chlorinated 
compounds both in the air extracted from the SVE wells installed in the unsaturated 
state, and in the groundwater taken from the wells in the saturated state. 
At the end of the pilot plant, quantities greater than l.q. only for TCE and PCE (expressed 
in mg/l) were found in waters, while the other chlorinated compounds possibly present 
showed negligible concentrations. 
From the data found in the extracted gases it emerged that: 

• the extraction of vapour phase contaminants from the SVE wells from the 
unsaturated soil was efficient and allowed the achievement of concentrations of 
chlorinated compounds in the vapours of up to 1 g/m3; 

• the quantity of extracted contaminants is significantly greater in the deepest 
unsaturated wells among those used, that is, in those cracked near the capillary 
fringe compared to that of the more superficial wells; 

 - the contaminants present in the extracted vapours essentially come from the 
stripping of groundwater and not from the presence of contaminants in the 
unsaturated zone; in fact, in the absence of compressed air injection, 
concentrations of contaminants were found to be considerably lower in the 
interstitial vapours than those detected with the AS system on. 
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4. Full-scale application 

4.1 Extraction system 
4 SVE wells were used and installed in the unsaturated domain, of which 1 was existing 
and 3 were installed new, headed about 1 m above the surface of the aquifer 
(indicatively therefore up to an altitude of 12 m) and cracked for 5 m. 
Each SVE well was combined with a pair of AS wells, which were bored in the immediate 
vicinity of the saturated domain. 
The figure shows the plan of the AS/SVE system built on the site. In it are indicated: 

• in blue the wells connected to the AS plant (the PAS1S-1D pair had been used in 
the small-scale intervention); 

• in red the wells connected to the SVE plant (SVEFT3S was used for the pilot plant); 
• in green the piezometers that are planned to be used as water monitoring points. 

 
In detail, the SVE system consisted of the following components: 

• 1 centrifugal aspirator with 2.5 - 3 kW power, with a flow rate of 150 Nm3/h at a 
depression of 120 mbar; 

• 4 steam extraction pipes from as many SVE wells; 
• 4 wellhead connections, designed for the measurement of air flows, depression 

and the taking of steam samples; 
• 4 butterfly valves to control the flow rates of each suction well; 
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• 4 vacuum gauges; 
• 4 valves for fine adjustment of the extracted flow rates; 
• 1 manifold for collecting the suction pipes arriving from the wells; 
• 1 dust collector filter for atmospheric air; 
• 1 condensate separator, with relative booster pump; 
• 1 activated carbon filter for condensate treatment; 
• 2 activated carbon filters for air, connected in series and intended for the 

treatment of vapours; 
• connection pipes, valves, various fittings, measurement and regulation sections, 

pneumatic quick couplings; 
• command and control instrumentation (electrical panel in common with the AS 

system) which allowed manual or automatic operation; 
• 1 container housing the entire system (shared with the AS system). 

The system has been designed to guarantee a flow rate of continuously extracted 
vapours equal to at least double the flow rate of the air blown into the groundwater, 
and therefore overall capable of sucking at least 120 Nm3/h. 
In the event of operating anomalies, a GSM telephone dialer was arranged who could 
send the error reports to specialized personnel able to restore the functionality of the 
system. 
All quick-connect points have been prepared for taking steam samples and for inserting 
the following portable field instruments online: 

• digital or analogical vacuum gauges for measuring depression; 
• PID probes for indirect detection of VOC concentration; 
• anemometers for measuring the extracted airflow. 

 
The full-scale plant was started up in March 2013. 
Here are some pictures of the AS/SVE system. 
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4.2 Injection system 
4 pairs of groundwater insufflations wells (AS) were built, of which, n. 1 was existing and 
n. 3 were newly installed, each capable of guaranteeing the injection for 5-10 minutes of 
approximately 30 Nm3/h of air at an injection pressure of at least 3 bar. 
Approximately, for each side-by-side, a well has a depth of 25 m from b.g.l. and the 
other 30-35 m from ground floor; given the nature of the compounds, with a density 
greater than that of water, the cracked section is located on the bottom and has a 
length of about 50 cm. 
The AS system consisted of the following components: 

• 1 rotary compressor (able to guarantee air flows of at least 70-100 Nm3/h at a 
pressure of 4 bar, imposing a maximum pressure of 10 bar); 

• 1 storage tank for compressed air (volume 270 l), equipped with a 0-16 bar 
pressure gauge and safety valve for venting overpressures; 

• 1 airtight compressed air delivery pipe to the distribution system, equipped with a 
pressure regulator (0-10 bar); 

• 8 independent insufflations pipes; 
• 8 wellhead connections; 
• 8 analogical flow meters and 8 pressure gauges; 
• 8 timed solenoid valves for air distribution in AS wells; 
• 8 manual ball valves for regulating the airflow on the individual wells; 
• connection pipes, valves and various fittings, measurement sections by means of 

float flow meters and flow regulation; 
• command and control instrumentation (electrical panel in common with the SVE 

system); 
• 1 container housing the plant (shared with the SVE system). 

 
Downstream of the storage tank, the compressed air passed through a de-oiler filter 
equipped with a timed vent valve, which allowed the elimination of any oily condensate 
formed in the machine, preventing it from entering the groundwater. 
 
In order to ensure the efficiency of the insufflations process, the system was set to 
automatically blow about 30 Nm3/h of air into a pair of wells for a duration of 5-10 
minutes, while the other three pairs remained inactive. 
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4.3 Radius of influence 
The range of influence was defined based on the evaluation of the pilot test. 

4.4 Off gas Treatment 
Before the final discharge into the atmosphere, the extracted vapours were subjected to 
purification treatment with the following characteristics: 

• number of filters 2; 
• total filter volume 800 l; 
• quantity of GAC (granular activated carbon) 360 kg total; 
• filter section 800 mm 
• filtration speed 0.11 m/s 
• total contact time 14.4 s. 

These characteristics, established on the basis of what was verified with the pilot scale 
test, ensured compliance with the limits set by Legislative Decree 152/06 for each of the 
site-specific gaseous compounds. 
The protocol provided for the replacement of spent activated carbon and its subsequent 
dispatch for disposal/regeneration in authorized external plants to be carried out before 
the reduction in the efficiency of the vapour treatment system would not allow 
compliance with the emission thresholds. 
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4.5 Control parameters 
The monitoring plan included: 

• monitoring of the vapours extracted from the SVE wells and entering/leaving the 
vapour treatment plant; 

• periodic inspection, maintenance, and adjustment of the AS/SVE system; 
• the collection and analysis of water samples, measurement of chemical-physical 

parameters of the water (dissolved oxygen, redox potential, pH, temperature) in 9 
piezometers, available in the intervention area as well as 1 new downstream 
(G16) made at approximately 110 m away from the treatment area, aimed at 
evaluating the influence of the AS treatment on the measured solvent 
concentrations with respect to a blank campaign at the initial time 

In fact, immediately after the start-up of the SVE plants (in March 2013) and before the 
start-up of the AS system, a sample of vapours was taken from each of the suction wells, 
analyzed for chlorinated solvents, which constituted the "blank" as not yet influenced by 
the simultaneous start of the insufflations of air in the saturated portion of the local 
subsoil. After that, the AS system was also started. 
The location of the monitoring points of the 9 monitoring piezometers is visible in the 
following figure. 
The monitoring during the execution of the intervention took place on a quarterly basis. 
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5. Enhancements to SVE 

 

  

5.1  Pneumatic and/or hydraulic fracturing 
Discontinuous operating periods of the plant have been implemented, as described in § 
6.1, in order to intervene on rebound phenomena and periodically evaluate the plant's 
cost/benefit effectiveness. 
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6. Post treatment and/or Long Term Monitoring 

6.1  Post treatment and/or Long Term Monitoring 
From the evaluation of the monitoring data, it was found that the wells from which the 
greatest extraction of contaminants takes place are SVEFT7 and alternatively SVEFT8. 
From the start of the intervention in July 2017, considering the total flow rate detected 
on the delivery section of the blower and the concentrations detected, it was possible to 
estimate the mass of contaminants extracted during the execution of the AS/SVE 
intervention equal to approximately 645 kg of organochlorinated solvents, consisting 
mostly of PCE. 
On the occasion of the monitoring in July 2017 it emerged that: 

• in the water taken from the piezometers of the deep portion of the aquifer, a 
clear reduction in the concentrations of contaminants present, up to over 90% of 
the initial values, and in particular of PCE and TCE, emerged; 

• even in the waters taken from the piezometers of the surface portion of the 
aquifer, a decrease in concentrations was found even up to over 90% of the initial 
values; 

• in the waters of the G16 piezometer, located downstream from the intervention 
area, fluctuating concentrations were recorded after treatment but with a 
decreasing trend, however with still considerable residual values. This was 
probably due to the considerable distance from the intervention area and the 
presence of a peaty horizon at a depth of about 6 m which could have limited the 
impregnation of the contaminants thus allowing their release over time. It was 
considered that it would have been necessary to wait a very long time before 
having an effect similar to that obtained in the intervention area. Following the 
concentrations detected in this piezometer, hydraulic containment was active 
downstream to it; 

• overall, the concentration of contaminants in the extracted vapour stream 
decreased significantly over time, but detectable concentrations were still present 
in the extracted stream. 

In general, from the examination of the results of the analyzes performed and the 
graphs that show its trend, the decrease in the concentrations of the summation of 
chlorinated solvents with respect to t0 emerged over time and the asymptote conditions 
seemed to be reached in the intervention area. 
In May 2018 and up to December 2018, the AS/SVE systems were therefore shut down, 
and new monitoring was carried out starting from the end of the following month. There 
was thus an increase in concentrations in the groundwater of the intervention area, in 
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particular in the more superficial PZ1S and Pz2S piezometers. 
It was therefore considered useful to restart the plant again for a further period of six 
months in order to allow further massive extraction of the contaminants present, until 
July 2019. The monitoring carried out following the reactivation of the plant certifies the 
removal of a mass of contaminants equal to 16 kg over a period of approximately 7 
months. 
The analytical results of the PZ1S and PZ2S piezometers show, in the period following 
the reactivation of the system, still significant concentrations of chlorinates in the PZ1S 
and PZ2S piezometers. 
The AS/SVE intervention was deactivated in July 2019 and a new monitoring took place 
6 months after the shutdown. 
Overall, the removal of approximately 660 kg of PCE has been estimated during the 
operating period (2013-2020), with a decreasing trend over time. 
In 2020, the authorities accepted the request to shut down the system because from the 
cost-benefit ratio of the treatment it emerged that it was no longer the best 
intervention technique at sustainable costs. This decision was reinforced by the fact that 
there is a hydraulic barrier at the border, and therefore an operational safety device 
(MISO). 
 
The monitoring of groundwater after the works, downstream of the closure of the 
intervention, was prescribed on a quarterly basis until the remediation of the control 
piezometers provided for the area is completed, and then for another 2 years every six 
months. 
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7. Additional information 

 

  

7.1 Lesson learnt 
The remediation intervention allowed the removal of part of the contaminants, but did 
not prove decisive, as can be seen from the analysis of the analytical data on 
groundwater. It can be hypothesized that the specific geological and hydrogeological 
characteristics of the site have reduced the effectiveness of the scheme, in particular for 
the fine lithology of the area (peat, silt and clayey sand) and for the scarce subsidence 
that with seasonal fluctuations, prevented as a matter of fact the volatilization of the 
contaminants in the interstitial spaces of the unsaturated portion and the subsequent 
removal. 
 
It could have been appropriate to undertake an evaluation of the behaviour of the plant, 
both for the purposes of designing it and predicting its behaviour, also to optimize its 
management, by means of a two-phase numerical modelling simulation, which 
considered the behaviour of air and water in the aquifer, evaluating the phase passage 
of pollutants over time and as a function of air injection/gas extraction, such as 
Petrasim. 
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7.2 Additional information 
The Final Reclamation Project was based on a double criterion to establish the 
achievement of the reclamation: 
a) limits in the treatment area that ensure compliance with the legal values (CSC) on the 
legal boundary of the site derived from the application of groundwater transport models 
used for the Risk Analysis. In detail, the reclamation limit concentrations were calculated 
using the Ogata Banks model, both for the deep aquifer and for the superficial aquifer, 
applying the appropriate values of the hydrogeological parameters for each, obtained 
through dedicated calibration. 
The following table summarizes the concentrations (µg/l) admissible at the end of the 
remediation operations. 

 

TCE PCE DCP DCE DCA VC 
2.57 17.85 1498 42.69 29.57 2.98 

 
b) technical remediation limit, was considered reached when the decrease in the 
concentrations of contaminants in the groundwater stabilized around an asymptotic 
value of the reduction in the concentrations of chlorinated solvents below the limit 
values calculated with the Ogata Banks model. In particular, following the identification 
of the achievement of the asymptote (verified by evaluating the analytical results of 3 
subsequent samplings), provisions had been made for the suspension of the 
remediation activities and the subsequent execution of verification samplings on a 
quarterly basis and then half-yearly. 
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Glossary of Terms 
 
A glossary will help a you to maintain the level of precision necessary for key terms and maintain 
consistency across the text. We found out that sometimes terms that sounds similar like “contaminated” 
and “polluted” are used in the same way as synonyms in some country, while in other they have different 
meanings (due to legislation or for other reasons). So fill in this glossary for your key elements and of 
course for acronyms. 
 

Term (alphabetical order) Definition 
AS Air Sparging 

GAC Granular activated carbon 

l.q. Limit of quantification 

MISO Operational safety device 

PID Photoionization detector 

PLC Programmable logic controller 

SVE Soil Vapour Extraction 

VOC Volatile organic compound 

7.3 Training need 
There is a need for specific training for more in-depth design assessments, such as the 
use of two-phase numerical models to design and manage an AS/SVE system adequately 
and in a site-specific manner. 

7.4  Additional remarks 
Here are some indications on costs: 

 



1. Contact details - CASE STUDY: SVE n.16 
 
 

1.1 Name and Surname Confalonieri Massimiliano 
 

1.2 Country/Jurisdiction Italy 
 

1.3 Organisation Agenzia Regionale per la Protezione dell’Ambiente 
(ARPA) della Lombardia 

 

1.4 Position Dirigente RUO BARAE 
 

1.5 Duties  
 

1.6 Email address m.confalonieri@arpalombardia.it 
 

1.7 Phone number +39 335 531 8045 
 

  

mailto:m.confalonieri@arpalombardia.it
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2. Site background 

2.1 History of the site 
The area in question coincides with a discontinued fuel point of sale (classified as an 
unhealthy 2nd class industry pursuant to the Municipal Hygiene Regulations), located 
along Via Lorenteggio in Milan in a city context with mixed tertiary, commercial and 
residential use. 
The site is identified by map 18 of Sheet 505 of the NCT of the Municipality of Milan. 
 

 
 
The site does not fall within the perimeter of a SIN and is not affected by any protocols 
stipulated with the PA. 
The plant was located in an area owned by a third party, used with a lease agreement 
and with the obligation to return it to the owner upon definitive cessation of the 
activity. 
Currently, after the characterization and implementation of the remediation work (not 
yet completed), the site - after being returned to the property owner- looks like an 
entirely asphalted area equipped with a public car park at ground level. 
The commercial settlement in question, following the temporary cessation of the sale of 
fuels requested by the managing oil company (with a note dated 03/24/2011) approved 
by the Municipality of Milan (with note prot. 266874/2011 of the Ufficio Carburanti del 
Settore Attuazione Mobilità e Trasporti), ceased all activities in 2011. 
The site was therefore subject to cleaning and inerting the tank fleet, with interventions 
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carried out in April 2011. 
Subsequently, in application of municipal regulations, the site was the subject of a 
preliminary environmental investigation campaign carried out in conjunction with ARPA. 
The results of this preliminary environmental check have shown that the reference CSCs 
have been exceeded and initiated the procedure pursuant to Title V, which saw the 
presentation, approval and execution of the Characterization Plan as a first step. 
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2.2 Geological setting 
The stratigraphy of the site reconstructed with the surveys delineates a soil of mainly 
sandy matrix. In detail, the lithological sequence found can be summarized as follows: 

• mixed material - Mixed material, essentially consisting of medium sand with the 
presence of gravel and pebbles that extends from 0 m from ground level about 2 
m from ground level; 

• silty sand and sand with gravel - fluvioglacial alluvial deposit consisting of 
alternating levels of silty sand and sand with gravel, extending from 2 m from 
ground level to 16 m from ground level. 

 

 
 

The environmental characterization survey carried out made it possible to identify a free 
aquifer with high permeability, contained within the alluvial deposit with gravels. The 
measurements of the piezometric levels performed during the characterization phase 
indicate an average groundwater depth of about 8.00 m from the p.c., i.e. a water table 
level that is around 109 m a.s.l. 
Over time, the phreatometric checks carried out during the groundwater monitoring 
campaigns have highlighted the persistence of constant conditions in the direction of 
flow and periodic variations in the subsidence in a range of about 2 m. 
 
The level measurements, together with the data deriving from the altimetry survey, 
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made it possible to reconstruct during the characterization phase the trend of the water 
table, which shows a prevailing flow direction towards ESE and an average hydraulic 
gradient of approximately 0.16 %. 
The direction of flow of the water table was always confirmed by the phreatometric 
data acquired during the monitoring carried out on the site. 
 
The average transmissivity of the aquifer calculated on the basis of the Pilot Tests 
described below equals to 0.1 m2/sec. 
 

 
The contamination detected was in the deep soil (SP), starting from the level of the 
basement level of the underground tanks (about 4 - 5 m from the local p.c.); the local 
water table was also contaminated. 
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2.3 Contaminants of concern 
The preliminary environmental investigation phase (IA), carried out at the same time as 
the removal of the tank park, concerned: walls and bottom of the excavation resulting 
in the removal of existing tanks on site, bottom of the resulting excavation after the 
removal of a small tank for the storage of used oils. 
Analytical tests were carried out on the samples taken, aimed at determining the 
concentration values of heavy and light hydrocarbons (C <12 and C 12 - 40), IPA, BTEXS, 
Pb and MTBE. 
The results of the analytical assessments were compared with the acceptability limits 
(CSC) set by current legislation (in particular table 1, column A of annex 5 to title V of 
part IV of Legislative Decree 152/06 and subsequent amendments and additions, 
considering that the area in question will be returned to the property once the 
decommissioning of the PV is completed) for the quality of the soil/subsoil matrix with 
respect to possible contamination. 
The results of the control analyzes carried out by ARPA showed the presence of 
exceedances of the CSCs in particular for petroleum hydrocarbons (C> 12). 
This evidence led to the continuation of the proceedings pursuant to Title V of Part IV 
of Legislative Decree 152/06, the communication of which was made in advance by the 
obliged party pursuant to art. 249 of the same Legislative Decree 152/06. 
The site was therefore the subject of a Characterization Plan assessed and approved 
during the dedicated Services Conference and subsequently authorized by the 
Municipality of Milan with the PG 790255/2012 deed of 04/12/2012. 
The results of the characterization showed that the reference CSCs were exceeded (col. 
A of Tab. 1 of annex 5 to Title V of part IV of Legislative Decree 152/06) for parameters 
C <12, C> 12, BTEXS (benzene, toluene, xylenes, ethylbenzene) in the unsaturated soil 
matrix and for the parameters (Tab. 2 of Annex 5 to Title V of Part IV of Legislative 
Decree 152/06) total hydrocarbons n-hexane, benzene, xylenes in addition to MtBE 
and EtBE (with reference to the values indicated by ISS, used at the time, not being 
regulated at that date) for the local groundwater matrix. 
Pending the continuation of the procedure, an intervention by MISE was activated, 
implemented through a system for the extraction of water from the local groundwater 
(the discharged water was initially collected and disposed of as liquid waste, awaiting 
authorization from the competent authority to discharge it into the public sewer 
system ). 
The obliged subject therefore presented (pursuant to Article 242 and following, as 
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Ministerial Decree 32/2015 was not yet in force) a risk analysis report and related 
remediation project to be implemented with the simultaneous intervention on the 
groundwater matrix (by P&T) and on unsaturated soil/subsoil (by SVE and AS). 
The risk analysis and remediation interventions were evaluated and approved in the 
Services Conference and then authorized by the Municipality of Milan. 

2.4 Regulatory framework 
• “Linee Guida Serbatoi Interrati” ARPA - Lombardy, Milan - April 2004; 
• Law 9 December 1998, n. 426; 
• Legislative Decree 11 February 1998, n. 32; 
• Legislative Decree 3 April 2006, n. 152 "Norme in materia ambientale"; 
• Legislative Decree 16 January 2008, n. 4 “Ulteriori disposizioni correttive ed 

integrative del decreto legislativo 3 aprile 2006, n. 152 "; 
• Law 28 January 2009, n. 2; 
• Legislative Decree 3 December 2010, n. 205"; 
• Law 9 August 2013 n. 98; 
• DM 31/2015 
• D.G.R. Lombardy 10 February 2010 n. 8/11348; 
• ISPRA (formerly APAT), October 2010 "Protocollo ISPRA-INAIL (ex-ISPESL) per la 

valutazione del rischio associato all’inalazione di vapori e polveri, in ambienti 
aperti e confinati nei siti di bonifica – Rev.0"; 

• ISPRA (formerly APAT), June 2009 "Appendice V – Applicazione dell’Analisi di 
Rischio ai Punti Vendita Carburante ai Criteri metodologici per l’applicazione 
dell’analisi assoluta di rischio ai siti contaminati" (Appendix V); 

• ISS/ISPESL database (update 2018); 
• ASTM E2081-00 (2004), “Standard Guide for Risk-Based Corrective Action”, 

ASTM International 
• APAT, June 2008 "Documento di riferimento per la determinazione e la 

validazione dei parametri sito-specifici utilizzati nell’applicazione dell’analisi di 
rischio ai sensi del D.Lgs. 152/06"; 

• APAT, March 2008 "Criteri metodologici per l’applicazione dell’analisi assoluta di 
rischio ai siti contaminati rev. 2". 
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3. Pilot-scale application in field 

3.1 Extraction system 
The remediation approach involved the application of a Pump and treat (P&T) 
intervention on groundwater (with subsequent reintroduction in the hydrogeological 
upstream groundwater) and a joint intervention of air sparging (AS) and soil vapour 
extraction (SVE) on unsaturated soil. 
In order to assess the applicability) of the AS (Air Sparging) technologies for the aquifer 
and SVE (Soil Vapour Extraction) for the unsaturated soil to the site under examination, 
pilot tests of AS and SVE were performed. 
These results showed that neither the introduction of air into the groundwater nor the 
extraction of air from the subsoil have significant effects on groundwater levels at the 
design flow rates of the plant. 
On the scale of the pilot test, n. 4 points for the execution of the Soil Vapour Extraction 
test were prepared by core destruction perforation and pushed to a depth of 6 m from 
the local p.c., then equipped with 2” PVC piping. 

 

 
In order to assess the applicability of the SVE technology to the site in question and 
determine the range of action induced in the ground by the suction of air, a step test 
was conducted by placing a point in suction and using other wells as monitoring points. 
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3.2 Injection system 
In the pilot scale application, specially drilled wells were used (boreholes pushed up to 6 
m from the local p.c., equipped with a 2" PVC pipe) and the carrier gas used was 
atmospheric air (the same then used at the real scale). 
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3.3 Radius of influence 
In the pilot scale application, a step test was carried out, placing the SV01 point in 
suction with increasing flow rate steps and using points SV02, SV03 and SV04 as 
monitoring points. 
The extraction and blowing system used a dry vane compressor. For the treatment of 
interstitial vapours extracted from the subsoil, activated carbon cartridges for air were 
used. 
 

 
The extraction of unsaturated air at point SV01 induced, at the maximum flow rate used 
(80 m3/h), a depression of the order of 15 mbar at the suction point and a maximum of 
0.3 mbar in the SV02 located 4 m from the extraction point. 
As the extraction rate varied, there was a sharp increase in the amount of Volatile 
Organic Compounds (VOCs) extracted from point SV01, with maximum values of the 
order of 300 ppm. 
 
Considering, in accordance with the industry guidelines, the value of 0.25 mbar as the 
minimum significant depression to have an influence on the suction side, it is possible to 
establish a range of action of the SVE, at the maximum tested flow rate, between 2 and 
3 m. 
 
In order to verify the applicability of the AS technology to the site under examination, 
determine its range of action and verify the combined effect AS + SVE, a step test was 
carried out to blow air inside point AS01, using points SV02, SV03, SV04, AS02, PZ04 and 
PZ01 to monitor the test parameters. In the combined test point SV01 was placed under 
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suction, with a constant flow rate and set by determining the flow rate steps of the air 
introduced in point AS01. 
A second test carried out on AS and SVE kept the flow of air extracted from point SV03 
constant, while in connection with point AS01, flow rate steps of injected air were set. 
 
At the end of the SVE tests, exploiting the oxygenation of the soil induced by the recall 
of air, a BV test was performed by monitoring the indicator parameters of any possible 
bacterial activity capable of decomposing the hydrocarbon components. 
 
The parameters used for the dimensioning of the SVE system were chosen according to 
the results of the pilot test, which can be summarized as follows: 

• Calculated radius of influence, ROI: 2.7 m from the vapour extraction point; 
• Depression applied to each point SVE, PEa: from -10 to -20 mbar; 
• Extraction rate for each SVE point, QEa: about 70 Nm3/h. 

 
From the results of the pilot tests and from the definition of the Conceptual Model of 
the site, the parameters for calculating the duration of the remediation were defined: 

• Extraction rate for each SVE point, QEa: about 70 Nm3/h; 
• Air inlet pressure at each point AS: QIa: about 300 mbar Nm3/h; 
• VOC concentration entering the remediation system, Ci: 430 mg/Nm3; 
• Estimated volume of the source of contamination, V: 800 m3; 
• Concentration of contaminants in the source of contamination, Cc: 8802 mg/kg. 

 
The overall duration of the reclamation of the subsoil was estimated in the project in the 
order of 3 years. 

3.4 Off gas Treatment 
For the pilot plant, a capture system was used consisting of activated carbon cartridges, 
which were then disposed of (code EER 19.13.02). 
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3.5 Control parameters 
The pilot scale monitoring and sampling plan evaluated the concentration variations of 
VOCs (volatile organic compounds) using a portable PID photo ionizer and estimated the 
triggering of bacterial activity in the soil by evaluating the variations of O2 and CH4. 
To assess full-scale applicability, the following were measured, as the operating flow 
rates vary: 

• extraction flow, depression and VOC concentration on the air extraction line. 
• depression and VOC concentration on monitoring points 

In the AS and combined AS and SVE test the following were monitored: 
• inlet flow rate and pressure on the air inlet line 
• extraction flow, depression and VOC concentration on the air extraction line. 
• VOC concentration, temperature, dissolved oxygen and groundwater level at the 

monitoring points during the first test 
• depression and VOC concentration on the monitoring points during the second 

test 

 
First test results 
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Second test results 
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4. Full-scale application 

4.1 Extraction system 
The number, spatial location, and construction characteristics of the vapour extraction 
points were defined in consideration of the ROI determined through the pilot tests, the 
areal and vertical distribution of the contamination, without neglecting the litho-
stratigraphic structure of the site. 
The parameters used for the dimensioning of the SVE system were chosen according to 
the results obtained from the pilot test; in particular, the following project parameters 
were assumed: 

• Calculated radius of influence, ROI: 2.7 m from the vapour extraction point; 
• Depression applied to each SVE point, PEa: from -10 to -20mbar; 
• Extraction rate for each SVE point, QEa: about 70 Nm3/h. 

 

 
 
The vapour extraction system consists of 10 points, all made by means of core 
destruction drilling, with the housing in the sounding hole of a non-toxic PVC pipe with a 
diameter of 2", installed at a maximum depth of 9 m from the ground level (in particular, 
some SVE wells were built up to 9 m deep and with a filter section between 7 and 9 m 
from the local ground level; some SVE wells pushed up to 7 m deep and with a filter 
section between 5 and 7 m from the local ground level; some SVE wells pushed up to 4 m 
deep and with a filter section between 2 and 4 m from the local ground level). 
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The steam extraction lines consist of 2 HDPE pipes (ø between 1" and 3") collected 
upstream of the condensate separator in a manifold; each line was equipped with a flow 
meter, vacuum gauge, regulation valve and sampling valve for the aspirated flow. A 
vacuum gauge and a dilution valve was installed at the manifold. 
The flow extracted from the subsoil is divided into the two aeriform and liquid phases by 
means of two air/water separators (“condensate traps”) with a capacity of 200 liters. 
 
The condensation water accumulated inside the separators, if necessary, can be sucked 
up and disposed of in accordance with the provisions of current legislation on waste 
(Legislative Decree 152/06 and subsequent amendments). 
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SVE system operation diagram 
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Remediation systems layout 
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4.2 Injection system 
In the full-scale application, atmospheric air was used as a carrier gas and the system 
was built with the installation of n. 10 SVE wells. 
 
The ventilation system has provided for the installation of 2 side channel blowers 
(regenerative blower), by means of which to induce a depression in correspondence 
with the vapour extraction wells created/positioned in order to treat specific portions of 
unsaturated subsoil, favouring the desorption of the contaminants from the solid phase 
to the gas phase. 
 
The criterion underlying the design choice to use two blowers was based on the 
opportunity to alternate the steam extraction points on two separate lines, allowing 
some flexibility in managing the system and letting it operate during partial 
maintenance. 
 
In particular: 

• BLOWER 1 - afferent to 8 steam extraction points, capable of reaching a 
depression between -200/-250 mbar, for a total flow rate of approximately 560 
Nm3/h, in order to guarantee an equal air flow for each extraction point at about 
70 Nm3/h; 

• BLOWER 2 - afferent to 7 steam extraction points, able to reach a depression 
between -200/-250 mbar, for a total flow rate of about 500 Nm3/h, so as to 
guarantee an equal air flow for each extraction point at approximately 70 Nm3/h. 

 
The blowers, each connected to a group of suction points, work individually alternately 
according to on/off cycles controlled by a timer. 

4.3 Radius of influence 
The operating range of influence used in the project was assumed to be equal to the ROI 
obtained from the pilot tests, i.e. 2.7 meters for each single ventilation point. 
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4.4 Off gas Treatment 
The vapours extracted from the subsoil have been collected and conveyed to 
condensate traps, where the separation between the interstitial gas and any water 
vapour present in the extracted air flow takes place; the condensate water is removed 
from the separators by means of special booster pumps and sent to a water treatment 
system before being discharged into the sewer system. 
 
The interstitial vapour, once dehumidified, passes through an anti-particulate filter 
before passing through the blower that generated the vacuum and only then is sent to 
the air handling unit. 
 
To reduce the pollutants present in the extracted interstitial gases, a pair of filters in 
series with granular activated carbon was installed. 
The treatment unit has also been provided with arrangements that allow the filters to 
be arranged in parallel in the event that the inlet flow shows compatible VOC 
concentrations. 
 
The exhaustion time of the activated carbons used for the treatment of interstitial gases, 
estimated on the basis of very conservative theoretical calculations, was set in the 
project as approximately 87 days and was verified with the results of the analyzes 
carried out on the outgoing air samples from the plant from the respective plants. 
 
This check made it possible to program the replacement of the carbon pack of the filters 
according to the actual site-specific conditions. 
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4.5 Control parameters 
To evaluate the effectiveness of the SVE intervention in the three dimensions, checks 
were carried out during the start-up phase of the plants and subsequently with periodic 
checks. 
The reclamation plant and the state of the sites were periodically subject to visits aimed 
at: 

• verify the correct functioning of the systems; 
• perform routine maintenance of the system; 
• schedule any extraordinary maintenance interventions; 
• monitor the operating parameters of the plant and possibly remodel the 

adjustments; 
• check the quality of the flows entering and leaving the water and air treatment 

system. 
Before starting the plant, or at T0, a complete monitoring of the groundwater was 
carried out, with detection of the static piezometric level and measurement of the 
chemical/physical parameters with particular attention to dissolved oxygen values. 
 
At the first start-up of the SVE/AS plant, the appropriate adjustments were made on the 
operating parameters (extracted/injected flows, pressures/depressions, etc.) and the 
simultaneous monitoring of the subsoil response (concentration of VOC - O2 - CO2 in the 
interstitial vapours, induced elevations in the aquifer, dissolved oxygen levels in 
groundwater, etc.) and the efficiency of the treatment systems. 
 
During the setting up, the following measurements were therefore carried out every 2 
days: 

• relief of depressions in the vapour extraction points and on the manifold; 
• survey of the VOC concentrations and the volumetric percentages of O2 and CO2 

in the vapour extraction points; 
• survey of the concentrations of VOCs entering and leaving the air treatment 

system; 
• measurement of extracted flow and injection rates; 
• pressure relief at the injection points; 
• piezometric survey in correspondence with all wells/piezometers installed on-site; 
• measurement of chemical-physical parameters with particular reference to 

dissolved oxygen (OD). 
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The set-up took about 10 days and ended with the testing of the air treatment system 
by sampling and laboratory analysis of the vapours entering and leaving the system. 
 
The above analytical results allowed to validate the use of the portable photo ionizer 
(hereinafter PID) as a subsequent tool for controlling the quality of the effluent. 
 
Check-ups were carried out on a monthly basis on the system in order to verify the 
correct functioning of the system and monitor the operating parameters of the system 
(extraction/injection flow rates, pressures/depressions, VOC - O2 - CO2 concentration in 
the interstitial vapours, OD concentration in groundwater, piezometric levels, etc.) 
making any new adjustments if necessary. 
 
During operation, routine maintenance of the plant parts was performed (filter cleaning, 
etc.) and, if necessary, extraordinary maintenance (replacement of activated carbon, 
waste disposal, etc.). 
 
On an annual basis, samples were taken from an absorber vial to be sent to the 
laboratory to analyze the gaseous flow in and out of the air treatment system. 
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6. Post treatment and/or Long Term Monitoring 

 

6.1  Post treatment and/or Long Term Monitoring 
Following the injection of atmospheric air into the saturated subsoil and the ventilation 
of the vadose portion, mobilization and removal of the volatile organic compounds 
present and oxygenation of the subsoil were obtained. 
The increased availability of oxygen favours the aerobic biodegradation processes of 
hydrocarbons. 
For this purpose, periodic respirometric test campaigns (every six months) were carried 
out during operation, which consists of monitoring the oxygen and carbon dioxide 
concentrations for a sufficiently long period of time (48 hours) after the shutdown of the 
systems’ ventilation, in order to evaluate aerobic activity in the unsaturated subsoil. 
In practice, once the system is turned off, the oxygen present in the interstitial gases will 
tend to be consumed more rapidly the greater the aerobic biological activity present. On 
the contrary, the concentrations of carbon dioxide will tend to increase more rapidly the 
more intense the aerobic biodegradative activity is in place. 
On the basis of the data collected, it is possible to estimate average biodegradation 
rates of contaminants per soil mass in the unit of time. 
 
A soil gas control network has not been envisaged on the site, whose proceedings began 
before the issuance of the Ministerial Decree 31/2015 and the National Guidelines (LG 
SNPA) on the soil gas matrix. 
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7. Additional information 
 

7.2 Additional information 
The project goal of the site remediation was indicated as definitively achieved when the 
concentrations of pollutant compounds adsorbed to the deep soil and dissolved in 
groundwater reach the relative CSR values set out in the following tables: 
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The project envisaged that the remediation testing would be required when, for three 
subsequent monitoring, compliance with the remediation objectives for groundwater 
determined by the Site-Specific Risk Analysis and Compliance (CSC) was found at the PoC 
and at the same time the SVE plant had extracted zero VOC concentrations for a period 
of at least 3 months. 
Upon verification of the above conditions, 3 monthly on/off cycles of the groundwater 
reclamation and sampling plants were carried out. 
Following the positive outcome of the three monitoring sessions carried out in the 
shutdown cycles, the shutdown of the plants and the subsequent testing of the deep soil 
matrix was envisaged. It was proposed to carry out some probes with sampling of 
unsaturated matrix for verification of compliance with the CSRs defined by the risk 
analysis. 
From the end of June 2018 to the end of July 2018, when the remediation systems were 
shut down, the SVE plant extracted an average flow rate of interstitial gases from the 
subsoil equal to about 12,000 m3/day. 
In the same period, the AS plant, by means of a side-channel compressor, had blown 
atmospheric air into the saturated subsoil with an operating pressure of about 0.3 bar 
and an average flow rate of 240 m3/h. 
From August to October 2018, the SVE and AS plants operated intermittently to allow 
the implementation of the reclamation test plan. 
The duration of the reclamation of the subsoil was estimated at about 3 years, with the 
start-up of the plants on 27 July 2015. The operation of the reclamation plants ended in 
July 2018. 
In the subsequent period up to January 2019, the testing activities of the environmental 
matrices of the subsoil were carried out. These showed compliance with the 
remediation objectives for groundwater and unsaturated soils in the south-east sector 
of the site, with the exception of the area central of the site where residual 
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concentrations of heavy hydrocarbons C> 12 persisted. 
The checks carried out on the groundwater matrix, on the other hand, showed 
compliance with the CSCs of reference to the POC of the site (this situation was verified 
over time through the monitoring of the groundwater). 
The outcome of the testing on unsaturated soil, implemented as per the approved test 
plan, therefore highlighted the persistence of values exceeding the established 
remediation objectives. 
The analyses carried out by the ARPA Laboratory, on the samples taken in contradiction, 
show the failure to achieve the remediation objectives for the hydrocarbon parameter 
C> 12 in a sample taken in the depth range between 5 and 6 m from the local p.c. (the 
ARPA Laboratory quantifies a value of 458 mg/kg dry matter, compared to the 
remediation target set at 117.7 mg/kg, as defined by the reference CSR). 
Similarly, the Party's data shows the non-compliance with the remediation objectives for 
the hydrocarbon parameter C> 12 only in two samples taken both in the same vertical 
survey verified by ARPA, one between 3 and 4 m deep from the local p.c. (with 880 
mg/kg, compared to the CSR of 117.7 mg/kg) and one between 5 and 6 m of depth from 
the local p.c. (with 300 mg/kg, compared to the CSR of 117.7 mg/kg). 
The checks were carried out after the period of operation of the reclamation plant in 
unsaturated soil. The south-east sector of the former PV shows the achievement of 
concentrations lower than the reclamation objectives, while in the center of the site, 
residual concentrations were determined in Heavy hydrocarbons C> 12 exceeding the 
CSR, distributed between the depths of 3 and 7.5 m from p.c.. 
The almost zero values of the VOCs measured in the interstitial gases extracted from the 
unsaturated subsoil with the SVE plant and the weak biodegradative activity determined 
with the respirometric test showed that the remediation systems, consisting of an SVE, 
AS and P&T plant, have exhausted their effectiveness in cleaning up contamination. 
Faced with this evidence, it was proposed to launch a soil gas monitoring campaign on 
the site to measure the real flow of volatile substances present in the subsoil in order to 
apply the measured data as part of a risk analysis review. 
For the verification of the real flow coming from the subsoil it was initially proposed to 
use some of the existing SVE wells for the soil gas monitoring network. In view of the 
observations made by ARPA (which assessed the dimensions and depths of the filtering 
sections of the proposed SVE wells as non-compliant with the specifications of the LG 
SNPA), the installation of 3 soil gas probes of the "nesty probe" was therefore proposed. 
The monitoring activities of the soil gas matrix, which will be carried out for an annual 
duration with seasonal campaigns (quarterly sampling), will be used to obtain direct 
data to be used for a review of the risk analysis. 



1. Contact details - CASE STUDY: SVE n.17 
 
 

1.1 Name and Surname Confalonieri Massimiliano, Panzeri Paola, Canepa 
Paola 

1.2 Country/Jurisdiction Italy 
 

1.3 Organisation ARPA Lombardia 
 

1.4 Position Dirigente RUO BARAE 
 

1.5 Duties  
 

1.6 Email address m.confalonieri@arpalombardia.it 
 

1.7 Phone number +39 335 531 8045 
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2. Site background 

2.1 History of the site 
The site covered by this questionnaire is known as EX BRENNTAG DEPOSITO and is 
located in an industrial area north-west of Milan, in the municipality of Bollate. 
 

 
 

The area is not part of a Site of National Interest. 
 
The company, active since the late 1950s, deals with the storage and distribution, 
wholesale and retail, of chemical substances and is one of the Industries at Risk of Major 
Accident subject to Legislative Decree no. 105/2015 called "Seveso III Decree". 
The deposit initially covered only a limited part of the current surface and consisted of 
10 vertical 30 m3 above ground tanks, located along the southern border, and 11 (plus 5 
installed after a few years) buried tanks of 30 m3 each. (some of which divided into two 
compartments), arranged along the western border; all these tanks have now been 
removed and demolished. From notes of the time, it seems that the products stored 
were the following: 

• Underground tanks: dichloroethane, MEK, Acetone, Ethyl alcohol, Methyl alcohol, 
Isobutyl acetate, Ethyl acetate, IPA, Heptane, Octane, Toluene, Hexane, 
Cyclohexane, Trieline, Tetrachloroethane, Sulphuric ether, Solvent naphtha from 
petroleum, THF, MIBK 

• Above Ground Tanks: Ethyl glycol, Butyl glycol, Ethylene Glycol, Propylene Glycol, 
Propylene Glycol USP, Methyl glycol, Methyl glycol Acetate, Cyclohexanone and 
Cyclohexanol 

The deposit has undergone various modifications over the years; was expanded in 1968 
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(10 tanks of 50 m3 above ground), in 1974 (25 tanks of 50 m3 underground) and in 1985 
(7 tanks of 50 m3 above ground, 6 horizontal tanks of 50 m3 above ground (subsequently 
demolished) and 1 tank of 100 m3 horizontal above ground) when it has reached the 
maximum storage capacity. 
Over time, phthalates, n-paraffins, dichloropropane and various types of esters have 
been added to the products mentioned. In the mid-1990s, however, chlorinated 
products were eliminated, with the exception of dichloropropane, which was eliminated 
at a later time. 
It should be noted that in the mid-1990s some above ground tanks located along the 
border of the site with the Guisa stream were removed and in 1998 the underground 
tanks arranged along via San Gottardo, to the left of the entrance to the industrial area, 
were removed. 
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2.2 Geological setting 
The area under study is located in the central sector of the Milanese mid-plain and is 
characterized by a sub-flat morphology, with topographic altitudes degrading towards the 
South, linked to fluvioglacial and fluvial deposition of the Quaternary age. The 
morphological structure of the territory consists of extensive fluvioglacial plains. To the 
south of the industrial site, the Guisa stream flows eastwards. The site insists on 
Postglacial Unity (Upper Pleistocene - Holocene), consisting of fluvial deposits with no 
alteration profile and poorly developed soil, less than one meter thick. From a lithological 
point of view, the deposits are generally made up of slightly silty sands, with interspersed 
gravels with a clastic support or a sandy matrix, generally loose. 
 
In the area under examination, the hydrogeological units follow one another, from the 
most superficial to the deepest, according to the following scheme: 
Aquifer Group A: consisting of deposits in high-energy braided fluvial facies. Lithologically 
it is mainly composed of coarse gravelly-sandy sediments with a medium-coarse sandy 
matrix with subordinate sandy intervals from medium to very coarse, with high porosity 
and permeability; locally there are decimetric levels of clay and silty clays and horizons 
consisting of cemented and conglomerate gravels. The thickness varies from a minimum 
of 26-30 m up to a maximum of 40-45 m and its lower limit is placed in correspondence 
with the first truly continuous clayey levels; 
Aquifer Group B: consisting of deposits in braided fluvial facies. Lithologically it is mainly 
composed of coarse sediments represented by medium-coarse sands, pebbly sands and 
gravels with a sandy matrix with high porosity and permeability; downwards the 
granulometry of the sediments decreases and the cemented horizons (sandstones and 
conglomerates) and the levels of fine clayey-silty sediments become more frequent. The 
overall thickness is around 45 m on average with minimum values around 35 m and 
maximum values of 55 m. 
Aquifer Group C: consisting of deposits in continental/delta transitional facies. 
Lithologically it consists of fine to medium sands and silty clays with peaty horizons 
interspersed with gravel-sandy levels with greater permeability. The overall thickness is 
unknown as the lower limit was not reached by the drilling of the deepest wells in the 
area. In the permeable levels there are intermediate and deep aquifers, of the confined 
type, whose vulnerability is mitigated by the presence of continuous clayey layers on the 
roof, but connections and feeding by the highly vulnerable upper free aquifer cannot be 
excluded. 
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The aquifer groups A and B described above are the seat of the main free-type or locally 
semi-confined aquifer, characterized by subsidence around 20-30 m from the ground 
level, traditionally captured by the collection wells for drinking water purposes of old 
construction and from private wells (information taken from the document "Componente 
geologica, idrogeologica e sismica del Piano di Governo del Territorio" of the Municipality 
of Bollate, drawn up in 2010 by the “Studio Idrogeotecnico”). 
 
Specifically, in the area in question, it is possible to identify 2 distinct layers, separated 
from each other by a clay lens placed at a depth of 20 m; the static level of the surface 
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aquifer is around 8 m deep. 
The image above shows the isopiezometric map drawn up in 2014 (the static levels were 
measured on 28/02/2014) for the additions to the site characterization plan; we deduce 
that the direction of the water table is NNE-SSW, with a gradient of about 1.6 ‰. The 
figure shows the 7 piezometers that make up the monitoring network and which were 
grounded in 1994. 
 
The characteristics of the monitoring points are summarized below: 

ID Diameter - inches Depth - m volumetric flow (19/03/2014) - l/s 
S1 4” 20  

S2 4” 15 0.5 
S3 4” 20 0.2 

S4 4” 18.5  
S5 4” 18 0.4 

S6A 2” 20  

S6B 2” 38  
 
The S2, S3 and S5 piezometers are equipped with submersible pumps for the continuous 
pumping of water; these piezometers are part of the Pump and Treat (P&T) system which 
has been active since 21/09/1994. The plant consists of: 

• a 30 m3 tank for the collection and homogenization of the water extracted from the 
reclamation wells; 

• a stripping tower for water purification; 
• two activated carbon filters, with 80 kg carbon load, positioned in series, for the 

treatment of gases coming from the stripping tower; 
• two activated carbon filters (4,000 kg + 1,000 kg approx.) for the treatment of 

wastewater leaving the stripping tower; 
• a sand filter (approx. 1,000 l) to protect the activated carbon filter for water 

treatment. 
The plant is also designed for the collection and purification of rainwater. 
The treated water is discharged into the Guisa stream, which flows immediately 
downstream of the area. 
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2.3 Contaminants of concern 

 
The site is characterized by contamination by chlorinated solvents, affecting both the 
land and the groundwater. The following figure shows the location of the surveys 
carried out (in red) for the characterization of the land and the location of the 
piezometers making up the groundwater monitoring network underlying the site (in 
blue). During the characterization activities, two additional piezometers, 2" each, 
respectively about 20 m deep (identification code S7A) and 40 m (identification code 
S7B) were installed with the aim of creating a monitoring point of the surface water 
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table ( S7A, to be compared with S6A) and a monitoring point of the deeper aquifer 
(S7B, to be compared with S6B). Each bore reached a depth of about 6 m from ground 
level and for each of them 3 soil samples were taken, one of superficial soil (between 0 
and 1 m from b.c.), one intermediate and one in the last meter of the survey. 
 

The analysis on the soil samples taken showed a contamination in correspondence of 

the C8 survey, both for the superficial and deep soil: 

▪ surface soil (sample taken between 0.2 and 1 m from bw): Hydrocarbons C <12, 

Benzene and Tetrachlorethylene 

▪ deep soil (sample taken between 2.3 and 2.7 m from b.c.): Trichloromethane and 

Trichlorethylene. 

The maximum concentrations measured (taken from the Operational Remediation 
Plan, presented in December 2015) are shown in the following table. 
 

Contaminants Maximum concentrations (mg/kg) 
Hydrocarbons C <12 2,120 

Benzene 4.11 
Tetrachlorethylene 50.7 

Trichloromethane 10,536 
Trichlorethylene 26,076 

 
It has been estimated that the contamination affects an area of about 200 m2, located 
at a depth of 5 m, for a volume of about 1000 m3. 
 
As regards groundwater, both the most superficial and the deepest aquifers present 
contamination by chlorinated solvents, but with significant differences in the 
concentrations of PCE (main contaminant) which are lower in the deeper aquifer where 
the concentration could also be linked, in part, to an upgradient contribution. 

2.4 Regulatory framework 
The reference limits considered are those contained in Legislative Decree 152/06, Tab. 
1, Col. B (intended industrial use). 
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3. Pilot-scale application in field 

3.1 Extraction system 
In the area reclamation project and related additions, the construction of an SVE (Soil 
Vapor Extraction) treatment plant was proposed, in the area around survey C8, 
characterized by the presence of soils contaminated mainly by chlorinated solvents. In 
the Reclamation Project it was proposed to combine the SVE also with an AR (Air 
Sparging) treatment for groundwater. It should be emphasized that on the site, as 
reported above, an operational safety system is already in operation consisting of 3 
points of extraction of the groundwater, which are then sent to a treatment plant. This 
system will remain in operation also during the SVE/AS treatment. 
Between 9 and 10 November 2016, the drillings were carried out for the preparation of 
the test field for the pilot test, which was carried out between 14 and 16 November. 
During the execution of the test the first SVE point made (later called SVEold) showed 
problems and, consequently, on 2/12/2016 a second SVE point was made to replace it. 
On 11/01/2017 the pilot test on the new point was repeated. 
The technical-constructive characteristics of the survey points making up the test field 
are summarized in the following table: 
 

Point well Diameter  Depth (m) Screen (m) 

SVE and SVE old 40X40 3” 4 1-4 

SGS1 30X30 6 mm (rilsan) 1.5 1.2-1.5 

SGS2 30X30 6 mm (rilsan) 1.5 1.2-1.5 

SGS3 30X30 6 mm (rilsan) 1.5 1.2-1.5 

 
The SVE point represents the aspiration point for the Soil Vapor Extraction (SVE) test and 
the SGS points were used as soil gas monitoring during the SVE tests. 
The following figure shows the location of the survey points of the test field. In the 
image, the AS point is also indicated, which represents the air blowing point for the Air 
Sparging test (AS) and the MAS points, used as groundwater monitoring during the AS 
tests. 
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The following table shows the stratigraphy of the SVE point. 

Depth (cm from ground 
level) 

Description 

0-30 Concrete slab 

30-180 
Filling consisting of slightly silty sands and 
gravels with some brick, brown color 

180-300 
Coarse sands and gravel with pebbles, 
gray/black color 

300-400 Coarse sands and gravels, ocher color 

 
The pilot test on the new SVE point was carried out on 11/01/2017. 
The pilot tests were carried out by installing, at the SVE point (see image below), an 
aspiration system equipped with an activated carbon filter consisting of a rotary blower, 
regulation valves and vacuum-tight pipes. 
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The pilot test was performed by sucking air from the SVE point and monitoring, with 
field instruments, the following parameters: 

• VOC (volatile organic compounds) of interstitial gases with the use of a 
Portable Photoionizer (PID); 

• concentrations of oxygen, carbon dioxide, Lel (Lower Explosive Limit) of 
interstitial gases with a portable IR instrument; 

• depressions induced by the rotary blower with a digital pressure gauge 
(thermo anemometer). 

The parameters were measured at the monitoring points arranged around the suction 
point at distances varying between about 2 m and 8 m from the central point; the 
following table shows the name of the monitored points and the distance from the SVE 
point: 
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Monitoring point Distance from SVE (m) 

SVEold 2.4 

SGS1 1.9 

SGS2 3.7 

SGS3 8.4 

The SGS points intercept the horizon between 1.2 and 1.5 m from ground level. 

The SVEold point has filters between 1 and 4 m. 

First of all, a rapid flow step test was performed, increasing the pump flow in order to 
identify the flow rate to be used in the constant flow test. The constant flow test was 
then carried out and lasted for 5 hours, in order to verify the trend of the parameters in 
the subsoil, following the activation of an SVE system. The rotary pump was set at an 
average flow rate of 47 mc/h. 

The parameters measured at the extraction point and at the monitoring points are 
summarized in the following tables. 
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The missing data are due to the presence of condensation in the pipes that did not allow 
the use of the instrumentation. 
Data analysis: 

• the Pid highlights the increase in values at the SVE point and the simultaneous 
decrease in the monitoring points, in accordance with the recall of 
contaminants at the suction point; 

• the Lel decreases in all points; 
• oxygen stabilizes at 20.9%; 
• carbon dioxide shows a tendency to decrease over time; 
• the depressions show a greater response to pumping in SGS2 than in SGS1, 

closer to the SVE point, probably due to the conformation of the subsoil in the 
area in question; in point SGS3 there are no effects induced by pumping. 

During the test, due to local conditions, the extracted flow rate varied from 47 mc/h (set 
at the beginning) to approximately 70 mc/h. With this capacity, considering what is 
highlighted by the data, the effects of the vacuum induced by pumping can be observed 
in the control points SVEold, SGS1 and SGS2 while the point SGS3 does not show 
variations. The range of influence, therefore, is between 4 and 8 m. 

3.3 Radius of influence 
During the pilot test, performed by sucking air from the central point called SVE, the 
induced depressions in the monitoring points, called SVEold, SGS1, SGS2 and SGS3, were 
measured and arranged as illustrated in par. 3.1. The effects of the vacuum induced by 
pumping are observable in the control points SVEold, SGS1 and SGS2 while the point 
SGS3 shows no variation. The range of influence, therefore, is between 4 and 8 m. 
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3.4 Off gas Treatment 
In the SVE point, an extraction system with an activated carbon filter was installed. 

3.5 Control parameters 
During the pilot test, as reported above, the following parameters were monitored with 
field instruments: 

• VOC (volatile organic compounds) of interstitial gases with the use of a Portable 
Photo ionizer (PID); 

• concentrations of oxygen, carbon dioxide, LEL (Lower Explosive Limit) of 
interstitial gases with a portable IR instrument; 

• depressions induced by the rotary blower with a digital pressure gauge (thermo 
anemometer). 

The recorded data made it possible to identify the air permeability of the soil and the 
range of influence of the suction system sized for a suction point. 
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4. Full-scale application 

4.1 Extraction system 

 
 
The plant and its monitoring were started on 14/03/2019. 
On the basis of the pilot test performed, it was assumed, as a precaution, a range of action 
equal to 4 m for the SVE point; consequently it was decided to equip two points for the 
extraction of vapours, namely the point called SVE and the point called SVEold. During the 
work, specific calibration tests will be conducted in order to set the optimal configuration 
for the system. 
The SVE and SVEold extraction wells made have the following characteristics: 

• drilling up to 4 m deep; 
• installation of piezometer (diameter 3 ”), depth 4 m, fenestrated between –1 and –

4 m from the ground floor; 
• cementation from p.c. at -1 m; 
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• installation of calibrated siliceous gravel from –1 m to –4 m from p.c. 
The wellhead of the vertical intake is connected to the manifold, mounted at the plant 
box, which is connected to the separator and subsequently to the aspirator and filter (see 
image below, which also indicates the Air Sparging system). 

4.3 Radius of influence 
Based on the monitoring of the lowering measured during the pilot test at the control 
points (SVEold, SGS1, SGS2 and SGS3) the influence range is between 4 and 8 m; 
consequently, as a precaution, a radius of influence equal to 4 m was considered. 

4.4 Off gas Treatment 
Activated carbon filter 
Downstream of the suction system, two containers of activated carbon weighing about 
50 kg each were placed in series. 

4.5 Control parameters 
In order to monitor the effectiveness of the SVE/AS system, periodic monitoring of the 
system and sampling of interstitial gases has been prepared. 
With regard to the monitoring of the plant, a fortnightly frequency of checks has been 
established during the first 2 months of activity, monthly up to 6 months, and quarterly 
up to 12 months of plant activity. During the checks, measurements of the main flow 
parameters of the system are carried out with field instruments capable of determining 
air flow (anemometer), temperature, VOC concentration (PID), differential pressure 
between the fixed probes in the ground and the atmosphere (Magnehelic). 
Samplings of soil gases by means of activated carbon vials were also provided. On 
14/03/2019 "zero" sampling took place, coinciding with the start-up of the plant. A 
further 4 samplings were scheduled during the 12 months of reclamation, foreseen by 
the project. 
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5. Enhancements to SVE 

 

6. Post treatment and/or Long Term Monitoring 

 

5.1  Pneumatic and/or hydraulic fracturing 
As mentioned above, an AS (Air Sparging) plant was associated with the SVE for the 
treatment of groundwater underlying the site. The plant consists of a piezometer, for 
the injection of atmospheric air into the groundwater, with a depth of 9 m. Three 
piezometers (called MAS1, MAS2 and MAS3) were also created at a distance of 3, 6 and 
9 m from the first one for the introduction of air, as monitoring points. The latter were 
carried out at the points provided for the monitoring of soil gases (SGS), within the same 
drilling, in such a way as to optimize economies. 

6.1  Post treatment and/or Long Term Monitoring 
The monitoring plan provided for a sampling of soil gases upon activation of the plant 
and 4 samplings during the remediation. 
For the sampling of soil gases, activated carbon vials are used for the determination of C 
<12 hydrocarbons, with relative speciation, Benzene, Tetrachlorethylene, 
Trichloromethane and Trichloroethylene. 
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7. Additional information 
 

 

 

Glossary of Terms 
 

Term (alphabetical order) Definition 
SIN Contaminated site of national priority list 

PA public administration 

7.2 Additional information 
Initially, it was planned to carry out a test through soil sampling, after 12 months of 
treatment, to verify the state of contamination and evaluate any further actions. 
To date, the treatment of the land is still ongoing, since, following a failure of the plant 
which occurred in 2020, it was decided to extend the treatment for a further year. 
At the time of testing, soil samples must be taken from two cores carried out near point 
C8, at depths of 0-1 m and 2-3 m. The analytical set must include: 
Sample 0-1 m: C <12 hydrocarbons, with relative speciation, Benzene, 
Tetrachlorethylene 
Sample 2-3 m: Trichloromethane, Trichloroethylene. 



1. Contact details - CASE STUDY: SVE n.18 
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2. Site background 

2.1 History of the site 
The area in question is located in the territory of the Municipality of Villasanta (Monza 
and Brianza province), north of the Milan urban area and is geographically located in the 
high Lombard plain, immediately south of the pre-Alpine moraine hills. 
The site was affected by the presence of an industrial plant built in 1971 and dedicated 
to the production of air conditioning equipment. Industrial production has ceased but 
the site retains its industrial use and the area is occupied by commercial and/or logistics 
activities. 
The main production cycles concerned: 

• mechanical processing of metals; 
• oven painting with organic solvent paints; 
• electrophoresis painting. 

Both painting processes, discontinued in 1994, were supported by a waste water 
treatment plant. The main structures present were made up of: 

• a purification plant (decommissioned in 1994) with two masonry tanks, a settler 
and a sludge drying tank; 

• a thermal power plant, currently fuelled by methane; 
• 5 underground tanks located about 10 m from the south west corner of the 

thermal power plant, n. 4 of which containing fuel oil and n. 1 containing 
diathermic oil. All fuel oil tanks would have been removed in 1991 during the 
construction of the underpass. The diathermic oil tank was removed and replaced 
with a new double-walled tank positioned along the east side of the thermal 
power plant. This latter tank also seems to have been removed in 1992 with the 
construction of the thermal power plant; 

• 2 electrical transformer cabins, one located in the thermal power plant and one 
inside body C. The one in the thermal power plant has a single transformer and is 
currently not in use, with a concrete containment tank in good condition. The one 
inside body C is in use. Transformers with PCB-containing oils were reclaimed and 
replaced in 1989 

The site was affected by a remediation procedure according to the regional regulations 
in force at the time that began before the entry into force of the Ministerial Decree of 
25 October 1999, n. 471. Later, the process has been developed according to the 
ordinary operational and administrative procedures laid down by Legislative Decree 3 
April 2006, n. 152. 
Since the area is not included in the case of SIN or SIR in implementation of the regional 
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delegations, the competent authority in charge of the administrative acts is the 
municipal administration. 
 

  
Lombardy – Monza Brianza Province   Villasanta – site location 

 
Villasanta – site location (Technical Regional map 1:10:000) 
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2.2 Geological setting 

 
NS hydrogeological section of the central area and the Lambro basin (from: Provincia di 

Milano, 1995) 

 
Stratigraphic detail of the intervention area 

 
The western border of the municipal area coincides with the path of the Lambro river. 
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Geologically, the subsoil of Villasanta can be included within the Fundamental Level of 
the Plain (LFP), traditionally characterized by deposits of late Pleistocene fluvial-glacial 
origin, consisting of sands and gravels with pebbles that form the Lombard plain. 
Near the banks of the Lambro, more recent sediments develop which can be associated 
with the depositional activity of the watercourse itself. From a petrographic and 
lithological point of view, the origin of the Lambro deposits is strictly attributable to the 
portion of the pre-Alpine chain which, within the reference hydrographic basin, crops 
out in correspondence with the Larian triangle between Como and Lecco. This can be 
distinguished due to the outcrop of Mesozoic geological units of a predominantly 
calcareous nature. 
The presence of the Lambro river also affects the alluvial sediments, whose deposition 
over time has given rise to real paleo-riverbeds with high transmissivity values. 
In general, in the area under examination, the subsoil is characterized in the superficial 
portion by the presence of mainly gravelly-sandy lithology horizons, with high 
permeability and thickness values. Proceeding in depth, the progressive lithological 
variations due to the prevalence of fine-textured lithologies (clays, silts and fine sands) 
determine a reduction in permeability. Under these conditions, the aquifer horizons are 
limited to isolated lenses of relatively permeable material and of modest thickness. 
The hydrogeological structure traditionally described by authors on the basis of the 
permeability characteristics has led to the identification of three main 
hydrostratigraphic units having the following characteristics: 

• first aquifer: consisting of prevailing gravels and sands, with subordinate fractions 
of silts and gravelly-sandy horizons locally cemented. These sediments can be 
traced back to the recent and ancient alluvial and fluvioglacial deposits from 
Würm (upper Pleistocene) which constitute the Fundamental Level of the Plain 
(LFP). This unit contains the upper part of the traditional aquifer, characterized by 
relatively high hydraulic conductivity values between 10-3 and 10-4 m/s. The 
characteristics of the aquifer are those typical of a free, unconfined water table; 

• second aquifer: consisting of gravels and silty sands and conglomeratic horizons. 
These lithotypes are traditionally attributed to the ancient fluvioglacial deposits of 
Mindel and Riss (lower Pleistocene) which on the surface give rise to the 
characteristic “ferretto” terraces of the foothills and hills of Brianza. The 
permeability of the aquifer which has hydraulic conductivity values of an order of 
magnitude lower than those of the first aquifer and equal to about 10-4-10-5 m/s. 
This aquifer can contain a free aquifer or, in the presence of horizons that are not 
very permeable to the roof, locally semi-confined, generally in connection with 
the one above. Where the piezometric load differences between the two aquifers 
are more significant, water exchanges between the aquifers may occur due to the 
phenomenon of drainage; 
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• third aquifer: characterized by predominantly fine-textured soils, such as silts and 
clays with fine sand levels. These deposits are attributed in literature to the so-
called Villafranchian clays. Due to the clear prevalence of fine-grained lithotypes, 
the hydraulic conductivity values in sandy lenses are approximately 10-4-10-6 m/s. 
The sandy lenses themselves are home to confined and protected aquifers. 

• In the area of Monza and Villasanta the hydrogeological characteristics of the 
subsoil are particularly different compared to the adjacent areas, in particular due 
to the presence of a high structure (Monza ridge) which causes the Villafranchian 
substrate to rise with a consequent reduction in the thickness of the aquifers. This 
hydrogeological situation makes it possible, in the sector east of the Lambro river, 
to interconnect the first and second aquifers with consequent possible mixing 
between contaminated aquifers and good quality aquifers. 

The superficial aquifer (groundwater) is contained in the sediments that form the 
gravelly-sandy-silty unit and the conglomeratic unit (Ceppo auct.). As already 
mentioned, the two units are only locally separated by semi-permeable deposits which 
can give rise to differences in the piezometric level, although, in general, compared to 
the adjacent western area, the traditional aquifer is substantially undifferentiated. 
In the area under examination (Villasanta) the presence of a suspended aquifer 
supported by a discontinuous silty-clayey lens and contained in deposits with a 
prevalently gravelly-sandy texture was also ascertained. 
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2.3 Contaminants of concern 
The site is characterized by the presence of contamination: 
Soil and subsoil 
The characterization investigations on the entire site have shown overall compliance 
with the CSCs envisaged for the specific intended commercial and industrial use. 
On the basis of historical investigations and analyses carried out by means of soil gas 
survey, the presence of tetrachlorethylene was ascertained in the entire horizon 
thickness unsaturated underlying the building in which the main painting cycles and 
degreasing of materials was carried out. 
The figure below shows the values measured in the interstitial gases during the 
characterization phase and before the application of the SVE technology. 
 

 
Groundwater 
Contamination of the groundwater in the area is essentially and almost exclusively due 
to tetrachlorethylene (PCE), with associated low concentrations of trichloroethylene 
(TCE) and chloroform (TCM). The presence of this substance in concentrations up to 
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400 times the CSC is well above the background value that is generally found in most of 
the area north of Monza and which roughly corresponds to the values found "at the 
entrance" to site, in the hydrogeologically upstream piezometer, between 6.5 and 

48g/l. 
High concentrations were detected in 2002throughout the south-eastern portion of 

the plant, in correspondence with some wells, with values up to 473 g/l. The origin of 
the contamination has been traced back to the washing and degreasing of pieces using 
PCE, a solvent stored in underground tanks present in the building subject to the 
renovation. 
 

CodiceSIF denonint data PCE 

0152390026 Well 3 

11-mar-04 180 

14-set-04 198 

07-apr-05 61.14 
23-mar-06 28.7 

22-mag-07 286 
25-lug-08 340 

0152390043 Well 5 

11-mar-04 28 
14-set-04 168 

07-apr-05 27.6 

23-mar-06 22.2 
22-mag-07 22 

25-lug-08 7.5 

0152390054 
Pz 1 

(upgradient) 

11-mar-04 48 

14-set-04 39 

07-apr-05 21.7 
23-mar-06 8.6 

22-mag-07 6.5 
25-lug-08 6.7 

0152390065 
Pz 2 

(downgradient) 

11-mar-04 11 
14-set-04 19.37 

07-apr-05 3.99 

23-mar-06 5.8 
22-mag-07 4.2 

25-lug-08 4.2 

0152390066 
Pz 3 

(upgradient) 

11-mar-04 4.6 

14-set-04 3.2 

07-apr-05 3.04 
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23-mar-06 4.69 

22-mag-07 7.1 
25-lug-08 0.7 

0152390067 
Well 6 

(pumping well) 

11-mar-04 200 

14-set-04 213 

07-apr-05 64.32 

20-mar-06 42.29 

22-mag-07 38.6 

25-lug-08 320 

 
The map shows the points of the monitoring network in the configuration active in 
2010 
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2.4 Regulatory framework 
The remediation process of the area had been started before the national legislation 
on the remediation of contaminated sites came into force (Legislative Decree 22/97 
and Ministerial Decree 417/99), applying the reference standards already existing in 
the Lombardy Region before 1997. 
During the verification of the interstitial gases carried out at the building called " 
former Battery Department " or " former Building B ", located in the south-east portion 
of the plant, the presence of PCE was detected in the interstitial gases and in excess 
concentrations to the regulatory limits even in groundwater. 
In light of this, the company has sent its notice pursuant to dell ' art. 242, paragraph 1 
of Legislative Decree 152/06 to the competent local authorities in February 2011. 
Following this communication, the Characterization Plan of the area on which the 
former Building B stands was drawn up and sent to the Authorities, subsequently 
approved in the Conference of Services in May 2011 by the competent Authority. 
In July-August 2012 a new interstitial gas sampling campaign was carried out; with the 
results obtained, relative to the PCE concentrations, it was possible to redefine the 
spread of contamination in the subsoil, the starting point for the elaboration of the Risk 
Analysis. 
The site-specific Health and Environmental Risk Analysis document was favourably 
assessed with prescriptions by the Authorities during the Service Conference in 
October 2012. 
Therefore, in 2012 an additional document with acceptance of Conference of Services 
prescriptions that defines the CSR for soil gas and groundwater as remediation targets 
was prepared. 
Following approval of the remediation objectives, equal to 71 mg/m 3 of PCE in soil gas 
for the unsaturated portion of land, a remediation project of the total subsoil was 
drawn, which also included the portion of the aquifer assessed in the Conference of 
Services in March 2013 with related observations and additions by the Authorities. 
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3. Pilot-scale application in field 

3.1 Extraction system 
The technology applied for the remediation of the area consisted of the combination of an 
extraction plant (SVE) for unsaturated soil, associated with an Air-Sparging (AS) plant for 
the remediation of groundwater (saturated). 
In consideration of the geological-stratigraphic structure of the soil, characterized by the 
alternation of horizons with coarse and medium fine textures, the design of the SVE plant 
was carried out on the basis of data already available on site, having been active in a 
network of wells for interstitial gas measurement. 
For the correct sizing of the AS system, a pilot module was instead prepared. 
In relation to the local stratigraphic succession and in particular to the presence of clay 
lenses in the area to be reclaimed, the overall system of SVE and AS was created with the 
following characteristics: 

• n. 18 suction wells of which: 
o n. 5 "shorts" (PV1, PM2, PV6, VW14 and VW15) → with filtering section 

between pc and the roof of the first clay lens, used for the remediation of 
unsaturated soil, possibly still polluted. 

o n. 7 "intermediate" wells (VW1 - VW7) → with filtering section between the 
first and second clay lens, necessary to concentrate the recall of polluting 
vapours in this area, where the effect of AS will be greater and where the 
vapours will concentrate; 

o n. 6 "long" wells (VW8 - VW13) → with filtering section between 6 and 14-15 
m deep, or in any case one meter above the height of the phreatic surface, 
will instead have the function of area limiting the diffusion of the AS effect 
and treat the vapours deriving from the groundwater. 

• n. 6 insufflations wells (AS1 - AS6) located inside the former Battery Department, in 
the area of maximum PCE concentration in interstitial gases. In the pilot scale 
application, the construction of a well for insufflations of groundwater (AS/G14) 
and n. 6 monitoring wells positioned around the AS; 

• n. 2 SVE systems, consisting of a condensate separator, a side channel aspirator and 
an activated carbon filter, of which: 

o plant 1 to which the "short" wells are connected; 
o plant 2 to which the "intermediate" and "long" wells are connected; 

• n. 1 AS system consisting of a blower in correspondence with each AS well, capable 
of blowing air at the established flow rates and pressures. 

• n. 3 monitoring wells, necessary especially in the initial start-up phase, to check the 
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influence rays of the venting wells. 
The system was initially launched in the pilot phase and after two months, once the 
functional and monitoring data of the system itself had been acquired, it came into 
operation at full capacity. 
The data collected during the monitoring made it possible to regulate flows and 
depressions of the plants. The results obtained from monitoring with colorimetric vials, on 
the other hand, gave a more precise indication of the presence of PCE in interstitial gases. 
Over time, the outermost wells were closed, particularly in the westernmost area where 
the PCE values were zero, in order to concentrate the area of influence of the SVE in the 
most critical areas. 
 

 
Position of the AS and SVE wells 
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3.2 Injection system 

The AS plant was divided into n. 6 insufflations wells (AS1 - AS6) located in the area of 
maximum PCE concentration in interstitial gases. 

In the pilot scale application, a well for insufflation of groundwater (AS/G14) and n. 6 
monitoring wells were constructed positioned around the AS. 

The carrier gas used was air, injected through diffusers to maximize the flow and 
increase the area exposed to the treatment. Thanks to the diffusion of high air flow, 
distribution was homogeneous in the contaminated area and the stripping effect of the 
volatile contaminants (PCE) from groundwater which are then extracted by SVE was 
amplified. 

 
AS pilot module 
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3.3 Radius of influence 
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On the basis of the bibliographic data already present for the site and in particular those 
derived from the implementation of the previous reclamation project, from the 
stratigraphic observations carried out during the investigations and from the pilot test 
carried out and described in the previous chapter, it was possible to hypothesize a range 
of influence for each suction pit equal to 15 m. 

The location of the suction points has been selected in such a way that the respective 
rays of influence are sufficiently coalescing and there are no unaffected areas within the 
area to be reclaimed. 

3.4 Off gas Treatment 
As a real pilot phase was not foreseen for the development of the SVE system (it should 
be remembered that there was a monitoring system of interstitial gases built in 
application of regional legislation on site for some time and before the planning of the 
reclamation interventions), the gaseous effluent treatment system corresponds to that 
envisaged by the operational reclamation interventions when fully operational. 
In this regard, see the answer to question 4.4 
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4. Full-scale application 
 

4.2 Injection system 
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4.4 Off gas Treatment 
Based on the characteristics and functions of the wells, these were connected to two 
separate suction systems integrated with attached activated carbon filters. 
The vapours deriving only from the "short" suction wells with an indicative flow rate of 
250 m³/h were collected in plant 1. 
The vapours deriving from the “intermediate” and “long” suction wells were collected in 
plant 2 with a total suction flow rate of 650 m³/h (approximately 50 m³/h for each 
suction well). 
A condensate separator was provided prior to the connection to the activated carbon 
filter. 
The following are the characteristics of the activated carbon filter: 

• Estimated gas flow: 650 m3/h; 
• Filtering surface: 3.0 m2; 
• Filter material volume: 7.0 m3/h; 
• Contact time: 38.77 s; 
• Filtration speed: 0.06 m/s; 
• Active carbon quantity: 4,000 kg; 
• Filter layer height: 2,800 mm; 
• Inlet/outlet pipe diameter: 100 DN 
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4.5 Control parameters 
Describe the monitoring plan designed to evaluate the effectiveness of SVE in the three 
dimensions. List the control parameters considered. 
The direct verification of the radius of influence of the venting wells was carried out 
through 3 monitoring wells with a depth of 8 m from a pc, equipped with a 2 ”PVC pipe, 
blind for the first 2 m and micro-slotted at -2 m at the bottom of the hole. The 
perforation-pipe cavity was filled with selected silicon gravel in the micro-cracked 
sections and with cement/benthonite grout in the blind top sections. 
The monitoring operations include both on-site analyses, using portable 
instrumentation, and laboratory gas chromatographic analyses, by taking air samples 
from activated carbon vials, in order to calibrate the analyses performed on site. 
The following parameters were determined on site, both refer to the entire system 
(measurement point at the collector) and to the individual wells: 

• Air speed (m/s) by means of hot wire anemometer; 
• Air temperature (° C) by means of a thermo hygrometer; 
• Air humidity (%) by means of a thermo hygrometer; 
• Depressions realized in the suction wells (mbar) by means of a digital manometer; 
• SOV concentrations present in the air stream (ppm) by PID; 
• PCE concentrations (ppm) through the use of colorimetric vials of suitable Gastec 

or similar scale, through sampling at the suction points. 
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6. Post treatment and/or Long Term Monitoring 

6.1  Post treatment and/or Long Term Monitoring 
The system was launched on October 8, 2013; the start-up phase took place in the 
following two months, during which the SVE and AS plants were activated by successive 
steps. From 4 December 2013, the plants operated at full capacity until 2 October 2017. 
During the entire period of operation of the reclamation plants, the functionality checks 
of the plants themselves and the monitoring of interstitial gases were regularly carried 
out in correspondence with the SVE wells. 
The data collected during the monitoring made it possible to regulate flows and 
depressions of the plants. 
The results obtained from the monitoring with colorimetric vials, on the other hand, 
gave a more precise indication of the presence of PCE in interstitial gases. Over time the 
outermost wells were closed, particularly in the westernmost area, where the PCE 
values were zero, in order to concentrate the area of influence of the SVE in the most 
critical areas. 
As described in the last Technical Report drawn up in August 2017 before the shutdown 
of the plants, from the results of the monthly monitoring, it was found that: 

• in a large area of that subjected to remediation, including the west, north-central 
and south-east corner, the PCE values in the measured soil gases reached 
concentrations close to or equal to zero, starting from July 2014; 

• the wells located in the two limited areas of the central-eastern (VW6, VW13, 
VW14) and central-southern (VW10, VW11) zones also had values below the limit 
of 10.47 ppm of PCE and close to zero. 

• the only point where the PCE was found in concentrations in soil gases close to 
the reclamation objective, was the VW12, located north-east of the former 
Battery Department; 

• in correspondence with this well, sampling was then carried out by means of ac 
vials and laboratory analyzes. The analytical data confirmed compliance with the 
limits set downstream of the risk analysis. 

 Given the trends in PCE concentrations in the monitored SVE wells, in October 2017 the 
plants were shut down and the first phase of soil testing was started, by carrying out n. 2 
on/off cycles of the systems to check for any rebound phenomena. 
As indicated in the act of approval of the subsoil remediation project for the Carrier 
plant in Villasanta, the remediation objectives for the unsaturated soil matrix can be 
considered achieved when "... the results of the interstitial gas tests will attest to 
concentrations lower than 71 mg/m3 of PCE in all the monitoring wells for at least two 
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campaigns carried out in different seasonal climatic conditions... " 
The first test of unsaturated soil was carried out in 2018 with the two semi-annual 
sampling campaigns in June and November. 
Given the negative results obtained during the second sampling in November 2018, the 
SVE plants were restarted until April 2019 for a total period of about 5 months and then 
the absence of rebound phenomena was verified through ignition/shutdown cycles. 
The second phase of testing of unsaturated soil was therefore launched, carried out with 
the two six-monthly samplings respectively in July 2019 and January 2020. The results of 
the activities carried out in the two testing campaigns certified compliance with the 
authorized remediation objectives. 
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7. Additional information 

 

  

7.1 Lesson learnt 
The interventions that affected the site were carried out by an American multinational 
which, in line with its corporate policy, paid particular attention in terms of financial 
resources in the choice of the best performing remediation technology for the type of 
pollution (PCE) and for the particular site specific conditions (contamination of the 
unsaturated and saturated, with the presence of more contaminated horizons). 
The use of interstitial gas sampling techniques and identification of remediation 
objectives with concentrations referring to the aeriform matrix present in the 
unsaturated soil represents one of the first cases of application in Lombardy (the first 
sampling had already been carried out before 2010, in the absence of guidelines and 
regulatory guidelines). 
It is therefore a reference case study for the development of the pore gas measurement 
methodology that has been progressively implemented. 
The SVE technology, associated with an AS plant and a Pump & Treat system, has been 
found to be effective in reducing the level of contamination present in the soil and 
groundwater. 
At the administrative level, it is necessary to highlight the difficulties in defining the 
remediation objectives, considering that the legislation and technical guidelines in force 
at the time made the use of values in interstitial gases as a reference for site 
certification with little applicability. 
From a technical point of view, it should be noted that the first soil characterization 
carried out with traditional techniques (sampling of soil by continuous core drilling and 
laboratory analysis) did not show that the table limits were exceeded, underestimating 
the actual state of contamination of the site. 
The use of data from the measurement of interstitial gases in the second phase of 
characterization, however, made it possible to ascertain an effective contamination of 
the unsaturated soil, identifying at the same time the secondary source responsible for 
the contamination in the groundwater. 
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Glossary of Terms 
 

Term (alphabetical order) Definition 
VOC Volatile organic compounds 

SIN Contaminated site of National Priority List 

SIR site of regional importance 

CdS Conference of Services 

CSC Contamination Threshold Concentrations 

CSR Risk Threshold Concentrations 

SVE Soil Vapor Extraction 

AS Air Sparging 

PCE Perchlorethylene (= Tetrachlorethylene) 

TCE Trielin (= Trichlorethylene) 

TCM Chloroform (= Trichloromethane) 

P&T Pump and Treat 
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